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Refugee resettlement has been documented since early
times but has only recently been recognized as a field of
study in its own right. Before this, it was located within
the fiel-d of immigrant and ethnic studies where research is
concerned with voluntary migrants and is informed by

theories based on the experiences of European i-mmigrants to
North America (Neuwirth & Clark, l-g8i-) . Studies in refugee

resettl-ement focus on ínvoluntary migrants, most of whom

come from developing countries.

Although all rnigrants share common experiences,

scholars in the field of refugee resettlement maintain there

are important differences between refugees and irnmigrants.

According to Tepper (l-980), rrrefugees are not immigrants,

people who vol-untarily depart from their homerands to seek a

better l-ife. They are emergencies: the homel_ess, the

stateless, the dispossessedtt (p.5). Refugees are persons

who have fl-ed their homelands and sought refuge elsewhere

because of perceived threats to their well-being (Rogge,

L987). According to Kunz (L973) | rrit is the reluctance to
uproot oneself and the absence of positive original
motivation to settle el-sewhere whi-ch characterises the

refugee from vol-untary migrants" (p.i_20).

Situations whích give rise to refugee movements are

generally precipitated by traumatic events such as political

CHAPTER 1-

Introduction
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upheaval, ideological purges or physical deprivatj-on.
Departures are often abrupt and frequentJ-y difficul-t.
Refugees seldom have the opportunity to serect their final
destination and are not usual-Iy cognizant of it when they
depart. Many are unable to bring material resources with
them and often arrive with only the clothes they are

wearing. They are seldom able to return to their country of
origin or have family and friends visit. Most experience

considerable farnily disruption, and communication with those

left behind is often difficult or irnpossible. These

problems are compounded because refugees, especially in
recent times, usually come from countries significantly
different from the countries of resettl_ement.

Arthough many inmigrants experience some of the same

events as refugees, they seldom experience the same degree

of trauma or stress. They generally feer in control- of
their l-j-ves, have the opportunity to select and prepare for
life in the new environment and anticipate upward mobirity
as a result of migration. Furthermore, they usually come

from countries sirnilar to the countries of resettl_ement

(Richards, A982).

compared to immigrants, refugees are less prepared for
the resettl-ement process. They maintain a greater
commitment to their country of origin and often hope to
return to it regardless of how unrealistj-c those hopes rnay

be. Refugees are more likery to experíence emotional and
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physical stress rerated to their losses and their feelings
of uncertainty about the future. They are less likeJ-y to
have established links in the country of resettr-ement and

given immigration poricies, are more 1ike1y to experience

large cultural differences (Hugo, \99O). As outl_ined, the

experiences of refugees and immigrants are sufficiently
different to affect the process and outcome of resettl-ement

thus warranting separate fields of study (Kuhlman, L99L¡

Liu, 1,979).

Vühite there is a growing body of literature in the

field of refugee resettlement, many gaps need to be

addressed. conceptual models from immigrant and ethnic
studies are often appJ-ied to refugee researchr. hora/ever, the
fit between the models and the data is not always

appropriate (Ferguson, 1,984; Neuwirth & Cl-ark, j-9gj_).

According to Harrel-r-Bond (1-988), much of the work produced

to date has been done by researchers working for policy
makers and servi-ce organizations. consequently, there is a

need for independent research, especially research that
represents the refugeets perspective (Robinson, l-990) . As

Stein (l-981-) said, researchers need to consider the
expectations refugees have for their own resettlement
because expectations have a large impact on behaviour during

resettl-ement. of the studies that consj-der the process of
refugee resettlement, most focus on problems and pathology.

Few studies explore successful resettlement. There are no
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definitions of or criteria for success and significant
variables are often missed or ignored (Nann, t982) .

While existing studies contribute to our knowledge of

the phenomenon, they do little to increase our understanding

of how refugees perceive resettl-ement or how they define

success. This research expJ-ores these questi-ons and arrives
at a conceptual model which incorporates the views and

achievements of refugees in the process of resettlement.

Specific objectives of this study are to understand how

refugees define successful resettlement, to develop

categories representing varying level-s of resettlement and

to identify variables which could explain these different
level-s.

Several authors have addressed the need to examine

these issues. Bach and Bach (l-980), for instance, identify
a l-ack of infornation on the subjective dimensions of the

resettlement process. Robinson (1-990) argues for a research

approach that allows us to understand how refugees see

themsel-ves. He suggests grounding the research in the

refugee experience. Finally, Baker (l-990) suggests that
despite considerable research on the topic of refugees, v/e

still- do not know why some refugees resettl-e more

successfully than others. Because migration by refugees is
becoming an increasingly pressing concern, it is imperative

that we develop a better understanding of this process at
both the empirical and theoretical leveIs.
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In Canada, the legal definition of a refugee is found

in the rmmigration Act and is taken from the united Nations

convention Relating to the status of Refugees established in
1-951 (Law Union of Ontario, l_9gl_). According to the act,
people may be adrnitted to canada as independent immi-grants,

fanily class members, convention refugiees or members of
desÍgnated classes. rndependent irnmigrants are accepted on

the basj-s of a point system. Those persons accepted as

fanily members are sponsored by close relatives who are

responsible for their maintenance for up to ten years.

Convention refugees are persons who, by reason of wel_l-

founded fear of persecution, for reason of race, religion,
nationality, poritical opinion or membership in a particular
socíal group, are unable or unwilling to return to their
country of birth or habitual residence. Members of
designated classes are persons in refugee-rike situations
who may not meet the strict definition of convention

refugees.

As discussed in Chapter 2, refugees in this study, are

simply and broadly defined as persons who have fled their
homeland and sought refuge elsewhere because of perceived

threats to their well-being (Rogge | 1-gg7). while this is a

much broader definition than the legal one, it offers a

common understanding of the term and it is a conmon

understanding that is the focus of this study.

There are three al-ternatives for persons who have fl-ed
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their countries. These are repatriation, indefinite
detention in refugee camps and resettLement. Most refugiees

return home and others languj-sh for years in refugee camps;

however, some are accepted for resettlement by countries
such as Canada.

Refugees from Vietnam were selected as the focus of
this study because they form part of the largest
contemporary refugee movement to Canada. For instance,

vietnamese accounted for almost two-thirds of all refugees

to Canada in i-980 (Statistics Canada, i-990). Most refugee

studies have emphasized the early stages of resettl_ement

with data being collected within the first few years of
arrival. At this stage, many refugees anticipate achieving

successful resettl_ement within three to five years. As

research is sel-dom conducted after this time, a gap exists
in our understanding of the resettl-ement process over a

longer period. Results from this study can contribute to
narrowing this gap because most vietnamese refugees have

been i-n Canada between f ive and ten years.

The city of lVinnipeg is an appropriate setting for this
study for two reasons. First, there is a relatively large
Vietnamese community established there. According to
immigration statistics (personal communication, rmmigration

statistics Division, Ernployment & rmmigration canada, April
1-, 1-991) , approximately 7,SOO persons from Vietnam

official-ly arrived in Manitoba between January ag75 and
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october l-990. Most of these nel¡rcomers settred in vlinnipeg

at the outset. of those who initially settled in other
parts of the province, almost al1 rnigrated to Winnipeg

within one or two years. second, the researcher has been

associated with both refugees and organizations providing
services to newcomers in Winnipeg for over nine years

(Higgitt-Copeland, l-988). This incl-udes time spent as a

participant observer at a recreation centre for southeast

Asian youths and a research project conducted with this
group to determine how refugee youths perceive their
resettlement (copeland, t-984). Additionalry, the researcher

has spent tirne working with refugees in an organization
started by them and designed by them to provide sports,
recreation, educational, cultural and social- servj-ces to
other newcomers. The researcher has al-so assisted in
developi-ng and implernenting transitional housing for
nev¡comers in their first year of residence in canada.

Experiences such as these have provided an inval-uabl-e

opportunity for the researcher to become faniliar with
nev/comers and their communities and to develop an

understanding of the issues involved in refugee

resettlement. These experiences have served to establ_ish

the researcherrs credibility among the refugee population
and have allowed her access to that population for the
current study.

A qualitative research approach was considered the most
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efficacious means to achieving the objectives of this study.

rt is idearJ-y suited for research that seeks to uncover the
nature of peoplesr experiences and to deverop a conceptual

understanding of that experience (Strauss & Corbin, L990).

Researchers working in the field of refugee studies (for
example, Haines, Rutherford & Thomas | 1,gBLì Taft, 1,986) have

recommended a qualitative approach as being particurarty
useful- with refugees who come from very different
environments where language, values and lifestyles may

differ considerably frorn those of the researcher.

Vühile a variety of theoretical perspectives support

qualitative inquiry, two of the major perspectives crosely
associated with it are phenomenology and symbolic

interaction and it is these two which inform the current
inquiry. Specifical-Iy, these orientations stand on the

assumptions that behaviour must be understood in relation to
the subjective meanings that individuals construct and, that
those meanings are multiple and sociarly constructed as well
as context dependent (Chaprnan & Maclean, j_990).

Grounded theory was sel_ected as the method to guide

this study because of its einphasis on discovery and because
rrits systernatic techniques and procedures of analysj-s enabre

the researcher to develop a substantive theory that meets

the criteria for doing \goodr sciencer' (strauss & corbin,
1990, p.31). Developed by sociologists Graser and strauss
(1967), grounded theory is an advanced technl_que for the
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collection and analysis of data gathered in the everyday

world and has the capacity to generate theory which is
derived from or grounded in the data. Through theoretical
sampling, constant comparative analysis and development of
an increasingly abstract coding paradigm, grounded theory

method can produce theory with the power to explain the
phenomenon of interest (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986).

In order to cornplement the research approach, and meet

the requirements of theoretical sarnpling, respondents r^/ere

selected to represent a wide range of experiences. A

snowball sampling technique hras used. rnitia]-ly, contact

was made with community l-eaders and refugees known to the

researcher as well- as agencies and organizations involved in
the resettl-ement process. These persons were asked for
introductj-ons to other persons who mJ_ght be important

sources of data. rn the beginning, a1l available contacts
T¡/ere investigated. Laterr âs the research took shape, the

selection of respondents became more specific.
rn addition to many hours of participant observation,

data were gathered from approximately i-00 hours of intensive
interviews conducted with 24 males living in Vitinnipeg,

Manitoba who vrere refugees from vietnam. rnterviews which

lasted about two hours took place between october LgBg and

November 1990. vühile most respondents were interviewed only
once, several were interviewed more than once. The purpose

of the intervieh¡s v/as to have refugees share their
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experiences and perceptions of the resettl-ement process with
the researcher.

resettlement for sometime, few have considered resettl_ement

from the refuçteers perspective. The aim of this study was

to understand resettlement from the refugeers point of view

and to develop a conceptual- model- of that experience. From

a practical perspective, this study wilr provide j-nformation

for policy-makers and service-providers concerned with the
successful resettlement of refugees. Both federal and

provincial governments as werr as other researchers are

interested in understanding the process of resettl-ement in
order to enhance resettlement poricies as werr as refugee

theory. rnsights gained from this study wilr contribute to
that knowledge.

The dissertation begins with a discussion of
involuntary migration in chapter 2 This is foll-owed in
chapter 3 by a critical- review of theory and research which

deals with refugee resettlement. chapter 4 describes the
methodology. Here the nature and varue of grounded theory
is discussed and an account is given of the research process

as it unforded. chapter 5 detairs the data analysis and

model- construction. This is followed by chapter 6 which

contains the summary and conclusions. rncl-uded here are

suggestions for poricy-makers and service-providers j_nvorved

in assisting refugees in the resettl-ement process. The

V[hile social scientists have studied refugee
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Throughout history, people have left their homes and

sought refuge in safe havens elsewhere, some because of
natural- disasters, others as a resul_t of political_, social,
econornic or religious pressures. rn this century al-oner âs

many as 1-40 million peopl-e have been forced to relocate
primarily from Europe, Africa, Asia, the Middle East and

Latin America (Harrell-Bond, 1-988) . For the most part,
these movements were víewed as temporary events which wourd

disappear when disorders hrere resorved. only recently, wi-th

the development of a more global perspective have we

recognized the significance of these events as part of our

global environment (Marx, l-990).

An early indicator of this changing perspective was the

l-951- establíshment of the office of the united Nation High

commission for Refugees (uNHcR), whose mandate is to protect
and assist refugees throughout the world. According to the

High commission (united Nations, Lggo) | there are more than

L4 nillion legatly recognized refugees in the worl-d today,

all of them uprooted by forces beyond their control-. There

are, as well-, large numbers of persons displaced within
their o\^rn countri-es and many economic migrants who share

some of the same experiences.

Although refugees are a worLdwide phenomenon, this

CHAPTER 2

fnvol-untary Migration

L2
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chapter outlines the history of invoruntary migration to
canada- of particular i-nterest are southeast Asian

refugees, specificalJ-y those from vietnam. The chapter
describes their history and arrivar- in canada v¡ith
particurar emphasj-s on their arrival in winnipeg, Manitoba.

fnvoluntary Miqration to Canada

Historicatly, migration has prayed an important rol_e in
canadars development. The availability of l-and and other
resources as well as a demand for labour encouraged many

persons to seek their fortunes in canada. while some came

eagerly, many came reluctantry in order to escape conditions
they considered íntolerable.

Among the first refugees to seek sanctuary in canada

prj-or to confederation r¡/ere euakers, Mennonites and Amish

who fel-t compelled to leave the united states near the end

of the eighteenth century to escape relÍgious discrimination
and persecution. These people, who settred in the Niagara

and waterl-oo regions, are often considered to be unlted
Empire Loyarists. Their motivations for moving however,

differed significantly from most Loyarists who left by

choice rather than compursion (Dirks, 1_977 i E.N. Herberg,

1989). Another earry group to seek refuge were fugitive
sl-aves from the southern united states and other black
persons who expårienced political- and economic oppression in
the northern united states (Dirks, 1,977). Despite slavery
being introduced to upper canada by some Loyalists who
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brought slaves with thern when they immigrated, the
government of upper canada legislated free entry and

settl-ement of American slaves in 1933 (lrlinks, J,g71_). As a

resurt, approximately 50rooo blacks sought refugee from

racial and economj-c oppression at this time. whil-e some

used this entry to upper canada as a stepping stone for
other migration pIans, many others \,úere refugees in search

of a safe haven (Dirks, 1,977).

The history of invol-untary migration to canada after
confederation can be divided into several periods. The

first, between confederation and the end of the 19th century
I^ras essential-ly a time of unrestricted entry particularly
for mi-grants from Great Britain, other European countries
and the united states. The canadian government was very
interested in encouraging agricurtural settl-ement and

g'eneraIly paid l-ittre attention to the reasons for mígration
(Dirks, 1977). However, not aII migrants r¡/ere we]l-
accepted. For instance, the chinese, !,/ho entered canada

prirnarily to work on the railroad, experi-enced

discrimination in the form of an increasingfy severe head

tax imposed on them by the canadi-an government (Driedger,
1989). rn addition, efforts to have farnily members join
them in canada were severely restricted. simj_Iarly, East
rndians were prevented from entering canada by a rrcontinuous

voyagerr order which required non-stop passage from rndia to
Canada (Buchignani, 1980a) .
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Refugees who were accepted for resettrement during this
period included Russian Mennonites who came as political_ and

religious refugees beginning in 1-874. By the end of the
decade approximately 9,000 had settled, rnainly in Manitoba.

They were the first non-British group to receive direct
government assistance in the form of passage and materials
as well- as exemptions from nilitary service and swearing of
oaths of allegiance. Begj-nning in 1-887, a smalr number of
Mormons settred in Alberta, having reft the united states to
escape religious persecuti-on. By the end of the century,
more than 91000 Russian Doukhobors had settled in
saskatchehran after receiving permission to reside in block
communities Ín addition to a guarantee of exemption from

both nilitary service and the swearing of oaths. rt was

during this period that canadars first rmmigration Act v¡as

given royal assent; an act which estabrished the rmrnigration
Branch within the Department of Agriculture refl-ecting the
view that resettlement and agricul-ture hrere closely
connected (Dirks, 1-977; Stushnoff , Lgg1,).

From the turn of the century to 1-9L4, free rand was

made availabre to nehrcomers most of whom came from the
north, east and south of Europe (Driedger, j_989). rt is not
clear how many were economic migrants seeking improved

economic conditions and how many v/ere refugees seeking safe
asylum as the canadian government did not cl-assify migrants
on the basis of motj-vation and therefore did not distinguish
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between imrnigrants and refugees (Dirks , j-g77). rmmigratíon
policy \Á/as generally flexible and arlowed speciar treatment
or conditions of entry for groups requesting such

considerations. canada hras anxious to do whatever was

necessary in order to occupy the l_and and make it.
productive, As a result of this open policy, many nev/comers

to Canada resembl-ed neither English nor French Canadians and

prejudice'and discrimination against these persons grew

(Dirks, L977). As a resul-t of anti-foreign pressure, the
government passed an order-in-council in Lgi_g v¡hich

prevented the admission of ,und.esirablesr (Dirks, L977,

p-38). The intent was to block the entry of those judged

unable to assimilate and assume the duties and

responsibilities of canadian citizenship (Dirks , 1,977).

After the order-in-councir hras rescinded in L922, more

than 1-001000 Jewish refugees from Russia and Eastern Europe

r¡/ere adrnj-tted to canada on compassionate grounds. Most

settl-ed in the urban areas of Montreal, Toronto and

!{innipeg. During the same period, approximately 2o,ooo

Mennonites from Russia arrived in ontario and the western
provinces. As more and more so-call-ed rundesirablesrl

arrived, the canadian public greT¡¡ increasíngry hostile.
Fina]ly, legislation h¡as enacted which required provincial
approval of federar plans for resettl-ement. shortly
thereafter, provincial governments became responsible for
determining the number, kind and nationatity of newcomers
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accepted. This change refl-ected prevailing pubric opinion
that Ìinked economic problems such as rising unemployment

with the acceptance of foreigners to canada (Dirks , 1-977 ¡

Malarek, 1,987) .

During the period of the two worrd h¡ars, imrnigration to
canada was severeJ-y restricted. Beginning in l-931, entry
!ìras lÍmited to American citizens, British subjects and

agriculturarists with economic means. These restrictions
hrere imposed because prejudice and discrimination against
foreigners in canada v/as intensifying, together with
concerns about economic insecurity. At issue was the
ffabsorpti-ve capacity" of the country (Dirks | L977, p.51).
consequently, the government adopted a passi_ve approach

toward refugees, admitting them onry when pressured to do

so. Two groups active in lobbying the government to accept
more refugees v/ere church groups who were concerned about

the non-humanj-tarian attitude of the qovernment and railway
companies who wanted to se]r l-and. over the next decad.e,

only a few smal-l- isol-ated groups were admitted. For

exampler âs a resurt of pressure from the raj-lhray companies,

a smal-l- number of sudetens were accepted in L939. The

following year, a few thousand British children came to
canada as temporary guests. During L94o and rg41,, several
hundred skill-ed technicians, scientists and engineers of
Porish descent living in Britain were adinitted in addition
to some civilian i-nternees being held in Britain (Dirks,
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In the post-war period, immigration polícy began to
refl-ect a growing demand for labourers. By Ig4S, landed

immigrant status i4¡as granted to wartime refugees in canada.

A year later, several thousand polish war veterans funded by

the British government were admitted as agricultural workers

(Ma1arek I L987). Shortly thereafter, in response to a

tremendous labour shortage, the government agreed to admit

displaced persons and more than 24O,OOO workers and theír
dependents, mainly eastern Europeans, arrived in Canada

(Samuel , 1-984). In time, these newcomers sponsored other

close relatives. Despite an ongoing need for workers

however, immigration regulations continued to favour Anglo-

saxons and other western Europeans whire discriminating
against others (Neuwirth & Rogge, l_989).

In 1-952 a new fmmigration Act v/as passed which

emphasized contror and enforcement. prohibited classes \À/ere

updated and final- decisions about accepting certain groups

T¡rere left to the discretion of the Minister of rmmigration

(Malarek I A987) . Despite tighter regulations, the
government responded to public pressure, by adrnitting
thousands of Hungarj-ans who were displaced as a result of
the soviet invasion of Hungary. A rarge number of those

admitted v/ere professionars and academics. After this
period, refugee regulations became more l-iberal- and

discriminatory practices hrere reduced, although those

18
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holding ideological beliefs different from canadian norms

$/ere not accepted (Ma1arek, 1-987).

The period sj-nce i-960 has been an active one. In L966l

a ?ühíte Paper on irnmigration outlined for the first time,

the Canadian position on imrnj-gration. It stressed

traditional reasons for encouraging imrnigration such as

population growth and the enhancement of domestic markets

(Malarek, L987). One outcome of the paper was the

introduction of a point system for persons seeking entry to
Canada. Under this system, which is still- used today,

points are av/arded according to education, personal

qualities, occupational skil1 and demand, age, arranged

employment, knowledge of official languages and. the
potenti-al for successful- resettrement. The number of points
required for entry varies according to entry quotas as well
as entry categories. while the point system is mandatory

for immigrants it is used only as a guideline for refugees

(Driedger, L989; Neuwirth & Rogge, i_9BB) .

In l-968 approximately l_l_,000 Czechoslovakians r/üere

admitted to Canada after the Soviet invasi-on of
czechosl-ovakia. A smal-l number of Tibetan refugees living
in India and some Jews from Iraq were admitted as well.
This was fol-lowed by seven thousand ugandan Asians expetled

by Idi Amin in L972 (Adelinan, LeBlanc & Therl_en, i_gBO). At

this time, canada issued a poricy statement to the united
Nations High commission outtining its position regarding



refugees. Canada hras prepared to accept refugees:

. . . as part of our normal irnrnigration program and
in response to special circumstances or situations
which may arise. In both cases, these movements
must be undertaken with due regard for Canadars
capaci-ty to absorb such refugees bearing in mind
such factors as the public's interest and
participation, the likelihood of refugees becoming
successfully established in Canada and the funds
which can be made available (Department of
External Affairs cited in Dirks I 1977, p.232).

In the mid-seventies, more than l-7,OOO Latin Americans, the

majority Chileans, v/ere reluctantly adrnitted after the L973

coup atátat in Chile. The source of the reluctance had to
do with differences ín political orientation between these

refugees and the Canadian government.

In an effort to evaluate irnmigration policy and

practice, a Green Paper on iminigration was developed in
L974. This was the first time the federal government had

presented a comprehensive explanation and analysis of its
immigration policy to the public for comment. The paper

outl-ined the basic principles underlying irnrnigration policy;
non-dj-scrimination, family reunification, humanitarian

concerns for refugees and the promotion of national goa1s.

A strong link between immigration, population and l-abour

market needs was emphasized (Malarek, L9B7). The resul_t of

this paper, the 1-976 Irnrnigration Act, r¡/as proclaimed in
1-97 8 .

20

For the first time, Canadian immigration lav¡ recognized

refugees as a distinct class of imrnigrants and defined the

term refugee according to the l-951- Geneva Convention which



states that:
Convention refugee means any person who, by reason
of a well--founded fear of persecution for reasons
of race, religion, nationality, membership in a
particular social group or political opinion, is
outside the country of his nationality and is
unable or, by reason of such fear, is unv¡illing to
avail himself of the protection of that country,
or not having a country or natJ-ona1ity, is outside
the country of his former habitual residence and
is unable oy, by reason of such fear, is unwilling
to return to that country (Immigration Act, L9761
article 2).

In addition, Section 6(2) of the act provides that:
any person who is a member of a class designated
by the Governor in Council- as a class, the
admi-ssion of members of which would be in
accordance with Canadars humanitarian tradition
with respect to the displaced and the persecuted
may be granted admission subject to such
reguJ-ations as may be established with respect
thereto and notwithstanding any other regulations
made under this act {fmrnigration Act, 1,976,
section 6(2)\.

rncorporated in the act are three criteria used to recognize

refugees and set quotas for their adrnittance; humanitarian

grounds, Canadian self-interest and the legal definition
under the 1-951- Geneva convention. The "point of barance in
this triad of defining factorsrr determines the specific
policy at any particular time (AdeJ-man et aI. 1980, p.t-40).

As a result of this act, a refugee may be considered

for resettl-ement according to ttwhether the individuar is a

true refugee under the Geneva convention or the designated

cl-ass provisions and whether the person has the potential- to
settl-e successfully in Canadarr (Adetrnan et al_. l-980, p.l_45).

Evaluation of the potential to settl-e successfuJ_ly is

21
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subjectj-ve and seems to depend prirnarily on the immigration

officerrs interpretation of motives (Neuwirth & Rogge,

l-988) . According to Adelman et al-. (t_9BO) :

Personal motivation is assessed in a general wây,
taking into account such things as personal
success in their ohrn country, independent of
whether they have worked as tradesmen, artisans,
labourers or professionals...But the success of a
farmer or fisherman cannot be measured in the same
r^ray as that of a Ìawyer or teacher, so it is
difficult to understand how i-rnrnigration officers
make such judgernents (p.145) .

Another important outcome of this act was the introduction
of the concept of private sponsorshíp whereby private
citizens are able to share responsibility for resettling
refugees with the government. Pol-icy-makers expected that
private sponsorship would give refug,ees significant
advantages in becoming established compared to the more

bureaucratic process of government sponsorship. In

addition, they expected that private sponsorship would

defray resettlement costs. As a result of this change, âhy

church, corporati-on or group of five or more adult canadian

citizens or permanent resj-dents is eligibl_e to sponsor

refugees. In agreeing to do so, groups assume

responsibility for the material assistance, general

orientation and moral support of the sponsored refugees

during the first year of resettlement. In addition to
providing furnished accommodation, household effects and

clothing, they are required to support the refugees

financially for one year or until- they become self-
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sufficíent. sponsors are responsibl-e for assisting refugees

to becorne economicalJ-y sel-f-sufficient and for facil-itating
their integration into Canadian society.

A weakness in the guidelines for sponsorship is that
they do not specify minimum or maximum amounts of rnoney that
the refugees shoul-d recej-ve. Neither do they make language

training mandatory. Consequently, sponsors have

considerable discretion in determining an adequate l-evel- of
financial support and whether refugees attend language

programs. Some sponsors have been accused of encouraging

refugees to take jobs rather than to attend language

programs as this reduces the period of financial
responsibility (Lanphier, i,987) .

The opportunity for private sponsorship was of
paramount importance in the southeast Asian refugee movement

to canada and resurted in far more refugees being accepted

than had been planned. In less than 10 years, more than

130,000 had been adnitted to canada (Dorais, chan & rndra,

1-988). At the same tíme that southeast Asians were entering
canada, other groups were arriving as v¡el-l. Ten thousand

Lebanese refugees arrived along with more than l-2, OOO

refugees from Poland and smal-ler numbers from Latin Amerj-ca,

the Middle East, Afghanístan and sri Lanka (Malarek, r9B7).

rn summary, canadars approach to refugee movements has

been determined, for the most part, oñ an ad hoc basis
according to partj-cular economic, political- or humanitarian
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concerns of the time. For instance, economi_c factors
influenced the decision to admit Mennonites, Doukhobors and

post Vtorl-d War If displaced persons, whereas, political
factors hrere involved in admitting Hungarians,

czechoslovakj-ans and southeast Asians. Reluctance to accept

Jews and Chil-eans was related to differing ideological
positions. Pressure from the Canadian public has been an

important contributing factor in the decision to reject some

refugees and to accept others such as the southeast Asians.

Recently, the number of refugees admitted to canada has been

decreasing. fn Manitoba, for j-nstance, aqencies which

provide immediate, short-term accommodation to new arrivals
have experienced high vacancy rates over the past several

rnonths. rt is possible that only about half of the annual-

Canadian quota of approximately l-3,OOO refuqees may be met

for 1,992 (Nikides, !991, November 1g). This change reflects
an increasingly pervasive view that refugees should be

encouraged to return to their country of origin or settle in
a country of first asylum rather than in countries of

resettl-ement such as Canada.

Refugees from Vietnam

To set the context for understanding Southeast Asian

refugees from Vietnam, it is useful to clarify the terms

used to describe them and then to review their history. rt
is important to recognize that the term southeast Asian can

represent dj-verse groups of persons from different
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countries. The term is commonly used in referring to

persons from Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia (Kampuchea) although

many others, including persons from the Philippines,

consider themselves Southeast Asian. Al-though this

collective term is perhaps the most frequentJ-y used, many

official documents including the Inmigration Act, refer to
people from Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia as Indochinese. To

further complicate matters, Statistics Canada uses the term

Indochinese but incl-udes people from Thail-and and Burma as

r,¡e11.

For purposes of this study, the term Southeast Asian

wil-l refer to persons from Vietnam, Laos or Cambodia. It is
important to note that these countries contain a number of

ethni-c mi-norities within their borders. These minorities
usually ori-ginate from neighbouring states and are usually

identified as such. In Vietnam, for instance there are a
number of ethnic Chinese who live among the majority
population. The term Vietnamese will be used in referring
to all persons whose country of origin is Vietnam. When

ethnic or cul-tural background needs to be addressed those

persons whose background is Vietnamese wil-l- be identified as

ethnic Vietnamese and those whose background is Chinese wil-L

be referred to as ethnic Chinese.

Vietnamese Historv

Vi-etnam is a small-

the Indochina Peninsul-a.

country in Southeast Asia located on

It borders China to the north,
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Laos and Cambodia to the west and the South China Sea to the

east. Situated entirety in the tropics, the country is hot

and wet although cl-inatic conditions vary throughout the

area. Most of the sixty nil-l-ion persons are Vietnamese with

the balance primarily Chinese. The standard of living is
very rnodest compared to Canadian standards and even in tirnes

of prosperity, a substantial proportj-on of the popuJ-ation

lives below the poverty level (De Koninck, 1-980; Wurfel,

1-980,' Wil1mott, 1-980) .

Most religious orientations in Vietnarn incorporate

beliefs from Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism and emphasize

ancestor worship. The cul-t of the ancestors holds an

important place in Vietnamese farnilies. Their social l-ife
is founded on the idea that respect and pious devotion

should always be shown towards parents, even after thej_r

death. By tradition, people in difficulty call on their
dead ancestors for help and praise them in the great moments

of l-ife. In this wây, the dead participate in the life of

their descendants and the institution of the famiJ-y strongly
guides Vj-etnamese life whether in Vietnam or in countries of

resettl-ement such as Canada (Nguyen & Dorais, L979) .

Vietnam has a long history extending back to 3,OOO BC.

The very early periods are legendary, being transmitted

orally from generation to generation. Recorded history
begins about 1-1-1 BC when vietnam was conquered and colonized

by the Chinese, a situation which lasted over IrOOO years.
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This períod was followed by 900 years of independence under

a number of dynasties. In the middle of the l-9th century,

Vietnam became a French colony for a period of approximately

l-00 years at whj-ch time two rival natj-onalist movements, one

based on Western individualism and the other on communist

doctri-ne, emerged. Shortly thereafter, Vietnam became the

Democratic Republ-ic of Vietnam under Ho Chi Minh. The

French-Indochina Vüar fol-lowed from 1,946 to 1,954. Thi-s was a

struggle between nationalism and col-onial-ism or as some

argued, communism versus democracy. The United States

became involved in 1-950 by providing financial support

purportedly to stem the spread of communism (Chi, 1980;

Montero, L979; Nguyen & Dorais, 1-979; lVurfel, 1-980).

As a result of the Geneva Conference in 1-954, the rival
factors in Vietnam agreed to a temporary division of the

country. The north, above the 17th paraÌlel became the

Democratic RepubLic of (North) Vietnam under the socialj-st

leadership of Ho Chi Minh and was supported by China, the

Soviet Union and other communist countries. The south,

known as the Republic of (South) Vietnam/ \,ras ruled by the

anti-communist or national-ist government of Ngo Dinh Dem.

The United States provided financj-al aid, military advisors

and equipment to the south. As a resul-t of this division,
approxj-mately 1-0 million North Vietnamese sought refuge in

South Vietnam as ideological refugees (Frieze, 1986¡

Montero , L979; Nguyen & Dorais | 1,979) .
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Civil war \^ras waged between the north and south for 30

years. When the communists in the north increased in

strength, the United States increased its rol-e in Vj-etnam

and entered directly into the war. The war ended in L975

when Saigon feIl to the North Vietnamese and communist

control. Thousands fl-ed the country in panic. Among the

first to leave were members of the southern el-ite, mostly

government administrators and rnil-itary personal. Urban,

middle class, ethnic Vietnamese who feared social and

economic persecution, l-oss of freedom, internment in re-
education camps and the threat of being sent to new econornic

zones followed soon after. The next wave of refugees, in

L978, was mainly ethnic Chinese followed a year later by

ethnic Vietnamese from various socio-economic levels (Chi,

1-980; Montero, 1-979; Wurfel, l-980).

Between 1,975 and 1,982, more than a mill-ion refugees

l-eft Vj-etnam in search of asylum in Thail-and, Malaysia,

Singapore, Indonesia, Philippines, China, Hong Kong and

Macau. After being detained for varyì-ng periods of tirne in

refugee camps in these areas, a large number of refugees

hrere accepted for resettl-ement in Canada as well as in other

countries including the United States, France, Australia,
West Germany, China and Britain. Sixteen years after the

first flight from Vietnam, peopl-e continue to seek asylum in
refugee camps hoping to be admitted to other countries for
resettlement. Vühil-e some are successful in doing so, many
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are not. In an attempt to deal- with the problem of ever-

increasing numbers of asylum-seekers and the waning interest
of resettlement countries, currently, new arrivals are

frequently returned to their country of origin. This

controversial action is based on the argument that these

recent arrival-s are not refugees but economi-c migrants

fleeing their country because of material hardship. The act

of returning them to their country of origin is considered a

deterrent for others (Frieze I L986; Hugo I t987 r' Jambor,

1990; Montero, r.979; Wurf eI, l-980) .

Vietnamese in Canada

Canada responded to the crisis in Southeast Asia with a

large-scaIe program of admissions (Tepper, l-980). In fact,
this was the largest refugee movement to Canada since the

end of World War II. rrAt no other tine in history has

Canada accepted such large numbers of immì-grants from a

sJ-ng1e source area outside of Europe within such a

concentrated tine spanr' (Neuwirth & Rogge, l-988 , p.255).

What made this movement distinctive was not the large

numbers per sê, but the fact that private citizens directJ-y
j-nfLuenced the government, first to accept more refugees

than planned and second to institute a matching program of

sponsorship. For instance, in L977, the federal government

agreed to take 50 Southeast Asian families per month, to be

increased to 70 in 1-978. fn fact, grOOO refugees hrere

adnitted between 1-975 and L978 (Adelman et al. l-980). The
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1979 quota, originally set at 5,000, v/as revised upward to

8r000 and finally, under the new matching formula, the

qovernment agreed to accept up to 2l-r000 refugees if rnatched

by the private sector. By 1-990, more than 1-30,000 refugees

from Southeast Asia had been admitted to Canada (personal

communication, Immigration Statistics oivision, Employrnent

and Imrnigration Canada, February Lt l-991-).

The overwhelming response to the plight of refugees

from Vietnam is attributed to the infl-uence of the media in

arousing pity and compassion among people in Canada and the

rest of the world. Some argue that the rnedia v/as

manipulated to serve western political interests (Ade1man,

l-980; Adelman et aI. 1-980). rrBoat peoplerr, âs they \^/ere

called, v/ere portrayed as victims, fJ-rst of an evil

communist government and then of cal-lous and indifferent
governments in the countries of asylum. Stories hrere told

of large numbers of courageous refugees risking their lives

in search of freedom. The Hai Hong incident is an example.

In this case, more than 2t5oo refugees from small-, rickety

fishing boats swarmed aboard the ship located off the coast

of Ma1aysia. Conditions on the Hai Hong became very

difficult due to extreme overcrowding. Upon arrival- in

Malaysia, that government refused to l-et the ship dock and

threatened to tow it back out to sea. As a resu]t of

dramatic media coverage of this event, the Canadian

government air lifted more than 600 people from the ship to
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Refugees from Southeast Asia vrere recognized as a

special designated cl-ass within the Immigration Act of

Canada. The Act, which referred to this group of refugees

as Indochinese stated:

Indochinese Designated Class means a cl-ass of
persons the members of which are citizens or
habitual- residents of a country listed in the
schedule, have left their country of citizenship
or former habitual residence subsequent to April
30, a975, have not become permanentJ-y resettled,
are unwilling or unable to return to their country
of citizenship or former habituat residence,
cannot avaj-l- themsel-ves of the protection of any
other country, and are outside Canada and seeking
resettl-ement in Canada (Imrnigration Act, L978,
Indochinese Designated Cl-ass Regulations) .

Thus, most of these persons hrere not recognized as refugees

according to the Geneva Convention but h/ere identified
instead as a designated class of refugees under the

humanitarian proviso (Adelrnan et al. 1-980). To date, only

two other groups, certain Latin Americans and some self-
exiled East Europeans, have been recognized as designated

classes.

There v/ere only about a thousand Vietnamese in Canada

before 1-975. Most \¡/ere students or professj_onal_ persons

living in Toronto and Montreal- (Indra, 1-9BO; Nguyen &

Dorais | 1-979). However, immediately after the fal-I of

Saigon in Apríl L975, several thousand arrived as political
refugees. Many had been army officers or government workers

in South Vietnam. By 1979, the numbers increased

substantially. Between 1-979 and 1980, more than 45,OOO

31-
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arrived Íncludíng northerners displaced to south vietnam in
1954, middle class persons associated with the South

Vietnamese government, southerners fleeing for economic

reasons and some people from North Vietnam (Indra, t_ggO).

After this large influx, the number of refugees decreased

considerably with between six and eight thousand arrj-ving
per year from l-981 to 1_983. Then the numbers increased

again, with more than 10,OOO arriving in each of the next

two years after which the numbers decreased, remaini-ng

rel-atively stable since then (personal communication,

rmmigratj-on statistics Division, Emproyment & rmmigrati-on

Canada, February 1t 1_991_).

The largest number of refugees from vietnam settl-ed in
ontario, Quebec, Alberta and British col-umbia (see Table 1).
Both Manitoba and saskatchewan received a modest number and

the other provi-nces considerably less. As a proportion of
provinciaJ- populatj-on, however, the largest Vietnamese

community is in Alberta followed by Manitoba, Ontario,

Quebec and British Columbia. Vietnamese in the other
provinces constitute onty a small percentage of those

populatJ-ons (White, l-990) .

As i-rnrnigration statistics document the arrj_val- of
refugees to Canada according to their country of last
permanent resj-dence and their designated province of
resettlement it is impossible to determine whether people

arrived at or stayed in the place to which they \¡/ere
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desÍgnated. These figures do not account for secondary

migration within provi-nces, between provinces or on an

international- level-. rn this case, census data is of littl_e
help. For instance, in the 1996 Census, about 53rOOO

persons identified vietnamese as their single ethnic origin
and another l-0,000 indicated it as part of their nulti-
ethnic origín. rn adding these numbers together, one might

concrude that there are no more than 63,000 persons from

vietnam in canada. unfortunatery, these data do not capture

the ethnic chinese from vietnam who likely identified
themselves under the category of Chinese and are

consequently rrburiedrr among chinese from Hong Kong, china

and other sources (statistics canada, l-9gg). Estj_mates from
persons working with these communities suggest that more

than half of the persons from vietnam may be ethnj_c chi-nese.

Although al-most al-] vietnamese now live in large urban

areas, especl-a]ly Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver, many hrere

originally sent to smal-l towns or rural areas. Most stayed

only a short time before moving to more densely populated

areas to seek employment, further their education or be near

fanily and friends.
In terms of age distribution, refugees have a range

simj-lar to the canadian population but the shape of the
pyranid differs. Refugees have a higher proportion of their
populatj-on in the younger categories. For instance, most

refugees from Vi-etnam are less than 45 years of age and
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almost a third are less than 1-5 years. While the inajority
live j-n nuclear families consisting of spouses or 1one

parents and chil-dren, they are much more likely than other

Canadians to have extended farnily members such as aunts,

uncl-es, brothers and sisters living with them. They are

arso more likery to live with non-relatives and much less

Iike]y to l-j-ve alone. It must be noted, hohrever, that most

of these differences are relatively smalJ_ (Neuwirth et al_.

1-985; White, L99O).

Although refugee farnilies in Canada tend to resembl_e

other Canadian families, they are often different than in
Vietnam. There, families were often larger and frequently
contained more extended family members. rf these members

did not live in the same household, they frequently l_ived

close by. In Canada, it is uncommon for al_l_ mernbers of
former househords to be present. This can be an especially
serious probrem for refugees from vietnam because farniry

ties and responsibilities are a central part of their
cultures. The fact that few families arrive in Canada

intact places consj-derabl-e stress on famiJ-y relationships
and generally means that family dynamics must be

restructured. Even with j-ntact famil_ies, relationships
between members are subject to excessive strain resurting
from the trauma of escape and resettlement. Vühether

newcomers arrive as part of a fanily unit or as individuals,
they tend to experience considerabl-e anxiety regardj-ng the
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safety and well-being of famiry members who have remained

behind. They often assume responsibility for the provision
of significant economic support for absent members at a time
when their own incomes may be less than adequate.

Men from Vietnam have about the same levels of formal-

education as other men in canada. rn both cases, about 10

percent have a university degree and armost 20 percent have

less than Grade 9. hlomenr orl the other hand, have r-ess

formal- education than canadian women in general. Arthough

the proport.ion of university educated ri/omen is similar,
there is a substantial difference among the less well--

educated. For instance, one-third of vietnamese women have

less than Grade 9 compared to about one-fifth of other h/omen

in Canada (White , J,ggO) .

chinese (either Mandarin, cantonese or cheo chow) and

vietnamese are the languages most frequently spoken in the
homes of people from vietnam. For many, learning English is
a struggle. Neuwirth et al-. (l-995) reported that one-third
of the respondents in their study of refugees from Vietnam

did not know enough Eng]ish to get arong j-n their daily l_ife

and a sj-milar number did not know enough to function in a

job after two to four years in Canada. SimiJ_ar1y, in a

study of southeast Asianl adol-escents in winnipeg by the
author (copeland, 1'984), over half of the respondents had

1 Southeast
Cambodian (92),

Asian in this case includes Vietnamese (662) |and Laotian (242)



difficul-ty understanding English and two-thirds hesitated

speak to Canadians because they inight not be understood.

Although many newcomers enrol in language courses they often

drop out when entry-leve1 jobs become available or because

they find the J-anguage programs do not meet their needs.

Success in language programs appears to be positively

related to the level of education received in the country of

origin. Those with higher level-s of education tend to

complete language programs more often than those with lower

l-eve1s (Neuwirth et al. 1-985) .

Tn addition to differences related to levels of

education, gender plays a role as well. Women are much l-ess

likely than men to attend language programs for a variety of

reasons. As men are often perceived to be the primary

breadwinners, they are encouraged to attend whereas women

often are not. Frequently, âs a result of policy decisions

or interpretations of those policies, h/omen have not been

given the opportunity to attend language classes. In some

cases, cultural barriers prevent women from participating

and i-n others, their responsibilities for children make

their attendance difficul-t. Two problems rtromen face in this
regard are transportation to the programs and chil-d care

while they attend.

Fev¡er Southeast Asiants2 are employed than other

37
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2 Southeast Asian includes Vietnamese (662), Carnbodian (1-gZ) ,Laotian (92) , Thai (22) and other (13?).
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Canadians. In 1986, only two-thirds of men aged 1-5 to 64

ü¡ere employed compared to three-quarters of the larger male

population. On the other hand, about half of Southeast

Asian v¡omen in the same age qroup hrere employed, a number

which was similar to the national average for women (White,

1-990). The occupational distribution of persons from

Vietnam is distinctly different compared to other Canadian

workers. Most are employed in unskilled or low-skiIled
jobs. More than twice as many men and six times as many

h/omen work in product fabricating and processing

occupations3 or in service jobs cornpared to other Canadian

men and \^tomen. OnIy a small proporti-on of men and an even

small-er proportion of women are in professional- occupations

(Neuwirth & Rogge, 1988; White, 1990). The annual incomes

of many refugees are much l-ower than the Canadian average"

For instance, in 1985, males working fulI-tirne earned two-

thirds of the income earned by all men working fuIl-tine
(White , 1,990) . Among femal-es, refugees earned three-
quarters of the income earned by other v¡omen but all women

earned less compared to men.

Many refugees have difficul-ty transferring occupational-

ski1ls. Barriers to this transfer include: (a) differences

in the types of jobs available, (b) lack of English or

French language skil-Is, (c) lack of Canadian experience, and

3 Product fabricating and processing, as defined by Statistics
Canada, are occupation codes within the manufacturing industry.
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(d) problems associated with education equivalency. The

last barrier, which includes both documentation of education

received and establishing the equivalency of that education,

is particularly difficult for many professionally trained
persons to overcome. In many cases, the required documents

are unavailable. Lj-censing regulations and nation-specifíc
professional- qualifications often prevent refugees from re-
establishing themselves in the professions for which they

hrere trained (Johnson, 1-985) .

Vietnamese in lVinnipeg, Manitoba

Although Vietnamese refugees began to enter Canada

shortly after the 1-975 crisis in Vietnam, onJ-y a few arrived

in Manitoba before 1-979. Between L979 and l-980 however,

4,000 refugees hrere destined for Manitoba. This represents

almost hal-f of the total number to arrive in Manitoba. Most

v/ere destined for lrlinnipeg with a small number scheduled for
other areas of the province (Employment and fmmigration

Canada, 1,982b). Of those originally destined for places

outside of Winnipeg, most rnigrated to Vüinnipeg or left the

province within one or two years of their arrival. Very few

remained in smal-l- urban centres or in rural- areas. About

hal-f of the refugees received v/ere sponsored by the federal
government, with the balance sponsored privately, most often

through church-related organizations. The Mennonites in
Manitoba have been particularly active in private
sponsorship and have made special efforts to sponsor
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It is difficult to determine the exact number of

persons from Vietnam currently residing in Vüinnipeg.

According to the Immigration Statj-stics Division, Employment

& Imrnigration (personal communication, February 1-, 1,991-) |

slightly more than 7,5O0 persons from Vietnam officially

arrived in Manitoba between January L975 and October I99o.

Estimates by persons working within the Vietnamese community

support that number and suggest that the population is

fairty evenly split between ethnic Chinese and ethnic

Vietnamese4.

Winnipeg, with a population of more than 625,000, has a

very heterogeneous character. As ethnic minorities in

Winnipeg, people from Vietnarn share this commonality with

more than 30 other ethnic groups. The four largest ethnj-c

groups in Winnipeg are British, Ukrainj-an, German and French

(Statistics Canada, l-988) . Starr and Roberts (1-982) suggest

a positive rel-ationship between the personal adjustment of

refugees and the proportion of nondominant ethnic groups in

a community. They posit that a more heterogeneous

population results in greater contact with people from

different ethnic backgrounds. The outcome of this

40

a Much of the data collected by government sources i-s based on
country of last permanent residence, defined as the l-ast country in
which a person has resided for at least one year. Hence, this
designation does not necessarily indicate citizenship, ethni-city,
country of birth or country of origin (Manitoba Ernployment Services
& Econornic Security, l-983).
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experience is that refugees such as those from Vietnam, even

though they constitute less than one percent of the

population, may be perceived to be l-ess of an anomaly than

would be the case in a more homogeneous popul-ation (Infhite,

L990). fn liqht of variations in the degree of ethnic
diversity among provincial populations and the implications
of these variations for ethnic groups and mainstream

society, this is an area which could profit by further
comparative investigation.

Although the age distribution of Vietnamese refugees in
Winnipeg is similar to that for all- Vietnamese refugees in
Canada, it is important to note the emphasis on the youngier

categories. For instance, of those destined to Winnipeg

between 1979 and l-980, more than four-fifths were under 30

years of age. Almost half were between the ages of 15 and

29 and children under 1-5 years accounted for more than one-

third. On the other hand, fewer than two percent were 65

years o1d or more (Enpl-oyment & Immigration Canada, L982b).

Most of those who arrived in Vüinnipeg between 1979 and

l-985 indicated no knowledge of either official language.

While approximately eight percent indicated some knowledge

of English, less than two percent identified knowLedge of

French (Enployment and fmmigration Canada, 1-9B2b).

The education leve1 of many refugees who came to
Vüinnipeg during this period was Iow. According to data

available, less than one-tenth had received post-secondary
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schooling compared to almost one-third of other Manitobans.

The majority (69 percent) had not completed high school and

almost five percent reported no formal education at al-t

(Manítoba Enployment Services and Economic Security, 1-983).

In view of the history of dj-sruption in Southeast Asia such

low levels of education are not surprising. They do however

make learning English more difficult which, in turn affects
job training as well as opportunities for adequate

einployment.

In assessing the employment patterns of Vietnamese in
Winnipeg, the primary resource was a study conducted in l-983

by Manitoba Employment Services and Economic Security. For

this study, the population included persons from Laos and

Vietnam. For the group as a whole, the unemployment rate
v/as more than three times the provj-ncia1 average. Vühen

figures h¡ere examined by gender, a simil-ar discrepancy

exj-sted. Among the youth (ages 15 to 24) for instance, the

Southeast Asian group had an unemployment rate of 38 percent

as compared to L2 percent for the province as a whole.

Simil-ar findings hrere found in a survey conducted by the

Canadj-an Mental- Health Association of Manitoba (1,992) . The

only other group in Winnipeg with a sirnilar profile involved

the aboriginal peoples, lvhere according to Clatworthy's

studies (1-98l-a, l-981-b), the unemployment rate is three to
four tirnes the city average.

In addition to a high rate of unemployment, many of
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those holding jobs are underemployed, that is, not workì_ng

in positions for which they have the most training and

experience. Estimates suggest that a third of the men and

two-thirds of the women may be underemployed (Manitoba

Employment servíces and Economic security, j_993). compared

to Manitobars rabour force, a high proportion of persons are

employed in (or unemployed from) the processing, service and

construction industries. The canadian Mental- Health study
(1-982) suggests that almost half of those employed worked in
the garment i-ndustry. others v/ere employed in secondary

manufacturing and service occupations. Most are menial-

jobs. The 1ow wages often necessitate working long hours

and holding extra jobs in order to cope financiafly. The

fact that a large proportion of vietnamese newcomers work in
these areas fits Manitoba's industrial- base and its
immi-grant employment patterns. These industries attract
newcomers because Engrish-language competency is not a

primary concern, most jobs do not require previous training
or experience and, until recently, jobs have been readily
available. Due to difficurt economic conditions and changes

associated with the Free Trade Agreement, however, many of
these jobs, particularly in the garment industry are at
risk.

rn a non-random study of southeast Asian adolescents in
l,rlinnipeg by the author (Copeland, 1_9g4) | respondents

reported that most of their fathers and almost half of their
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mothers v¡ere enployed in their country of origin. Examples

of the occupations in which they v/ere enployed j-ncluded

government, business, rnilitary, farming and fishing, for
men, and business, education, rnedicine and noodle-making for
!úomen. Of the parents in Winnipeg, most fathers T¡/ere

employed, whereas few mothers hrere enployed. Men tended to
work as cooks, dish-washers and unskill_ed labourers while
hromen worked mainly as sewing-machine operators or as

kitchen help.

In comparing the emplolment patterns of parents in
their country of orígin and in Winnipeg, two factors seem

apparent. Fírst, far fewer women are employed in Winnipeg.

Second, there appears to be considerable negative

occupational defl-ection for both men and hromen. For many,

current ernployment status is considerably lower than in the

country of origin. Stein (L979) relates this negative

defl-ection to occupational adjustment which he describes as

the ability to transfer occupational skiLl and status from

the country of origin to the country of resettLement.

According to Neuwirth and Rogge (l-9gg) few refugees from

Vietnam are able to rnake this transfer.
While a decline in status is common for many

immigrants, Stej-n (L979) suggests that recovery must occur

within three or four years of resettl-ement or it is unlikery
to occur at al-l-. If he is correct, parents in the

adolescent study may be at risk for recovery because many
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have passed the critical period without recovering lost
status.

The rnajority of persons from Vietnam in winnipeg live
in the inner cityr âr'r area comprising a high proportion of
persons from the lower socio-economic levers. Most tend to
l-ive j-n an area bounded by portage Avenue on the south,

Pacific on the north, Main street on the east and Banning

street on the west (see Figure i-). This section known as

the core area, T¡/as part of the Vüinnipeg Core Area

Initiative, a tri-Ieve1 government plan aimed at
revitalizing the inner area of the city, physically,
socially and economically.

By surveying the July i-985 l,tinnipeg Terephone Directory
for eleven of the most common vietnamese surnames, it was

possible to derive a sample of 450 directory entries. Based

on the addresses for these entries, more than a quarter of
the sample was concentrated on just nine streets in the core

area. In addition, some apartment blocks have only

vietnamese tenants. Besides this highly concentrated area,

smal-l residentiar pockets are located on the perj-phery of
the core. There are also a few persons residing in outrying
suburban locations. some, located near the university of
Mani-toba, may be students. others may belong to a somewhat

higher socio-economic group or may have chosen to move out

of the core area for other reasons.
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The dense concentration in the core area indicates a

high degree of residential segregation among persons from

Vietnam in hlinnipeg. Residing in the core area means mixing

with other Iow-incorne populations and being affected by the

social- problems inherent within that environment. As the

core area contaj-ns a high proportion of aborigi-naI persons,

many newcomers misinterpret the relative proportion of

aboriginal persons in Winnipeg.

As a group with limited financial resources, these

newcomers settled into an already run-down area, often

displacing other l-ow-income groups. Some nev/comers are just

now becoming sufficiently upwardly rnobil-e to rel-ocate from

the inner core of the city. This movement from the core

towards the periphery acts to decrease residentj-al-

segregation and may eventually result in what Stasiulis
(l-980) refers to as situational ethnicity, whereby

participation in the ethnic communj-ty becomes very

selective.

As a result of the high level of residential
segregation, the school population is also hiqhly

concentrated. To support this high concentration, schools

in the area einploy a number of ethnic Vietnamese and ethnic

Chinese teacher-aides in addition to several- Community

Liaison Officers who mediate between the schools and the

community. As educatj-on is a primary mechanism for
reestablishing oneself in a new environment, it is highly
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valued within the Vietnamese community. This value is

evident in both the number of students currently attending

universities and community college, âs well as in the

aspirations expressed by respondents in the authorrs

adolescent study (Copeland, 1-984). Almost hal-f expected to

compÌete university or attend at the graduate level-. One-

fifth intended to receive vocational training and the

bal-ance expected to cornplete high school.

According to the authorrs adolescent study (1-984),

respondents reported that most parents seldom spoke English

and they objected to children speaking it in the home.

Reasons for this incl-uded fear that chil-dren woul-d l-ose

their first language, ân inability of parents to understand

what was being said and a low tolerance for the "grating
sound of English on the earsrr. As a resul-t of disparities
in language ability between parents and chil-dren, the

potential for misunderstanding exists, especially when the

essence of an idea is lost because it cannot be transmitted

between languages. About half of the adolescents used their
English skil-l-s to translate for family members in stores,

hospitals, school-s, ât church and with sponsors. The

feelings expressed by the respondents about this

responsibility ranged from good to embarrassment and shame.

Results of the adolescent study (Copeland, 19a4) al-so

suggest that youths may not interact extensively with

Canadian-born youths. Many teenagers hesitated to speak to
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canadians because they feared they woul-d not be und.erstood.,

and a large number reported difficulties in understanding

canadians when they spoke. Twice as many adol-escents had

five or more friends from their country of origin than

canadian friends and they reported getting aJ-ong better with
these friends. About one-quarter of the respondents

indicated having no Canadian friends and al-most half
reported never having been invited to the horne of a

canadian-born person. According to charron and Ness (l-981),

youths who do not form friendships with native-born peers

may be at risk for emotional distress. As in many

communl-ties, there is a small group of rebel-l-ious teenagers

within this community who have a reputation for engaging in
disruptive behaviour.

There are a number of ethnic organizations establ-ished

in l,{innipeg and ner,r ones being formed on a regular basis.
Most operate mainly at the locaI l_eve1 but a few are

affiliated with national and internationar- associations.
vühil-e specific objectives vary across organizations, most

are concerned with cultural preservation, mutual support and

self-help. There j-s often an emphasis on traditional- music

and organizations occasionally sponsor ethnic entertainers
from the United States.

Formal participation in these organizations is very
much a male phenomenon. In many cases, the most active
leadership has come from young, single men or ol_der men
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without their famil-ies. one explanation for this is that

these people have the most tirne available, and that
orqanizational v¡ork is a substitute for famil-ies. Although

the number of active members may be relatively low in many

organizatíons, social events attract a large audience of

both males and f emal-es.

Most organizations are specific to one ethnic group.

Cooperation is not easily achieved and friction within and

between groups is common. one source of considerable

friction is the political position taken by particular

groups and members within those groups. Much of the

politics relates to pro and anti-communist activity both

here and in the country of origin. Another contentious

issue is legitirnate representation of members within both

the ethnic community and the J-arger society. Power

struggles within and between groups often revolve around the

issue of who speaks for the people.

Woon (1-985) offers an explanation for this factional-

phenomenon, which is supported by many community leaders in

Winnipeg. She suggests that organizational problems may

relate to the fact that most clubs and organizations in
Southeast Asia existed only for the rich. Hence, most

people have not had an opportunity to participate in
developing and inaintaining these types of social-

relationships. This experience is in direct contrast to the

North American situation where voluntary organizations are
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There are several actj-ve and interesting ethnic

organizations in Vüinnipeg of which the fol-Iowj-ng are

examples (see Fj-gure 2). The Indo-China Chj-nese

Association, whose members are primarily ethnic Chinese, has

operated English classes and smaII training programs for
sewing machine operators as well- as employing community

outreach workers. the Free Vietnamese Association has

constructed an apartment complex for Vj-etnamese tenants and

has sponsored a number of elaborate celebrations for Tet.

The Southeast Asian Refugee Community of Manitoba (more

recently known as Immigrant and Refugee Community

Organizatj-on of Manitoba or IRCOM) is of particul-ar interest
because it is the only group which crosses ethnic boundaries

to any extent. This group places considerable emphasis on

cooperation among ethni-c groups and provides social,
recreational and educational programs for a large number of

ethnical-Iy diverse participants. It al-so provides post-

settlement servj-ces through IRCOM House, a special housing

complex for refugees in the process of resettlement.

Additionally, some refugees are involved in the Vietnamese

Seniors Associatj-on and others are active ín religj-ous

organizations including the Vietnamese Mennonite Church,

Chanh Dao Vietnamese Buddhist Association and the Vietnamese

Catholic Association.

Reitz (l-980) suggests that political participation in

5l-



Agencies and Organizations Providing Services to Vietnamese
Refugees in Winnipeg, Manitoba

Ethnic Organizations

Chanh Dao Vietnamese Buddhist Association of
Free Vietnamese Associatíon of Manitoba
Immigrant and Refugee Community Organization

Incorporated (IRCOM)
Indo-China Chinese Association
Vietna¡nese Catholic Association
Vietnamese Mennonite Church
Vietnamese Seniors Association

Government Departments

Hnplolnnent and Imrnigration Canada
Manitoba Ïrnrnigration and Settlement

Non-grovernment Orcranizations

Immigrant and Refugee Organization of Manitoba (fRCOM)
International Centre of lVinnipeg
Manitoba Interfaith Immigration Council

Examples of Other organizations Providing Services to
Refugees

Boys and Girls Club of Iriinnipeg
Immigrant lrlomen I s Association of Manitoba
fmmigrant lrtromen I s Employment Counselling Service
Planned Parenthood
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Figure 2. Agencies
Vietnamese refugees

and organizations providingi services to
in I{innipeg, Manitoba.
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mainstream society tends to be low for socially marginal

persons, for those who experience social discrimination and

for those who have strong ties with an ethnic community. If
he is correct, one might expect a low rate of participation

by newcomers in mainstream politicat activity. Vühíle this
is generally the case, some interest and concern is evident.

There was one candidate of Vietnamese origin in a previous

federal el-ection. Although this person was not a refugee,

he did generate considerable interest within the ethnic

community. As welI, a number of ethnic organizations

actively lobby elected representatives for financial support

and these representatives, in turn, soÌicit political

support.

In addition to ethnic organizations, there are a number

of agenci-es which provide services to refugees in Winnipeg.

At the f ederal- l-evel, Canada Enployment and Immigration

Commissj-on (CEIC) is responsible for admitting refugees and

providing adjustment assistance to them for up to one year.

They al-so provide funding to non-government agencies that
assist in r:efugee resettlement. The provinci-al government,

through the Immigration and Settlement Branch, also plays a

significant role in providing support for refugees.

Examples include access services for newcomers, language

programs for housebound women and seniors and a newspaper

for newcomers. They also assist refugees in estabJ-ishing

education equivalency.
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As a result of the large influx of Southeast Asian

refugees to !{innipeg, a number of non-government

organizations either redirected their resources or expanded

their operations to provide settlement services. For

instance, Manitoba Interfaith Immigration Council expanded

from a smal-I organization which provided limited assistance

to immigrants on a voluntary basis to a relatively large

organization which provides ínitial settlement services, a

host program and short-term accommodation on a ful-I-tine
basis. Simil-arly, the International- Centre of Vüinnipe9,

which provided linited services such as language and.

citizenship classes to irnnigrants, enlarged its focus to
include specialized services for refuqees similar to those

provided by fnterfaith. In contrast to these orgiani-zations,

the Immigrant and Refugee Organization of Manitoba (IRCOM),

which was initiated by refugees themselves, provides

accommodation and transition services to refugees through

IRCOM House as a f ol-l-ow-up to initial settl-ement services.

In addition to these organizations, a number of others

provide special services. A few examples of these are

Planned Parenthood, Immigrant Womenrs Association of

Manitoba, Immigrant V'Iomenrs Employment Counselting Service

and Boys and Girls Cl-ub of Winnipeg.

The tining of the demand for refugee services coincided

with the inception of the Core Area Initiative Prograrn, an

urban renewal plan involving federal, provincial and civic
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governments. with social service as one of its mandates,

this proqram contributed funding for some of the services

described in addition to developing specific programs

designed to assist refugees in securing ernployment. one

such program was the Refugee Workers Training Program, a

two-year course which trained refugees for employment as

paraprofessionals in settlement agencies. AII of the

agencies and organizations described have hired and trained

people from Vietnam to facil-itate the delivery of their

services thus contributing to employment and training

opportunities for newcomers.

Summary

Canada has a long history of receiving involuntary migrants

or refugees and the motivation for accepting them has varied

according to particular economic, political- or humanitarian

concerns of the tirne. Pressure from Canadian citizens has

been an important factor in the decision to accept or reject

many groups. The most significant group to be adrnitted

recently consists of refugees from Southeast Asia,

particularly Vietnam. This movement is distinctive for

several reasons: (a) the large numbers admitted over a short

period of tirne, (b) the cul-tural- differences between these

refugees and Canadians generally, and (c) the iinpact private

citj-zens have had on government quotas.

Since L979, approximately 1-30,000 refugees from Vietnam

have been admitted to Canada. About 8,000 have settled j-n
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Vüinnipeg, Manitoba. Most refuqees vrrere rel-atively young

when they arrived. Among those with previous employment

experience, many have had difficulty transferring that
experience here and have had to pursue new forms of
employment. On the other hand, many young people have had

considerable success in their educational pursuits and some

are beginnJ-ng to establish careers.

Despite a long history of accepting refugees to Canada,

most of our knowledge and understanding of the resettl_ement

process is based on British and European immigration to
Canada during the early part of the century. At that tirne

the technical and social differences between the countries

of origin and resettl-ement were not great. There is,
however, a vast difference between traditional migrants of

that era and those today. Refugees, in particul_ar, are

often culturally different from their hosts, come from less

developed countries and frequently arrive duri-ng times of

economic constraint (Stein, 1-981). Because migration under

these conditions is an j-ncreasingly common phenomenon, it is
imperative that we devel-op our understanding of this process

at both the empirical and theoretical levels. The fotlowing
chapter will review l-iterature pertinent to the topic of

resettlement by refugees.



This chapter reviews literature pertinent to refugee

resettlement. It provides an overview of approaches used in

studying adaptation as part of the resettlement process for

both immigrants and refugees. Studies of successful

resettlement are discussed as weII as studies which focus

specifically on refugees from Vietnam incl-uding vari-abIes

that affect the resettlement process.

Approaches to Understanding Adaptation

Many researchers have studied how j-rnmigrant groups

change over time. Some have focused on cultural- change,

that is, how immigrants come to resemble the dominant group

(e9., Berry, l-980; Kovacs & Cropley, L975; Park, 1-950¡

Portes , 1-969 ¡ Taft , 1-966) . others have emphasized

structural change, studying how immigrants enter into and

are accepted by the sociaL institutions of the host society

(e9., Gordon | 1964; Kim & Hurh, L979). Some researchers

have taken a unilinear approach to studying these changes

(e9., Bar-Yosef , 1-968). Others have adopted a mul-til-inear

view (e9., Guadagno, L983i Nagatta, 1-971-¡ Pereira, l-981-) and

a few have considered them from more hol-istic perspectives

(e9., Bernard, L975; Brody, L97O¡ EX, 1,966).

Adaptatíon by immigrants to new cultural situations has

been studied by researchers from different discipl-ines for

The Conceptualizatj-on of Resettlement

CHAPTER 3
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some ti-me. For instance, many anthropologists focused on

changes in group cul-tures. some socj-ologj-sts considered the
unequar distribution of power, prestige and resources among

different ethnic aroups while others observed the patterns
and processes by which irnmigrant groups accessed the
political-, sociar and economic structures of the host
society or the dynamics of rerationships among minority and

najority groups (e.g., Gl-azer & Moynihan, 1,970; Gordon,

L964). More recently, attention has turned to understanding
the process of adaptation by refugees in major resettlement
countries such as canada and the united states. rn some

cases, researchers have been interested not onty i_n the
process of adaptati-on itserf, but in the way that refugees
perceive that process (eg., Ferguson, Lg84) . For this
study, adaptation is used in a broad sense to refer to the
complex process through which an individual_ fits or is
compatibl-e with a new cultural environment (Kirn & Gudykunst,

1'987). Arthough both the individuat and the host society
change in the process, the emphasis at this tirne is on the
individual.

Among the many studies of curturar change, most tend to
emphasize adoption of the dorninant cul_ture by the nevücomer.

This incl-udes the norms, varues and behaviorar patterns
associated with individual- and institutional_ 1ife. Early
researchers such as Redfield, Linton and Herskovits (1936)

described how immigrant cultures change over time to become
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more like the dominant one. In a similar vein, Robert Park

(l-950) maintained that immigrants eventual-Iy lose their

distinctive ethnic identity to the dominant culture. In

some cases, the process is a smooth one, beginning at the

time of first contact with the dominant cul-ture. In others,

it occurs only after a period of confl-ict and competition

with the dominant group.

other researchers have buil-t on the idea of confl-ict as

part of the adaptation process. Berry (1-980), for instance,

conceptual-ized cultural change in terms of confl-ict

reduction. He discussed how confl-ict may be reduced if

behaviour is rnodified to be more like that of the host

society. This may occur through assirnilation, where

nevrcomers move into the larqer society by relJ-nquishing

their original cultural identity. Al-ternatively, it may

occur through integration where nev¡comers become an integral

part of the larger society whil-e rnaintaining some of their

own cultural distinctiveness

According to Taft (L966) the process of adaptation

invol-ves obtaining cultural- knowledge and skill-s in the

areas of language, role performance, history, ideology,

norms and social- structures. It requires social-

interaction, mernbership identification, integration, and

conformity to group norms. Sinilarly, Szapocznik, Scopetta,

Kurtinez and Oronal-do (1,975) developed a psychosocial- model

to explain how individuals modify their customs, habits,
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language, lifestyle and varue orientations to fit into the
neh/ environment. The model assumes that differential rates
of change which occur among family members result in high
level-s of farnily disruption. This is reflected ín high
rates of behavioral disorders within the irnmigrant

community. variables affecting the outcome incl_ude time j_n

the country of resettlement, âge (young persons adapt faster
than older persons), and sex (males adapt faster than

females). Along the same ]i-nes, Kovacs and cropley (Lg7s)

described adaptation as a process of alienation. Newcomers

who are alienated from their curture of oriqin are said to
be assimil-ated while those who are alienated from the host
culture are considered rnaladjusted.

rn studying the adaptati-on of cubans in the united
states, Portes (1,969) conceptualized the "integrated farnily
as one that has given up living in memories and attachments

to old cuban goals and values and has reoriented its
cognitive and motivational- structures to the opportunities
offered by the new l_ife" (p.51_O). As portes saw it,
adaptation is a function of rewards and costs, the main

rewards being economic. perhaps, this explains the frequent
focus on economic factors in the resettrernent literature.

According to Bar-yosef (1968), adaptation in
resettlement involves the paral_lel_ processes of
desocial-i-zation and resocialization. He used role and

identity theory as devel-oped by Erikson, Goffman, Mead and
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Merton to devel-op these ideas. Bar-Yosef argues that

migration has a desocializing effect on newcomers who soon

realize that their oId ways of operating are inapproprj-ate

but are uncertain about the definition of the new situation

and the accompanying rules of social- interaction. As part

of the process of adaptation, neh¡comers must become

resocialized in order to function in the new environment.

In contrast to these studies which assume a unil-inear

direction of change, Nagatta (L97L) introduced the idea of

selective change. She argues that adaptation is not a

process where individuals become progressively more

Canadian. Rather, it ís a situational- one, where

individuals are sometimes Canadian and sometimes old worl-d

ethnic, with preference given to expediency as much as

cul-turaI loyalty.

In studying immigrant adaptation, social scj-entists

have also focused on structural- chanqes. Here adaptation is

considered in terms of individuals entering into and

adjusting to the various institutions of the receiving

society (Gordon , 1,964) . Kirn and Hurh (L979) , who studied

Korean immigrants in the United States, used the terms

occupational and social assimil-ation to discuss this change.

They consider occupational assimitation to be the entire

process by which the careers of newcomers become similar to

those of the najority and social- assirnilation as the non-

economic aspects of that process.
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Those structural- studi-es which examine economic

adaptation are of particular interest. For instance, park

(1-930) recognized economic participation together with
political- and social participation as critical indicators of
immigrant adaptation to the host society. Gordon (1,964)

situated economic change within the domain of structural-
assimil-ation which he defined as the large scal-e entry of
minorities into the cliques, crubs and institutions of the

dominant society. Like park, Gord.on considers cul-turar and

structurar assimilation to be the most important dimensions

of the adaptation process.

At the empirical level, there has been an accumuration

of data on the economic adaptation of immigrants. Richmond

(1-98L) reviewed a number of Canadian studies (e.g.,
Anderson, L974; Gold]ust & Richnond, 1_974; Ka]bach, i_9g0;

Li, L978; Marsden, 1,977; Ramcharon, j-983; Reitz, Calzavari &

Dasko, L98Li Richmond, 1-974, 1981-¡ sharma, L9g1-¡ weierrnair,

1'971-) . rnf ormation f rom these studíes suggests that in the
first three to five years in canada, immigrants experience

complex problems associated with economj-c adjustment

including high rates of unemployment and 1ow level_s of
j-ncome. Additionally, persons who have been in canada l-ess

than five years, especially unattached individuals,
frequently have incomes well below the ]ow income cut-offs
as defined by statistics canada. underemployment often
results from non-recognition of qualifications, Iack of
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Canadian experience and discriminatj-on, particularly agai-nst

visible minorities. Finatly, persons who arrived prior to

L97O experienced relatively favourable economic conditions

compared to later arrivals who faced declining economic

prosperity, rising infl-ation and high rates of unemployment.

In a simiLar vein, Lanphier (1,987) , reviewed

resettlement research in Canada, United States and France.

His resul-ts indicate that newcomers who delay entering the

labour force in order to improve their language skills and

to enhance their level of entry into the l-abour force may

experience more satisfactory employment over the long term.

As few refugees achieve occupational levels beyond those at

which they enter the labour force, this entry level trap

rnight be overcome if refugees v/ere able to delay their entry

into the l-abour force until- they had received additional
education or training, rather than having to secure early

employment at low levels. Adequate funding woul-d be

required f or this to occur. Al-though rnost studies of

structural change consider adaptation primarily in terms of

employment and sel-f-sufficiency, this limited perspective

contrj-butes to a superficial understanding of a complex

process. Economic adaptation invol-ves more than getting a

job j-n order to be self-supporting. It invol-ves patterns of

education, employment and shelter as well as househol-d

management and l-eisure pursuits. Economic adaptat j-on

involves, for exarnple, decisions about retraining,
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underempl-oyment and resource-poo1ing. The process may be

infl-uenced by fanily members, non-related household members

or even others outside the househol-d itself. Demographic

characteristics such as household size and dependency ratios

may be important as well as the transferability of education

and work experience. A variety of external- factors such as

rates of inflation, unemployment and economic growth likely
infl-uence the process. According to Pereira (l-98i-),

economic adaptati-on includes job satisfactj-on, reali-zatj-on

of economj-c aspirations and social adaptation. Guadagno

(1-983) has identified similar factors including personal

resources such as education, health and personality; farnily

resources including intactness, cohesion and adaptability;
formal and inforrnal- social supports; residency patterns such

as househol-d structure, geographical location, residential
concentration, ethnic propinquity and type of tenure;

househol-d management; employment patterns incJ-uding

employability, Canadian experience, aspirations,

occupational status and income generating ability;
expenditure patterns; and educational patterns.

Whil-e economic adaptation of immigrants has perhaps

received the greatest attention, several authors have

approached adaptation in a more holistic, rnultivariate

fashion. For instance, EX (1-966) assumed a broader approach

by considering a wide range of factors which infl-uence the

process including personality, language ability, an attitude



that life must go on, group membership, having a job,

neh¡comer perceptions of how the host community judges them

and the presence of children. In a similar vein, Brody

(1,g7O) viewed adaptation in an holistic manner and defined

it as the process of establishing relatively stable and

reciprocal retationships with the environment and meaningful

interpersonal relationships within the community.

Michal-owski (1986) also considered adaptation holistically.

she described it as I'partaking in the life of the country

productively (economically and socially) and to oners

advantage (rnaking use of the country's opportunities for

advancement, its cul-ture, social services and related

features)" (p.2). Using this definition, adaptation

involves both social- and emotional adjustment and acceptance

of and conforrnity to social norms.

Another variant in the area of immigrant adaptatj-on as

an holistic perspective involves the deveÌopment of

typotrogies or theories to explain the process over time.

Bernard (I973) | for instance, incorporated the concept of

economic adjustment in his conceptualization of integration

which he says is achj-eved when migrants become a working

part of society, take on many of the attitudes and

behavioral patterns, participate freely in activities but at

the Same time, retain a measure of their original cultural-

identity. He identifíed three broad leveIs in the process.

First, newcomers, who are primarily concerned with self-
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maintenance, begin to move informally into the community

structure. Gradually, they engage in more formal_

activities, often seeking citizenship as part of putting
down roots. Finally, they accept the val_ues, norms and

goals of the dominant society, both externally and

internally, thus becoming fuII members of that society.
Implicit within the process is the notion of increasing

economic participation at each stage. Bernard notes that
this is a two-way process of change. Not only do newcomers

adapt and change as they move into the larger socJ_ety but

society also changes as a resul-t. Although many ne\^/comers

may accept the dominant lifestyle as Bernard suggests in the

l-ast stage of the rnodel, the extent to which nev/comers are

absorbed into that lifestyle if they are vj-sibty different
from the dominant group is questionabl-e.

D. Herberg (l_989) suggests that immigrants who come

from less developed nations (as most refugees do), may

experience severe economic dislocation and perhaps slower

adjustment because the economic norms and rol_es which they

bring with them are inappropriate for a post-industrial
society such as canada. she has devetoped a comprehensive

model- of adjustment encompassing the pre-immigrant phase,

the immigrant stage and at least two of the post-immigrant

generations. Herberg considers the model- useful_ in
explaining adjustment by immj-grants, refugees and aborigj-nal

peoples.



An important part of the model is the concept of

contexting which refers to the degree that kinship

structures and values govern everyday l-ife. According to

the model, traditional societies involving extended farnily

relations, gender segregation and considerable

interdependence are considered hiqh context cul-tures while

post-industrial- societj-es emphasizing nuclear farnily values

and structures are considered low context ones. As most

refugees move from high to low context cultures, the process

of adjustment would be influenced by the degree of

contextual disparity between the two cultures.

According to Neuwirth (19e7), many traditional theories

fal-I short of explaining the process of adaptation as it

applies specifically to refugees. For instance, she argues

that most current sociological theories have little

explanatory significance because they are based on European

immigration to North America during the early part of this

century. At that tirne, âs industrj-alization in North

America was developing, the technical and social differences

between the societies which irnmigrants left and those to

which they came were not Iarge. There is however a vast

difference between traditj-onal irnmigrants of that era and

many immigrants today. Refugees, in particular, are often

culturally different from their hosts, come from less

developed countries and frequently arrive during times of

economic constraint (Stein, 1-98L). Refugees who arrived in
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Canada after the L975 crisis in Vietnam, are typical of

these nehrcomers who move, often invol-untarily and frequently

under very difficult conditions, from less technical

societies to highly technical ones.

Adapting to economic and social conditions in the

receiving society is a concern for all irnmigrants. It is

even more critical- for refugees because language, culture,

ernployment-related skills and experience are often not

transferable. Because migration, under the conditions

outl-ined, is an increasingly common phenomenon, it is

imperative that we develop a better understanding of refugee

resettl-ement and the various categories or levels of

resettlement achieved by refugees. New theoretical-

approaches capable of doing this are required. Neuwirth

(L987) argues that these new approaches should be

nultidimensj-onaI in character. They shoul-d be abl-e to take

into account the unique aspects of refugee migration and

resettl-ement, characteristics of the new environment that
facilitate or inhibit the process, individual differences in

the manner in which refugees adapt to their new setting and

be capable of explaining the reasons for the differences

(Nicassio, L985).

Concepts Developed for Refugee Studies

Although Fairchild observed as early as 1918 that
refugee migration was a subject separate from the study of

immigration, only recently have researchers approached

68
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refugee studies in this v/ay. Vühile some studies have

described how refugees are dj-fferent from immigrants, other

studj-es have focused on cultural and structural- adaptation

in an effort to understand and document the resettl-ement

process.

Several researchers have focused on cultural change.

For instance, Hurh, Kim and Kim (l-980) studied how refugees

rnodify their attitudes and behavioral patterns to be more

compatible in their new environment. Siinilarly, Charron and

Ness (l-981-) studied behavioral changes undertaken to cope

with neh¡ environmental circumstances and cognitive and

emotional changes that develop as individuals attempt to

live in that environment. Taft, North and Ford (L979) and

Stein (i-981) describe adaptation as the complete merging of

refugees into the host community with individuals being

accepted according to their individual- merits. The process

is complete when refugees are considered reasonably well-

adjusted to an environment that r^ras completeJ-y new and

different.
Although many researchers have emphasízed a unilinear

direction of change, some have considered recj-procal change.

For instance, Haines, Rutherford and Thomas (1-981-) described

adaptation as a reciprocal process between refugees and

their environment. Similarly, Nyakabwa (1-989), who studied

African refugees to Canada, considered adaptation to be a

process of establishing a relatively stable and reciprocal
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rel-ationship \,üith the environment in which nertlcomers find

themselves. She identified age, language, degree of

occupational deflection, empJ-oyment, individual perception

and length of residency as important variables affecting the

process.

Undoubtedly, economic adaptation has seen the most

attention among scholars of refugee studies. As in the case

of immigrants, this aspect is considered to be a critical

factor in the resettl-ement of refugees. Samuel (L987)

maintains that employrnent and income are emphasized as

indicators of adaptation because they are easily measured

and have a pervasive influence on life. He argues that this

is appropriate because employment demonstrates a

contribution to society and earnings represent power to

participate in al-l- aspects of society. Successful economic

adaptation occurs when refugees earn enough to support

themselves and their families in reasonable comfort.

In a similar vein, Finnan (l-981-) enphasizes

occupational adaptation which is composed of social- and

cognitive components. The social component refers to the

important role the refugee community plays in employment.

For example, the community infl-uences the job choi-ces of its

members, sets criteria for acceptable jobs and helps members

identify with their new occupatj-ons. The cognitive

component refers to how refugees shape their identities in

relation to their jobs.
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In his study of Vietnamese refugees in the United

States, Bach (1-988) also considered economic adaptation but

in this case, hê classified househol-ds according to their

source of income, that is, earned income, sociaÌ support or

a combination of the two. Bach argues that these categories

reflect the extent to which refugees have been able to

reconstruct families and households in the new environment.

Differences between the categories delineate forms of

col-l-ective economic activities and levels of wetl--being.

Irühi1e Bachrs v/ork in category development is useful because

it refers directly to Southeast Asian refugees, its

usefulness is linited because of the narrovl definition of

economic adaptation empJ-oyed.

In a similar vein, Neuwirth (1'987, 1988), also

emphasizes the significance of economic adjustment of

refugees as a critical- dimension of the total resettlement

process. She distinguishes between economic adaptation and

occupational adjustment. According to Neuwirth, economic

adaptation is the ability to find ernployment and become

self-sufficient. It is relatively easily attained. on the

other hand, occupational adjustment, refers to the ability

to transfer occupational skills from the country of ori-gin

to the country of resettlement or the ability to obtain a

job of similar status. Although it is more difficult to

achieve, Neuwirth argues that occupational adjustment is the

most important aspect of adaptation and all- other dimensions
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are contíngent upon Ít. If j-t does not occur within three

to four years after arrival, Neuwirth suggests that it is
unlikely to occur at all.

Some researchers have taken a multivariate approach to
studying refugee resettlement. For example, Kim and

Nicassio (1-980) used the term adjustment in describing a

nultidiinensj-onal process in which psychosocial, social and

economic patterns are interrel-ated. The process is enhanced

by interpersonal rel-ationships, language competency,

institutional participation and affective factors. These

studies have contributed considerabJ-y to our understanding

of economic adaptation as a process by which refugees

normally move from economic self-sufficiency in their
country of origin, through a transitional period of

dependency to economic self-sufficiency in the country of

resettlernent (Taft, North & Ford I LgTg). However, there is
a continuing need for a more comprehensive understanding of

that process. fn particular, there j-s a need to cl-arify the

assumptj-ons that refugees are economically self-sufficient
in their country of origin and that they do achieve economic

sel-f-sufficiency in the country of resettlement. Although

this may be the case for many, experience suggests that some

refugees do not fit these assumptions either because they

v/ere not sel-f-suffici-ent in the country of origin or because

they do not achieve self-sufficiency in the country of

resettlement. Furthermore, there is a pressing need for a
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broader, more incl-usive understanding of the concept of
economic adaptation.

Only a few researchers have developed typologies or
conceptual models to explain the process of refugee

resettlement. Petersen (i_958) was one of the first to
consider the different sociar forces affecting refugee

migration. His model was simplistic, however, ín its
assumption that movement between origin and destination
occurs in a single step, whereas, rnigratj-on by refugees is
usually a cornplex process involving many steps.

Building on this work, Kunz (1"973) developed a more

comprehensive understanding of the process. Using the
cl-assic push-pul] theory of imrnigration developed by Thomas

and znanj-ecki (l-91-8), Kunz arques that refugees are not
pulled to a neh¡ location as immigrants are. rn fact, they
have no advance information regarding their future.
rnstead, they are pushed out by forces beyond their control
and leave because they are afraid to stay.

There has been considerable debate regardinq the
factors which infl-uence decisions to migrate. However, it
is generally accepted that refugees and immigrants are both
j-nfl-uenced by push and pull factors. The dj-fference is in
the rerative force of each; refugees respond primarily to
push factors whereas immigrants respond mainl_y to pu1I

factors. v[hile this differentiation seems c]-ear, whether

the push or pu]l factor is greater often depends on the
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migrantrs personal perception of the situation (David,

1-97O). Those who consider themselves refugees, general-ly

perceive their departure as involuntary. They flee because

they bel-ieve that social, economic or political- changes in
their country will have detrirnental effects on their lives
and they are willing to ri-sk the unknown rather than endure

the changes (Lam, 1-983) .

As part of his typology, Kunz (1,973) identified two

common flight patterns among refugees. The antì-cipatory

pattern is often associated with educated and well-to-do
persons who are in a position to anticipate danger.

Departure by individual fanily units is orderly and they are

often able to bring considerabl-e resources with them.

Although these persons resemble ordinary immigrants in ways

such as the anticipated departure, they are different
because of the inordinate sense of urgency and pending doom

associated with the departure as well as their inability to
select a final destination. Acute flight patterns, on the

other hand, generally occur during crisis. People may

decide to fl-ee themselves, they may be expeJ-Ied or they may

be absent when the crisis occurs and unable to return.
Flight is usually spontaneous and often disorganized.

In modifying his typology, Kunz (1-981) incJ-uded three

categories of factors that influence the resettl-ement

process. Home-rel-ated f actors ref er to f eeli-ngs refugees

have about their country and their displacernent from it.
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Displacement factors refer to anticipatory or acute flight
patterns. Host-related factors incl-ude attitudes and

policies in the country of resettlement. Although Kunz

acknowl-edged that personal factors play a role in refugee

resettlement, he did not include them in his model-.

Based on work by Kunz (l-981-) | Scudder and Col-son (1,982)

developed a conceptual model- of refugee resettlement which

describes the process of resettlement in stages.

Recruitment, which is the first stage, incorporates the

home-related and displacement factors developed by Kunz.

Events at this time determine the course of ftight and

influence resettlement.

After reaching safety, refugees enter the transitj-on

stage, which usually lasts at l-east two years and, for some

such as the elderly, ends only with death. Refugees cope at

this tj-me by attempting to preserve as much of their old

lives as possible. Scudder and Colson (1-982) argue that it
is possible to predict how individuals will respond to
resettl-ement during the period inrnediately following

relocation because the stressful nature of relocation

minimizes the range of potential responses at this time.

The stressors to which refugees are exposed are

physiological, manifest by increased rnorbidity and

mortality; psychological-, involving trauma, guilt, qrief and

anxiety; and sociocultural-, resulting from reduced cultural

inventories. Refugees respond to these stressors by
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adopting a conservative strategy which is to make the fewest

changes possible. They cling to farnily and friends, seek

famil-iar occupational environments and recreate famil-iar

institutions. Some mai-ntain that ethnic communities assist
in this preservation in addition to acting as a bridge to
the future (e.9., Breton I L964; Finnan, 1981) . Others, such

as Pisarowícz and Tosher (L982), arque that ethnic

communities del-ay the transition process by enabling

refugees to live in the past. The dual- tasks of

desocialization and resocial-ization as described by Bar-

Yosef (i-968) occur at this time.

Potential development, which is the third stage in the

relocation process, begins after refugees feel- comfortable

in their new environment and are ready to take risks and

explore opportunities. Characteristics that result from the

refugee experience can be used positively at this stage

Kell-er, 1,975). For instance, because they have survived

against all odds, some refugees accept the high risks
associated with entrepreneurship or employ tenacity to

facil-itate the recovery of occupational status. In the

final stage, which the authors call incorporation, refugees

regard the new society as theirs. In some cases, this stage

may requj-re several generations to achieve.

The Studv of Successful Resettlement

Accepting refugees for resettlement is considered a

humanitarian act, yet, host countries pick and choose the
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refugees they select (Taft, North and Ford, L979) . Canada,

for instance, has been accused of skimrning the cream off the

top (Lam, 1-983). Neuwirth (l-988) argues that this is

because Canada, together with other resettlement countries,

operates on a policy of calculated kindness. It seems that

refugees are accepted according to their potential for
success in the process of adaptation to resettlement. There

are, however, ho clear definitions of success nor are there

clearly identified variabl-es associated with success in

resettl-ement. Guidelines to ensure those sel-ected will be

successful are vague (Neuwirth, 1-988). Indeed, some

refuqees selected for resettlement are not successful while

others who are rejected may well have experienced successful

resettlement given the opportunity. Except for Viviani
(1984) and Stein (1,979), who investigated Austral-ian and

United States policies, almost no research has been

conducted on thís aspect of the resettlement process. As

the resources to cope with increasing numbers of refugees

seeking resettl-ement are quickly beíng depleted, there is
some urgency in determining answers to these questions and

to the larger question regarding the future of those

refugees consídered lacking potential for successful

resettlement.

Despite an apparent bj-as towards sel-ecting potentially

successful refugees, most of the literature has focused on

resettlement problems. There has been very litt1e emphasis
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on successful resettlement. OnIy Ferguson (L984) has

attempted to deal with the topic at any length. Others have

touched on it superficially, usually discussing success in
terms of economic adaptation. As Stein put it:

There is no definition of or criteria for
successful resettlement...and the problem of
standards and criteria for the overall
resettlement reflects a l-ack of evaluation for
parts of the process...mental heal-th, language and
vocational training programs are funded, operated
and renewed wi-thout any measure of their
effectiveness (cited in Ferguson, 1-984, p.4).

In 1"954, Jones noted that knowledge of factors which

facilitate or obstruct resettlement had not advanced beyond

the realm of opinion. He asked the question rrwhat is
expected of the immigrant family as a unj-t of Canadian

society?tt (p.62) and argued that answers to this questíon

are necessary in order to assess rel-ative success or

failure. Jones identified a need to be inforrned about the

aspirations of newcomers, the extent to which they are

realized and the way ner^¡comers respond when their
aspirations ?re frustrated. It has been more than 35 years

since Jones raised these issues and they have not yet been

adequately addressed.

According to most resettlement policies, success is
achieved when refugees are self-suffici-ent; when they are

employed and not in receipt of social- assistance (yu and

Liu, l-986). Samuel (1,984) stated that success occurs when

refugees earn enough to support themsetrves and their
families in reasonable comfort. The prirnary indicator of
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success is level of income which is influenced by type and

l-evel- of employment and language proficiency. According to

De Vos (1-980), success is measured according to American

ideology which defines it in terms of occupational and

social- inobility. Atthough these indicators are easy to
measure, Hanh (1"982) argues that they are out of context

when used to measure successful resettl-ement by refugees and

therefore inappropriate.

Success j-n resettlement is sel-dom defined except in a

narro\^¡ economic sense. There are almost no discussions of

it in broad, holistic terms and almost no consideration of

success from the refugeets perspective. ff one equates

success with a sense of wel-l--being, it is readily apparent

that economic factors are only one part of a larger holistic
condition.

Although success has been poorly conceptualized in the

resettlement literature, fuller development of similar
concepts has occurred in other contexts. For instance, the

Canadian Council on Social- DeveLopment (CCSD , 1-984)

developed a broad hoJ-istic, rnultidimensional- model- of wel-l-

being incorporating psychosocial-, economic and political
participation factors. In this node1, psychosocial well--

being j-nvolves a sense of worth and pri-de and represents the

spirit of well-being. Economic wel-l--being means having

sufficient income from a steady, reliable source which

al-lows for hope and the realization of some dreams.
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Po1itical participation welt-being refers to power in the

sense of feeling some degree of control- over things l-ike

housing and events in the larger political arenas.

According to the model, persons who exj-st below a certain

level of overall well-being experience poverty of spirit,

income and power; feelings to which most refugees can

relate. on the other hand, those who experience spirit,

income and power positiveJ-y are successful in a broad,

holistic sense.

Símilarly, the Canadian Action Committee on the Status

of Women (CACSW, 1-989) considers well-being to encompass

physical, emotional, social, environmental and economic

heal-th. They describe it as the means to existing in a

satisfactory state. Along the same line, BuboJ-2, Eicher,

Evers and Sontag (l-980) use a human ecological approach to

describe quality of life which includes satisfaction of

basic physical, biological, psychological, economic and

social- needs.

Smith (cited in Hugo, 1990) indicates that social wel-I-

being of refugees should incorporate both economic welfare,

that is, what people get from the consumption of purchased

goods and services and social welfare, which embraces all-

things contributing to the quality of human existence. As

viewed by Smith, social wel-l--being has seven dimensions:

(a) income, wealth and employment; (b) the living

environment; (c) health; (d) education; (e) social- order;
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(f) social belonging; and (g) recreation and leisure. In

accord with these perspectives, Lor¡tn (1-986) argues that

subjective measures of wel-l--being are more valuable than

objective measures because individual perceptions of wel-I-

being rel-ate more cJ-osely to them than to objective

indicators such as income or weal-th.

Ferguson (L984) is the only researcher to have explored

successful resettlement by refugees. Among Vietnamese

refugees to the United States, she found that few refugees

defined success only in rnateria] terms. As one of her

respondents put it, rrsuccess has rnany aspects...you can

quantify it in terms of income and assets but it's more than

thatrr (Ferguson, t984, p.56). Some said it was not so much

what they had but how they felt. Most had modest

expectations for success. Typical responses suggested that

success hras living in dignity, having self-respect and peace

of mind, feeling settled, secure and at ease with the future

and feeling satisfied with life. Many considered freedom to

be the most important criteria of success as it was a quest

for freedom which motivated most to become refugees in the

first p1ace. Most said success in farnily life was

important. One respondent explained it this vüay; rrsuccess

in life for a Vietnamese is not a matter of personal

achievement, but rather a kind of fulfíllnent in

interpersonal rel-ationships (Ferguson, 1984, P.61) . Family

unity, both physically and spiritually was an important
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aspect of this success. Education was considered a sj-gn of

success in itself as well- as a means of achieving success in

financial, professional- and social areas.

A number of variables were associated with success.

Time in the country of resettl-ement was important. Success

in the early stages of resettl-ement involved meeting basic

human needs. Later, higher expectations for success v/ere

set, somewhat like Andersonrs (L974) unholy grail. Age also

influenced success. Older refugees tended to defer their

hopes for success to their children whereas younger refugees

sought social success. Socioeconomic background influenced

expectatj-ons for success. For many lower status refugees,

anything greater than survival- was considered to be success

because this hras more than they could expect in Vietnam.

Most higher status refugees considered success regaining the

quality of l-ife they left behind, a goal few were abl-e to

achieve. For educated persons, success hras resuming their
professions.

Vühen Ferguson (1-984) asked successful respondents what

helped them to achieve success in resettlement they

identified personal characteristics such as a strong wi11,

moral- courage, discipline, self-confidence and independence.

They considered themselves friendly, flexible and willing to

learn new things. Others, they said, v/ere too shy, overly

sensitive and too dependent. Their farnily background

helped. As one respondent put it rrtiger father produces
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considered themselves more disciplined, hard working and

frugat than South Vietnamese and they ídentified these

characteristics as contributing to their success. Finally,
previous refugee experience, in the case of North Vietnamese

who fled to South Vietnam, helped because if they did it

once they coul-d do it again.

As so littl-e research has considered successful-

resettlement by refugees, it j-s necessary to look elsewhere

for other examples. Dosman (L972), was concerned as to why

some aboriginal people in Saskatchewan fared better in urban

areas than others. He isolated three distinct groups based

on level of successful- adaptation; the affluent, the welfare

and the anomic. Variables inctuded stability of employment,

quality and stability of housing, stability of farnily 1ífe

and degree of entrenchment within the dorninant society.

Those persons belonging to the affluent group \^/ere

relatively well-off compared to the others. They had steady

employment, secure incomes and were upwardly mobile. Their

housJ-ng was comfortabl-e and favourably located. They had

stable fanily relationships and were visible in the white

middle-cIass community but did not develop intj-mate

relationships with members of that community.

fn contrast, persons in the welfare group experienced

chronic poverty. Their jobs hrere unstable, they moved

frequently and lived in poor housing. Most depended on
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social assistance at least part

family-rel-ated problems and were

the larger community.

Members of the anomic group were caught in the rniddle.

They tried to adapt to urban life but experienced l-irnited

success. overall, they remained marginal not fitting with

the members of either the affluent or wel-fare groups.

Dosman (L972) maintains that only the anomic or transitional
group is affected by rnigration. The others, he argues,

maintain or regain the status they had prior to mi-grating.

He concludes that families who were successful prior to

rnigration are al-so successful after migration. Those who

belonged to the welfare group on the reserve al-so belong to

that group in the urban environment. As aboriginal peoples

who move from reserves to urban environments, are in a

sense, refugees and share some of the same experiences as

international- refugees, Dosmanrs work is useful in the

context of refugee resettl-ement.

Additionally, from the fiel-d of immigrant studies,

Anderson (L974) studied Portuguese immigrants to Toronto in

order to determine how they achieve success. Her focus was

on economic success, which she defíned as getting ahead.

Anderson concl-udes that the forrnula for success is a

combination of chance and motívation combined with a

knowledge of the job rnarket or suitable contacts. She found

that many immigrants achieve economic success but experience
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a decrease in their quality of life. This trade-off occurs

because the quest for economic success never ends. Vühat

begins as a quest to obtain the necessities for life in a

ne!ü land becomes a way of life, a quest for the unholy grail

as Anderson calls it.
fn a similar vein, Model (1-988) attributes

socioeconomic success among European and East Asian

immigrants in the United States to socioeconomic status,

demographic factors and labour market variables. Just as

Weber (L947 ) identified the secul-ar asceticism of CaLvinism

as a major impetus for capitalism, Model- indj-cates that
culture transmits attitudes, values and beliefs which

influence economic decisions. Socioeconomic status

influences the type and amount of resources available and

shapes expectations, education, job ski11s, experience and

English proficiency. It plays an important role in a

newcomerrs ability to convert resources into economj-c

rewards. Demographic factors such as sex, fertil-ity rates,
geographic location and ethnic-racial- composition of l-ocal

labour markets are important factors in addition to l-abour

market variabl-es. She warns that many of the conditions

that allowed early immigrants to improve their situation no

longer exist, hence, contemporary migrants face more

difficult times.

Although strategies for success have not been

discussed in detail in any particular study, they have been
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mentioned j-n several works. For instance, Dorais (1-988)

suggests that strategies for success originate in the

country of origin when families decide that one or two young

family members, preferably sons, should leave the country

and seek refuge el,sewhere. There are several reasons for

this decision. First, families are able to avoid having

their sons serve in the rnilitary by sending them out of the

country. Second, some families feel the only way to assure

maintenance of the family name is to start a branch of the

family in a safe country. For others, the decision is made

with the expectation that those family mernbers will

contribute to the wel-fare of the remaining members in the

country of origin. Finally, some expect that the family

wilt eventually be reunited in the country of resettlement.

Finnan (1-981-) observed that refugees usually live

frugaIIy, spending littl-e on entertainment or cl-othes.

Anderson and Higgs (1-976) reported that new arrival-s from

Portugal usually rented accommodation from earlier arrivals.

In this wây, the newcomers v¡ere able to save on rent as wel-l

as have access to the guidance of earlier arrivals who used

the rental income to help pay for their houses. Buchignani

(1-988) reports that refugees frequently pool their economic

resources to achieve certain lifestyle goals, with women and

older men participating more than younger men. Yu and Liu

(l-986) found similar cases where friends pooled their

resources to make a large down payment on a house so as to
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qualify for a smaller bank loan. They al-so reported

situations where newcomers falsified their incomes, often

with the understanding of their employers so as to secure

loans for houses and other consumer goods.

Tran (1-975) , a Vietnamese refugee hinself , reported

that refugees perceive resettl-ement as the material task of

adopting to a new mil-ieu and ignore or dismiss as

unimportant the psychological and social aspects of the

process. As a means of coping, they separate the external-

act of conforrning from any internal- intentions of

compliance. In this wây, the inner self remains j-ntact and

one simply rrbends with the wind" (p.60). As a result of

thís attitude, refugees are often unal¡/are of the changes

which occur in themselves and other family members. Another

coping mechanism is to adopt two faces and two standards of

conduct, one for public appearances and the other for

private life. Tran pointed out that refugees expect relief

to be brief and are not adverse to making the most of it

while they can. Education is considered the route to

success and refugees often try to access welfare programs in

order to get financial support to pursue their educational

goaIs.

The Study of Vietnamese Refugees

Studies of Vietnamese refugees have refl-ected their

resettl-ement patterns. Most of the earl-y work was produced

in the United States because refugees arrived there very
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soon after the fall of Saigon. Some of these works explored

the flight. experiences of refugees to the United States and

their internment on arrival- (Ke1ly, L9"77; Rahe, Looney,

Ward, Tung & Liu L978; Shaw, 1,977). The early stages of the

resettlement process hrere frequently studied (Lin, Johnson,

Tazuma & Masuda, L9'79; Liu, L979; Montero, 1979; Stein,

1,979). Many researchers looked at specific aspects of

resettlement incl-uding housing (Haines, l-980), empJ-oyment

(Bach & Bach, l-980; Bach & Carroll-Seguint 1-986; Finnan,

i-981-; Strand, 1-984) and mental health (Lin, Tazuma & Masuda,

l-980, Rahe, Looney, Ward, Tung & Liu I L978). Community

structure $/as explored by some (Haines, Rutherford & Thomas

1981-; Starr & Roberts 1,982).

Research was occurring in other countries as wel-l-. For

example, experiences in Austral-ia and Britain were described

by Viviani (I984) and Jones (l-982) . Finally, adaptation,

especially economic adaptation was examined by several-

researchers (Haines, Rutherford & Thomas, 1-98L¡ Jones &

Strand, L986¡ Velasco, Ima, Stanton & Yip, l-983) . Overa1l,

however, most studies focused on men; only a few considered

children and women (Ellis, L98O¡ Equity Policy Center,

r_e81_) .

fn Canada, research on the progress made by Vietnamese

refugees has reflected the history of their arrival and

resettlement in this country. Although smalI nurnbers of

refugees began to arrive in 1975, it was not until- 1-978,
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i¡¡hen large numbers started to enter canada, that information

about them becarne available. Most of the early work was

very practical in nature, consisting of background

informatj-on about the refugees, their homel_and and their
culture. Guidelines about working in a cross-cul_tural

environment and orientati-on materials for service providers

v/ere hastily prepared by municipal, provinciar and federal-

levels of qovernment as well as by private organizations

involved in assisting these newcomers j-n resettr-ement (e.g.,
Employment and Ïrnrnigration Canada, l-9BO; Minister of State,

L979,' Vi-etnamese Association of Toronto I J,979) .

One of the earliest schol-arly publications, edited by

Tepper (l-980), furnished background information about the

refugees and the reasons for their flight. Severa1 large
conferences which focused on this refugee movement \^/ere held

in various locations across Canada and the proceedings

constituted other early academic publications in this area

(e.9., Adelman, 1,980ì Beiser, Johnson & Nann, 1,994). Most

of these works v/ere oriented towards servj_ce providers,
policy-makers and sponsors.

Early ernpirical studies focused on mental_ health
problems. Many v/ere clinical_ studies conducted among

crients receiving treatment for mental health problems. A

number were conducted by a psychiatrist from vietnam living
in Canada (Nguyen I L982). Not surprisingly, the findings
from most of these clinical studies suggested that mental
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health problems hrere prevalent arnong refugees from Vietnam.

Berry and Blondel (1,982) , f or j-nstance, f ound that

Vietnamese refugees exhibited high leveLs of psychoJ-ogical

dysfunctj-on associated with cultural- change. Simitarly,
Chan and Lam (l-983) found that refugees hrere obsessed about

their separatj-on from family members to the extent that it

interfered with their adaptation to life in Canada.

Shortly after the enphasis on mental health, empirical

studies began to document physical heal-th problems among the

refugiees. Although there hrere many valid health-related

issues, there v¡ere many false concerns related to cul-tural

ignorance as well. For instance, Vietnamese chil-dren were

often seen with bruises on their bodies and concern arose

that they were being abused. OnIy when westerners learned

more about culturally based remedies, h¡as it recognized that

coining, which was the source of the bruises, is a

cul-tural-ly acceptable remedy f or a variety of ail-ments.

Academic debates arose at this time about the cross-

cultural validity of measures used in many studies of the

mental- and physical- health of the refugees. Some

researchers maintained that the application of western-based

measures by western researchers to people from eastern

cul-tures resul-ted in questionabl-e findings (Eyton &

Neuwirth , 1-984) .

When the initial demand for basic information about

this group of newcomers subsided, research interests moved
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in several- directions. Some researchers explored the

effects of different sponsorship variables on the

resettlement process. In Canada, private sponsorship

directly infl-uenced the number of Vietnamese refugees

accepted. As discussed in Chapter 2, a change in federal

policy introduced in 1-979, resulted in the federal
government matching the number of refugees sponsored by

private groups. Neuwirth and CÌark (l-981-) found that in the

absence of any clear guideJ-ines, the support provided by

private sponsors varied considerably. Al-though the maximum

period sponsors were required to provide support was one

year, the actual amount of support and the minimum period

for which it had to be provided was not explicit. Many

sponsors tried to get refugees to become self-sufficient as

soon as possible by locating entry-Ieve1 jobs for them as

soon as they had received a minj-mal amount of language

training. In this wây, sponsors could relinquish their

financial commitments as quickly as possible. This type of

pressure from sponsors meant that many privateJ-y sponsored

refugees pursued employment rather than vocational or

professional upgrading.

Sponsorship was studied by others as weIl. Adelman

(1-980) focused on government policies and public response to

the sponsorship program. Employment and Ïrnmigration Canada

(l-9S2a) conducted a national- survey to eval-uate the pri-vate

sponsorship program. The Mennonite Central- Committee
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surveyed the sponsorship experiences of their church members

(Kehler, 1-980) . Chan and Lam (1983) studied the

relationship between sponsors and refugees and found it to
be a dominant-subordinant type of relationship.

Several researchers explored the inpact of the refugee

experience on farnilies and the effect loss of family had on

individual members (e.g., Chan & Lam, t_983; Neuwirth &

Clark, l-981-). Evidence from these studies suggests that
family plays an important role in the identity and stabitity
of individuals. In their studies of refugee famil_ies in
Montreal, Chan and Lam (L983) found evidence of role
reversal between husbands and wives and parents and

children. rn some cases, wives and children became primary

wage earners for farnil-ies because it was easier for them to
secure employment than it was for husbands. rn many cases,

chj-rdren who acted as transl-ators and interpreters for their
parents, v¡ere thrust into positions of power as gatekeepers

of the information that flowed in and out of their families.
Despite the fact that a large number of refugees are

young single males, aJ-most no research has focused on this
group. ft is clearly evj-dent, ho\,rrever, from reports by

sociaL service agencies, that many of these persons

experience difficul-ties related to their separatj-on from

family and they frequently develop lifestyles quite
different from those they would have had j_n Vietnarn. A

serious problem for this group is the lack of suitable
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female partners. In some cases, cornpetition for partners

has resulted in socially unacceptable behaviour.

In response to concerns about resettlement progress by

refugees, a number of studies have focused on economic

adaptation as an important indicator of overal-l- adaptation.

Buchignani (l-980b), who studied early arrivals to Canada,

found that refugees were employed in marginal jobs with low

incomes. In order to cope financially, they often shared

accommodations with friends or distant relatives, they

sometimes took on more than one job and changed jobs

frequently in search of better pay. MacRury (1979) studied

the occupational adaptation of former military rnen from

Víetnam who had been in Edmonton for only a short time. He

found that most respondents were more concerned about being

reunited with their families and returning to Vietnam than

they v/ere about their occupati-onal status. This f inding

fits with Starkrs (1989) position that immigrants who plan

to return to their country of origin are slower to adapt to

economic conditions in the country of resettlement compared

to those who plan to stay. Montgomery (1986) studied the

economic adaptation of Vietnamese refugees in Alberta

between 1-979 and 1-984 and found that economic success h/as

closely tied to economic conditions at the time. The

progress of these respondents was sj-rnil-ar to the progress of

immigrants described by Richmond (l-981-) in a summary review

of immigrant economic adaptation to Canada.



Southeast Asian refugees in Vancouver (Beiser, Johnson &

Nann | 1-984), Johnson (l-989) identified changes in financial-

practices as an indicator of economic adaptation. She found

that most changes were made by privately sponsored males

who were relatively well-educated and employed. When

Johnson (l-988) studied unemployment among refugees, she

found little evidence of economic distress aside from the

fact respondents had to postpone plans for farnily

reunification. Compared to their earlier experiences, most

refugees did not consider unemployment a serious concern.

Although Neuwirth (L987) rnaintained that adaptation

should be treated as a multidimensional concept including

economic, social and cultural factors, she focused al-most

excl-usively on economic aspects. She noted that while most

refugees were able to find jobs quickly and become self-

sufficient, these v/ere generally low paying, marginal jobs

and upward mobility was limited to minor vtage improvements.

Few were able to regain their former occupational status.

Of the variabl-es thought to infl-uence economic adaptation

only rnotivation and chance lilere strongly correl-ated. Others

such as education, previous work experience and language

training showed onJ-y sma1l effects. According to Neuwirth,

few refugees who begin in blue collar work are abl-e to leave

it without vocational training and upgrading programs being

made available and accessible early in the resettlement

As part of a 1arge, multi-disciplinary study of
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process.

Neuwirth et aI. (1-985) conducted a three year

longitudinal study for the Departnent of Employrnent and

Immigration in which they studied the economic adaptation of

Southeast Asian refugees. They found the labour force

participation of refugees to be higher than that of other

Canadians. The rate of unemployment, however, increased

substantially more than that for Canadians in general during

the economic recession ín the early l-980ts.

Recognizing the difficulties inherent in studying

refugee resettlement without adequate indicators of success,

the Department of Immigration contracted with Neuwirth,

Jones and Eyton (1-988) to assess the feasibility of

developing settlement indicators. According to the

researchers, indicators should identify whether nel¡/comers

have acquired competencies, behaviours and attitudes which

would al-l-ow them to participate actively in the spheres of

social life identified as linguistic, economi-c, social

ínstitutional- and privacy and sociability. Work, to date,

has been at the conceptual l-evel- and requires formulation of

instruments explicitly designed to study adaptation and

resettl-ement.

Summary

A number of different approaches have been taken in

studying the process of adaptation as it occurs during

resettlement. Until recently, most researchers have
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considered the process as it pertains to immigrants rather

than refugees. As Neuwirth (L987 ) argues, ne\^/ theoretical

approaches are required that apply specifically to refugees.

Successful resettlement, so far, except for Ferguson

(L984), has been defined objectively, that is, from the

perspective of researchers, government officials and service

províders. Refugees have almost never been given the

opportunj-ty for self-expression and their point of view has

not been explored.

Studies of adaptation by refugees have focused al-most

exclusively on economic aspects. Vühile economic success is

important for successful- resettlement, littIe is known about

the other aspects despite the discourse about their place in

the process. According to Brody (I97O), for instance,

adaptation is the process of establishing relatively stable

and reciprocal relationships with the environment and

meaningful interpersonal- rel-ationships within the community.

Simj-larly, Michalowski (l-986) discusses partaking in the

life of the country both economicatly and socially and to

oners advantage. Despite perspectives such as these, there

is little systematic information about the other aspects of

the process. There is a need to explore these areas,

particularly frorn the refugee's point of view.

Much of the literature refers to levels of adaptation

at one point in tine, but again, Do consistent model-s have

been developed. The l-iterature also identifies variabl-es
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that affect the process but these need to be applied in a

model which accounts for variations in level-s of adaptation

achieved. This research is an attempt to fill the gap-

Although the literature specifically on Vietnamese

refugees to Canada is larger than for most other groups of

similar size, it is evident that the ernphasis has been

uneven and there are a number of gaps. There is generally

very little in the way of comparative studies. Except for a

publication edited by Dorais, Chan and fndra (1-988) which

considers refugee communities ten years after the arrival- of

Southeast Asians to Canada, Iittle attention has been paid

to resettl-ement over the long term. Additionally, al-most no

attention has been paid to women, in fact they have been

excluded from most studies. There is considerable need for

additional research if the gaps in our understanding of the

process of adaptation in resettlement are to be reduced.

It is important to understand refugee resettl-ement for

several reasons. Government policy regarding refugees is

affected by assumptions about success. Particular refugees

are sel-ected for resettlement by immigration officers

according to their perceived potential for success. Service

providers need to understand success in order to assist

refugees in resettl-ement. Finally, refugees need

information about successful- resettl-ernent in order to define

success for themselves. They need informatíon about

atternative percepti-ons of success, successful coping
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strategies and opportunities for success. Researchers need

to explore success in resettlement in order to better

understand the resettlement process as a whol-e and to make

information available to the other players.

This research is an attempt to increase our

understanding of how refugees perceive resettlement. The

specific objectives are to determine how refugees define

successful resettl-ement, to develop categories representing

varying levels of resettlement and to identify variabl-es

which could explain these different levels.



The purpose of this study was to explore successful

resettlement including the perspective of the refugees

themselves. Specific objectives v/ere to understand how

refugees define success, to develop categories representing

varying levels of resettlement and to identify variabl-es

which could explain these different leve]s. A qualitative

approach to the inquiry was considered the most efficacious

means to achieving these objectives. It is ideally suited

for research that seeks to uncover the nature of peoplesl

experiences and to develop a conceptual understandÍng of

those experiences (Strauss & Corbin, l-990). Both the

theoretical- and methodological assumptions underlying a

qualitative approach to research are discussed below.

Fol-Iowing this, the particutar method used in this study is

described.

Basic Premises of a Oualitative Approach

A qualitative approach to inquiry seeks a subjective

understanding or emic view of the world of everyday

experience (Marshall, l-985; Swanson & Chenitz, L982) ' It

has been used in many classic studies which describe how

people j-nterpret their experiences of everyday life (e'g',

Becker, Geer, Hughes & Strauss | 1-961-; Gans | 1-962ì Liebow,

Lg67; Lof land, L97L; Luxton, l-980; Vühyte, 1955) . For

CHAPTER 4
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instance, Liebow (1,967 ) studied a group of b]ack men who

gathered regularly on a street corner in an inner city

ghetto. He recorded and interpreted a segment of their

lives to understand that lifestyle from their perspective.

Herbert Gans (L962) studied native-born Americans of ltalian

parentage living in an inner city Boston nei-ghbourhood to

understand the experiences of l-ow income peopÌe living in

such neighbourhoods and what makes them different from

others. Whyte (1-955) conducted an extensive examination of

a slum distríct inhabited by Italian immigrants and their

chi-tdren to develop a better understanding of how that

segment of society functions in daily life. Meg Luxton

(l-980) analyzed the lives of women in Flin Flon, Manitoba in

order to understand what it is to be a working-class wife

and mother.

In an overall assessment, Marshall (1985) clairns there

is a pressing need for researchers to l-ook at the subjective

interpretation of events by the participants in the setting.

She argues that a return to this type of research woul-d

capture the quality of earlier works such as those by

Liebow, Whyte and others.

According to Strauss and Corbin (1-990), areas of

research that lend themselves to a qualitative inquiry are

those that explore peoplesr experiences with phenomena such

as il-l-ness, religiious conversion or addiction. The

resettlement experience of refugees also lends itself to



this approach. Researchers working in refugee studies

(e.g., Haines, Rutherford & Thomas t 1-9BIi Taft, 1-986)

recommend a qualitative approach as being particularly

useful r¡¡ith refugees who come from very different

environments where language, values and lifestyles may

differ considerably from those of the researcher. Viviani

(1,984) suggests that qualitative research is an effective

means of gathering informati-on from refugees, particularly

those from Vietnam, because they tend to respond in a very

verbose manner. she argues that other less flexible

approaches to research woul-d inherently censor the

information being tapped.

Although the interpretive paradigrn is becoming an

increasingfy popular one in contemporary research, its

history can be traced back to the Greek cl-assics and to

biblical scholars. Dilthey, a German social- theorist of the

l-ast century, has been identified by Prus (1-990) as a

founder of interpretive social science. Other authors trace

the origins of qualitative research to Frederick Le Playrs

(1811,) observational study of European families and

communitíes in the same century (Bogdan & Taylor, 1-975) .

Many others are recognized as being influential- as well,

including the ethnographic tradition of the Chicago School-

with Park and Burgess (L921') and Hughes (1-943) ,

phenomenological schol-ars such as Schutz (1-964) | Berger and

Luckmann (L966) and Garfinkel (L967) ' symbolic
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interactionj-sts like George Herbert Mead (A934) and Herbert

B1umer (Lg6g) and, of course, the ínterpretive understanding

or verstehen of Weber (Lg47). Among the various theoretical

perspectives which support qualitative inquiry, two of the

major perspectives closety associated with it are

phenomenology and symbolic interactionism and these serve as

the foundation for this current inquiry (Bogdan & Biklen,

1982; Prus, 1990).

More specifically, qualitative research is an

interpretive orientation based on the philosophical

assumption that realíty is socially constructed, that is,

people construct meanings through interaction and

negotiation with others and with the environment in which

they live. Accordingly, the meaning of a situation is

created by the actor and that meaning leads to action (and

consequences) arising frorn that meaning. As W.f. Thomas

(l-g28) put it, rrlf men define situations as real, they are

real- in their consequencesrr (p.572). Additionally, because

people interpret experiences in different T¡/ays and because

experi-ences vary depending on the context, there is no one

true, fixed meaning or reality, rather, there are mul-tip1e

r^¡ays of interpreting experiences and hence muJ-tipJ-e

realities. The Chinese proverb that suggests one never

steps ín the same river twice fittingJ-y describes this idea.

From this perspective, behaviour must be understood in

relation to the subjective meanings that individuals
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construct in their daily lives (Chaprnan & Maclean, L99O¡

Strauss & Corbin | 1,990) . Because people know that worl-d

only as they experience it, researchers must tap into this

experience and attenpt to understand the meanings that

experiences have for people in order to understand thej-r

worl-d (Achterbêrg, 1-988; Bogdan & Biklen | 1-982; Prus | 1,990).

In other words, it is important to know what people

experience and how they interpret their experiences. It is

important, as well, for researchers to recognize that they

are part of that subjective world and, as such, can never

objectively know the meaning phenomena have for others

(Chaprnan & Maclean, 1-990).

According to Patton (1-990), qualitative designs are

naturalisti-c and seldom attempt to manipulate the research

setting. Using inductive Iogic, the analysis begins with

specific observations and buil-ds toward more general

patterns. Gradually, the researcher comes to recognize and

understand the patterns that exist in the empirical world

being studied. Important dimensions become evident without

presupposing what those dimensions will be. Theorj-es about

what is happening are grounded i-n experience rather than

being imposed on the setting through predetermined

hypotheses. Fieldwork, consisting of direct and personal-

contact with people in their own envj-ronment, is an

important aspect in developing insight. It a1lows the

researcher to know people personally and makes it possible
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for them to share their definitions of the world with the

researcher (Bogdan & Taylor | 1-975). Empathy, âs understood

in the form of verstehen, is emphasi-zed. The design is

intentionally flexible and open to change as understanding

increases or the situation changes. The data are detailed

and usually include direct quotations which capture the

experiences of the respondents. Although not all of these

strategic ideal-s are incorporated in every design, they

ernbody the spirit of qualitative inquiry.

In surnmary, qualitative research methods are designed

to support the basic premises of this approach. Although

specific methods vary, each emphasizes behaviour in the

natural setting, facili-tates an understanding of the

respondentrs world and heÌps researchers to translate that

understanding into the language of the research discipJ-ine.

Grounded theory was selected for this study because, âs

Strauss and Corbin (l-990) put it, the rrsystematic techniques

and procedures of analysis enabl-e the researcher to develop

a substantive theory that meets the criteria for doing

\goodr sciencerr (p.31). As the guiding method, grounded

theory allowed the researcher to develop a conceptual- model

of resettlement incorporating the refugeesr perceptions of

success, different levels of resettlement and some of the

variables associated with those different l-evels.

Grounded Theory

Developed by sociologists G1aser and Strauss (1967),
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grounded theory is based on an interpretive view of human

behaviour. It is an advanced technj-que f or the col-l-ection

and analysis of data gathered in the everyday world and has

the capacity to generate theory which is derived from or

grounded in the data. The method is distinctive in several

i/ì/ays. First, data collection and analysís proceed

simultaneously. Theory is qenerated from data and data

collection is shaped by analysis and discovery. Second, the

grounded theory method does not follow traditional- canons of

verificatj-on. Finally, systematic applicatj-on of these

methods leads to progressively more abstract levels of

analysis (Charmez , 1-983 ) .

In grounded theory, data collection is guided by a

strategy known as theoretical sampling "whereby the

researcher jointly co1lects, codes and anal-Yzes data and

decides what data to collect next and where to find them'r

(Glaser & Strauss, L967, p.36). This approach precludes

specifying the entire sampling design prior to data

col-l-ection. Instead, sampli-ng decisions depend on the

analysis of incoming data and the collection of data is

controlled by the emerging theory (Knafl & Howard ' 1-984) .

It is a dynamic process in which ideas are devel-oped and

checked by collecting further data. The researcher makes

ongoing decisions about where to collect data based on the

constant comparative anal-ysis of data already col-lected in

order to verify, compare, contrast and saturate cateqories
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emerging from the data (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). With

this process, the researcher does not know in advance

precisely what to sample for nor where it will lead.

Initial decisions about sarnpling are based on a qeneral

understanding about the phenomenon of interest. Sampling

techniques are generally purposeful and open to persons,

places or events that will provide the greatest opportunity

to gather rel-evant data. The pov/er of this approach lies in

selecting information-rich cases for in-depth study (Patton'

1ee0).

There are several strategies for purposefully selecting

cases and selection depends on the purpose of the study, the

questions asked and the resources and constraints invol-ved.

Three common strategies are opportunity, snowball- and

judgement sarnpling and each requires knowledge of the social

situation and access to social networks from which to sel-ect

respondents. With opportunity sampling, the researcher

selects respondents willing and able to cooperate. Snowball

sampling begins with a small group of informants who put the

researcher in touch with other potential sources of

information. fn judgernent sarnpling, respondents are

selected because they possess certain distinct

characteristics (Burgess, 1984) .

As outl-ined, grounded theory involves colJ-ecting

detailed information about a small- number of cases.

However, there are no ruLes about the exact number of cases
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required. Piaget, for instance, made a major contribution

to understanding how children think by studying his own two

chil-dren (e.g., Ginsburg & Opper, 1-979). The issue is

similar to the dilemma students face when they ask about the

required length of a term paper and are faced with the

response that it shoul-d be as long as necessary to do

justice to the subject. The general rule in grounded theory

is to sample until new data merety confirm the information

already col-Iected and no nev/ inforrnation is generated

(Lincoln & Guba l_985). This saturation process is the key

to generatization and is analogous to random sampling in

survey research. Sample size generally only becomes an

issue when criteria for probabiJ-ity sampling are

inappropriately applied to purposeful- samples.

Data collection can occur in several ways. Many

researchers spend at least some time participating and

observing to learn first-hand about the respondentrs wor1d.

When interviews are conducted, they are usually guided by a

series of open-ended questions. These may be informal

conversati-ons in which neither the content nor the form is

pre-determined. They may have a semi-structured format

where a list of topics to be covered is identified but the

wording and sequence are flexible. Fina1ly, interviev/s may

be standard ized. with predetermined top j-cs, wordi-ng and

sequence. What makes these interviews different from others

is that respondents can express themsel-ves in thej-r own
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r¡/ords. In this way, it is possible to l-earn the

respondentsr terminology and to capture the complexities of

their perceptions (Patton, 1-990) .

The raw data of interviehrs are the actual words of the

respondents. These are recorded during the i-nterview by

tape or by hand. Irnmediately afterwards, the researcher

generally engages in a period of reflection and elaboratj-on

of the data collected.

Coding is the means by which data are anal-yzed and

theory is generated. Data are broken down into discrete
parts (word by word, sentence by sentence or paragraph by

paragraph), closely examined and compared for similarities

and dÍfferences. Codes are generated which describe themes

or variables ernerging from the data. At first these codes

are descriptive. By asking questions about the data and

making comparisons between events, concepts are identified

and developed in terms of their properties and dimensions.

As the analysi-s proceeds, more focused coding begins.

Descriptive codes are collected and col-l-apsed into more

abstract categories. Links are made between categories and

they are arranged in relationships which best represent the

phenomena (G1aser & Strauss, 1-967; Strauss, 1-987). Finally,

core categoríes are sel-ected, systematically related to
other categories and relationships validated. The coding

process is facil-itated by writing analytic memos which are

elaborations of ideas about the data and the codes. They



are an intermediate step between coding and writinq the

first draft of the analysis. In this case, the codes

all-owed for definitions of success and led to the

development of categories representing levels of

resettl-ement.

Evaluation of qualitative research differs considerably

from that of quantitative work. As the philosophi-ca1

underpinnings are different and the theoretical and

methodological approaches differ as well, it foll-ows that

the criteria for evaluating the soundness of the work should

also be different. Traditionally, quantitative research has

used concepts such as validity, reliability and objectivity

to assess soundness. Although some researchers attempt to

use these same criteria to judge qualitative research,

others argue that they are inappropriate.

Most researchers who conduct qualitative studies agree

that the soundness of a study is enhanced when: (a) there is

prolonged and intensive contact with the field of study; (b)

negative cases are analyzed; (c) selected participants and

professionals read drafts of the analysis; and (d) the

researcher is explicit about how data were collected, the

conditions under which they \^/ere coll-ected and from whom

they v/ere collected. Final- evidence of a sound study is

that the theory fits the data and explains the phenomenon

being investigated (e.g., Achterberg, i-988,' Bogdan & Bik1en,

L982; Chapman & Maclean, 1-990; Lincoln & Guba, 1986¡
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Marshal-l, l-985) .

Through theoretical sampling, constant comparative

analysis and devetopment of an increasingly abstract coding

paradigm, grounded theory method can produce theory with the

power to explain the phenomenon of interest (chenitz &

swanson, L986¡ Glaser & Strauss, 1"967) . The process can

generate either substantive or formal theory depending on

the variety of situations studied. substantive theory

evolves from the study of a phenornenon in one particular

context. It is a systematic account of relationships among

a l-irnited number of variables and is usually confined to a

particular setting. Formal theory emerqes frorn the study of

a phenomenon examined under many different types of

situations (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

As the purpose of this study was to understand

successful resettlement from the perspective of the refuqees

themselves and to develop a conceptual model of that

experience at the substantive level, a qualitative approach

to inquiry was considered appropriate. At the theoretical

level, phenomenology and symbolic interactionism informed

the work and grounded theory guided the rnethodological

design.

Data Collection

In any field research involvinq respondents, it is

important to develop trust and rapport between researcher

and respondent. When cross-cultural factors are involved,

1_1_0
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it becomes not only important but imperative. According to

Oakley (1981), finding out about other peoples l-ives is much

more readily done through friendship than a formal

interview. She states that there can be rrno j-ntimacy

without reciprocJ-tyl' (p.40) and argues further that:

the mythology of \hygienict research with its
accompanying rnystification of the researcher and
the researched as objective instruments of data
production be repJ-aced by the recognition that
personal involvement...is the condition under
which people come to know each other and to adrnit
others j-nto their Lives (p.58) .

Accordj-ng to Oakley (1-981-) and Thorogood (1987) , a

subjective approach such as this enables the researcher to

act as an instrument through which the respondents can make

their personal experiences known. Making their percepti-ons

and experiences central to data-gathering and interpretation

helps to counter any irnposition of assumptions and values by

the researcher.

This approach was considered appropriate and

efficacious in this case where, âs a white, English-speaking

Canadian of European origin, the researcher v¡as interacting

with highly visible minority respondents from very different

cul-tural backgrounds for whom English was not their first

language. Hence, time was spent getting to know members of

the community. As part of the process of developing trust

and buil-ding a rel-ationship, the researcher frequently

volunteered or was asked to assist with certain problems.

Although this was time-consuming, it was a practical way to
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develop rapport and provided an opportunity for a richer,

first-hand understanding of the situation (Mirdal ' 1,984).

Examples of tasks undertaken incl-ude writing letters of

reference, giving information about landlord and tenant

problems, editing newspaper articles and assisting with the

process of gaining acceptance into university programs.

Techniques

In addition to information gathered from secondary

sources, the specific techniques of data collection included

participant observation and in-depth interviewing.

Participant observation invol-ves a commitment to

understanding the perspective of those studied by sharing in

their day-to-day experiences. Participant observation, in

this case, occurred while attending both formal and informal-

events as well as in the natural- household setting. In a

grounded theory study, i-nterviewing is often combíned with

participant observation. In this case' respondents v/ere

recruited specifically for intensive in-depth interviewing.

An interview guide identified topics to be covered but the

format of the discussions was flexible. The nature of the

interviews varied according to the rapport between the

researcher and the respondent, the situation in which they

occurred as well- as the stage of the research projet.

Participant Observation. The researcher has been

associated with both refugees and organj-zations providing

services to newcomers since beginning research for her
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masterrs thesis more than nine years ago. For examPfe, she

spent considerable time as a participant observer at the

Canadian Southeast Asian Recreatj-on Centre. This centre,

operated by the Boys and Girl-s Club of WinniPeg, Manitoba,

was a recreation centre for refugee youths. It was here,

white col-lecting data for her masterrs thesis in L984, that

the researcher first came to know nehlcomers from Southeast

Asia. She observed and interacted with them as they dropped

ín to play tabl-e tennis or talk. She l-earned more about

their lives by participating in their activities including

numerous fiel-d trips and socj-al- events. In this waY, she

became well-acquainted with the participants and the staff,

most of whom hlere newcomers as well. As discussed in

Chapter 2 | the author conducted a research project with this

group to determine how refugee youths perceive their

resettlement (Copeland, l-984). Most of the 45 respondents

T¡rere teenagers from Vietnam. After three to five years in

Canada, most continued to experience language barriers, low

socio-economic status and friendship patterns which favoured

their own ethnic aroup. They encountered some difficulties

with l-oneliness and indicated that they needed to l-earn more

English, become more famil-iar with their new environment and

find some Canadian friends. As a result of these contacts,

many personal and professional relationshJ-ps l^Iere formed

which continued over several years.

the researcher al-so spent tirne working in an
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organization operated by forrner refugees who provide sports,

recreation, educationaJ-, cultural and social services to

other neh/comers. This organization, which was known as the

Southeast Asian Refugee Community organization of Manitoba,

has recently been renamed the linmigratj-on and Refugee

Community Organization of Manitoba. Opportunities for

participant observation by the researcher v/ere numerous.

For example, she assisted in developing courses to help

parents cope with fainilial responsibil-ities in their new

envj-ronment. Through these courses, parents learn to

recognize the sirnilarities and differences in parenting

attitudes and behaviours between this culture and their ov/n

and are better abl-e to achieve a cornpromise that works for

them.

Additionally, the researcher assisted in developing and

implementing an alternative form of supportive housing for

refugees in their first year of residence in Canada. This

project provided a 67 unit apartment complex, known as IRCOM

House, together with social- programs to assist newcomers in

comprehending the process of transition, coping with the

stresses inherent in resettlement, resolving identity

crises, dealing with the political, social, economic and

cultural real-ities in Canada and maxj-mizing the benefits of

resettlement. The goal of this organization is to enable

newcomers to feel- comfortable and confi-dent in their new

environment and to enjoy a sense of well-being experienced
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While participating in community actívities such as

these, the researcher devel-oped close friendships with

several fanílies who opened their homes to her and continue

to incl-ude her in special family cel-ebrations. These

special relationships provide an intimate glimpse j-nto the

daily lives of refugee farnilies. Experiences such as these,

where the researcher has been an active participant observer

over an extended period, have provi-ded invaluable

opportunities for becorning famil-iar with refugees from

Vietnam and their communities and for developing an

understanding of the issues involved in the resettl-ement

process. Additionally, they have served to build trust and

credibility within the refugee population and have al-l-owed

her access to that population for ín-depth interviewing.

In-depth Interviewing. In this study, in-depth

interviewing was done to collect and validate data about

refugeesr perceptions of the resettl-ement process. The

interviews consisted of guided conversations with

respondents about their perceptions. Specific conversations

varied according to the circumstances. At times, the

interviews began with an immedj-ate discussion of successful

resettlement. At other times, demoqraphic data v/ere

coll-ected first as a means of warming up to the topic. Some

interviel¡/s hrere more spontaneous and free-fl-owi-ng than

others. Some required more probing. Questions r/úere posed

l_15



in a conversational style, phrased to best capture the

respondentrs point of view. Examples of this format include

the following; (a) Tell me about..., (b) What do you think
about..., and (c) I,rlhat are some of the things that....

The structure of the interviehrs v/as designed to al-Iow

the respondents to introduce material that may not have been

anticipated by the researcher. To help clarify general

areas of discussion, ho\arever, an interview guide (see

Appendix B) r¡ras constructed with the assistance of two

former refugees who were well-known to the researcher.

Based on advice frorn the informants, the researcherrs

experience, questions explored in other studies and gaps

identified in the literature, a brief topical outline was

generated. Topics included in the outline !ì/ere demographic

information, definitions of success, levels of adaptation

achj-eved and personal and househol-d information.

Items included under dernographic information were

ethnj-c identity, time in Canada, reasons for leaving, flight
information, levels of education attained and anticipated,

language ability, employment history and socioeconomic

status. In some cases, this information was volunteered by

the respondents. In others, the information was sol-icj-ted

by the researcher at some point during the interview.

Several probes hrere generated to assist in exploring

definitions of successful resettl-ement. These inctuded the

meaning of success for respondents, components of success,

1_16
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explanations as to why some people Seem to achieve success

more easily than others, the tirne required for success to

occur, and characteristics associated with those who are

successful.

In exploring the l-evels of adaptation achieved by

respondents, probes referred to respondentsr perceptions of

their achievements, whether they felt satisfied with them,

what chanqes v¡ere required in order to feel satisfied,

strategies for achieving their desired levels, things that

made resettlement easier or more difficult and whether they

made any advance preparations for l-ife in a new environment.

Under personal and household information, probes

related to differences in the composition of their

households in Vietnam compared to Canada, financial matters,

such as whether they hlere able to meet their current

financial needs, leisure activities and vol-unteer work.

The Tnterview Process

Data T¡/ere gathered from more than 1-00 hours of in-depth

interviews conducted with 24 men living in WinniPeg,

Manitoba who hrere refugees from Vietnam. The reason onÌy

males were interviewed will be discussed later. Interviews,

which lasted about two hours, took place between october

1989 and November 1-990. Al-though many respondents were

interviewed only once, about a third were interviewed more

than once. Additionally, the researcher met frequently with

three respondents who served as key informants. The purpose
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of the interviev/s hras to have refugees share their
experj-ences and perceptions of successful- resettl-ement with

the researcher.

For purposes of this study, sampling \4/as restricted to

the city of lrlinnipeg. No effort was made to locate

Vietnamese refugees living in other parts of the province.

This criterion eliminated the costs associated with travel-.

Although there v/ere no limits placed on the time of arrival,
the ability to communicate in English was a limiting factor
j-n a few cases which are described later in this chapter.

By including both early and late arrival-s, the researcher

hras ab1e to examine perceptions at various stages of

resettlement. There hrere no limits placed on age. Socio-

economic status was not a lirniting factor except in the

sense that a wide range of levels was sought.

Respondents were required to be Southeast Asian

refugees; specifically ethnic Vietnamese or ethnic Chinese

from Vietnam. A common understanding of the term refugee,

as described by Rogge (1"987) , was adopted. That is,
refugees are persons who have fled their homeland and sought

refuge elsewhere because of perceived threats to their well--

being.

These Vietnamese respondents were identified as ethnic

Vietnamese or ethnic Chinese because of distinct historical
differences within the national group. Historically, most

Chinese hrho came to Vietnam did so to make money through
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commercial ventures. By contrast, most Vietnamese were

traditionally rural- peopJ-e engaged primarily in agriculture
or fishing. Al-though the Chinese \t¡ere tolerated j-n Vietnam,

they hrere considered outsiders. They dominated the

commercial economy and some foreign trade, but were excluded

from political power. After L975, many Chj-nese v/ere forced

to seek refuge elsewhere. Three factors in particular

forced them to fl-ee. First, economic hardship, prevalent in

Vietnarn at that tirne, made doing business difficul-t.

Second, âs a result of political- changes, commerce \^ras

nationalized, businesses were expropriated and many Chinese

v/ere sent to new economic zones. Finally, as rel-ations

between Vietnam and Cambodia deteriorated, the Chinese \Àrere

suspected of being enemies because China supported Cambodia

against Vietnam (lVillrnott, 1,980). As a result of these

historical differences, it is possibl-e that resettlement

dj-fferences exist between the two groups. This study made

an effort to uncover these differences.

Purposive sampling \^ras used in all cases. Initially,
respondents were selected by opportunity sampling; persons

known to the researcher were asked to participate. This was

followed by snowbal-l- sampling; those respondents already

interviewed and persons from agencies and organizations

involved in the resettlement process were asked for names of

other potential respondents. All requests v/ere received

positively although not everyone provided contacts.
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some gave names at once whil-e others preferred to check with
their contacts first. severar tirnes, while meeting with
respondents in a local Vietnamese restaurant, they
j-ntroduced the researcher to other patrons in the restaurant
and invited them to speak with her and participate in the
study. Most contacts agreed to participate although three
or four refused because they were too busy or fett
uncomfortable with the prospect. The researcher decrined to
interviev/ one potential respondent because she fel_t

uncomfortable about meeting him at his home.

In the beginnJ-ng, a]I avail_ab1e contacts were

investigated. Later, âs the research took shape, judgement

sampling was used to select respondents accordj-ng to
specific characteristics. Atternpts were made, for J-nstance,

to ensure a bal-ance in the number of ethnic vietnamese and

ethnj-c chj-nese respondents. As well, considerabl-e effort
was made to incrude persons from a range of socio-economic

levels. rt was difficul-t, however, to reach those in the
l-ower socio-economic levels. A few were hesitant to discuss

their lack of success with the researcher and decl-ined to
speak with her. of those from the rower socio-economic

]eveIs who were interviewed, most had poor comrnand of the
English language, some were inartj-curate not onry in Engrish

but ín their first language. severar respondents had

psychorogical problems which hampered their ability to
converse in an articulate way. In several_ cases, the
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researcher had h/orked closery with the respondents for
several years and this experience enhanced the researcherrs

understanding of the situation and made it possible for them

to be incl-uded in the study.

The sampling procedure outlined was effj-cacious because

the researcher was known in the community, having already
establ-ished workj-ng retationships with many members. rt was

useful to have access to community leaders because they were

acquainted with many community members, had knowledge of
community issues and were infl_uential in encouraging

participation.

rnitialty, the intent was to interview both males and

females and to communicate with aII members of the

respondentrs household. This idea r¡¡as unsuccessful for
several reasons. First, the rnajority of contacts \Àrere maIe.

Females hrelie hard to access as they were less visibl_e
tended to defer to mares and had more rinited English
skil-ls. second, many of the mare respondents were either
single or had not yet been reunited with their famil-ies.

Although they frequently shared accommodation with others,
it was very difficult to arrange interviews with these other
persons. !{hen intervie\Àrs h¡ere conducted, they v/ere seldom

productive. Even when respondents had famiry members living
with them, it was difficurt to interview them as they were

usually female; either a spouse, a mother or mother-in-1aw,

with limited ability to communicate in EngJ_ish. When
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attempts were made to communicate with some of these persons

through other farnily members, they let the male ansv/er for

them. As a result of these problems, the focus of the study

was restricted to mal-e respondents.

This experience is similar to the probfems encountered

by other researchers such as Shaffir (1,974) who studied

chassidic farnilies in Montreal. It points out the necessity

of conducting research specifically designed to allow

invisible persons such as refugee \4/omen, opportunities to

tell- their stories. OnIy in this way, will the current

gender imbalance in the literature be addressed. The best

way to access this population would be to work with key

informants, that is, femal-es who are respected within the

community and coul-d introduce the researcher (a femal-e of

course) to other women in the community. In this wây, trust

could be developed between the researcher and the potential

respondents. IdeaJ-J-y, the researcher should speak the

languages of the women but not be a member of their
community. Alternatively, the researcher should work

closely with interpreters who speak the languages and have

experience interpreting but who do not beÌong to the

community in question.

Interviews v/ere conducted in person by the researcher.

Most interviev/s v¡ere conducted individually although three

r¡/ere conducted with a third person present in the room. In

al-I cases, this was the person who facil-itated the contact.
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Most interviews took pl-ace in respondentsr homes arthough
some v¡ere conducted in restaurants, coffee shops and

offices.

Each interview began with a brief introduction during
which the purpose and nature of the study v/ere explained.
The background of the researcher and her interest in
refugees hrere descrj-bed. Respondents were assured that
their responses wourd be her-d in confj-dence and that their
identity would be concealed in any written reports. care

was taken to ensure that respondents understood that their
participation v/as completely vol-untary and they couÌd

withdraw at any time. rt was emphasized that respondents

should interrupt for questions or cl-arification whenever

necessary. Permission to take notes during the interview
v¡as asked of alr respondents and all agreed (see Appendix À
for Ethics Approvat).

At the end of the interview, respondents were given an

opportunity to ask questions of the researcher and most

respondents did so. while the questj-ons varied, they hrere

generally about the researcher, the research project or
about poritical issues. Most respondents indicated they
Ì¡/ere preased to be able to speak with the researcher because

it gave them a chance to practice English, they had an

opportunity to get to know a canadian-born person or they
liked to trade poriticar opini-ons. rn some cases, special
cakes hrere prepared for the occasion. Before leavj_ng the
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interview, the researcher reft her name and tel_ephone number

so respondents could contact her if they wished.

Respondents always thanked the researcher for spending tiine
with them and showing interest in their experiences.

I¡Tritten notes were taken during interviews and

rewritten in detail as soon as possibte afterwards, often in
the researcherrs car before she left the l-ocation.
Respondents were identified by a code number onry and a rist
of respondents was kept entireÌy separate from the
transcripts. only the researcher had direct access to both
the list and the transcripts. As the problems associated
with tape recording of interviehrs r¡rere considered to
outweigh the benefits, this procedure v/as not used. First,
transcribing interviews with persons whose first language is
not Engri-sh is very difficurt especiarly if the transcriber
is not the j-nterviehrer. Second, the problems associated
with refugee fears that the information wil-r get into the
h/rong hands is exacerbated with this procedure.

As the interviews proceeded, nev/ information was often
uncovered. !{hen this occurred, the new information was

checked with other respondents. rn some cases, earlier
respondents were contacted again in order to consul_t with
thern about this information. As the process continued, the
researcher tried to ínclude respondents sj_rnilar to and

dÍfferent from those arready interviewed. This aIl_owed the
researcher to further develop or contrast information which
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v/as emerging from the data.

Methodological Problems Related to Refugee Research

several- methodological problems relating specifically
to refugee research had to be dealt with in this study. one

had to do with the language of the study, as the first
language of the researcher and the respondents was

different. rn resolving this problem, interviews could have

been conducted in the languages of the respondents if the
researcher r¡/as abl-e to speak the languages in question. rn

this case, that v¡ould have required expertise in several

languages including vietnamese, cantonese and other chinese

dialects. Alternatively, interviewers skil-l-ed in those

languages courd have been ernployed or transrators coul_d have

been engaged at the time of the interviews. Aside from the
cost, there are inherent problems with this approach. For

instance, respondents are often rel-uctant to reveal personal

informatj-on in the presence of someone from the same ethnic
cornmunity, whereas, they often wil1 discl_ose the same

informat,ion to an outsider such as the researcher (Hurh &

Kim, 1,979). ThÍs hesitancy to reveal information to an

insider occurred. in another project in which the researcher
I¡¡as j-nvolved. rn that case, even though a Vietnamese

interviehrer \^ras used with Vietnamese respondents, they hrere

reluctant to discuss some issues for fear that the

informaLion wourd circul-ate in the vietnamese community. rn
addition¡ âr1 interpretive approach to research is more
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difficurt if the interpretation flows through a middre
person rather than directly between researcher and

respondent.

Another al-ternative is to use a questionnaire in the
language of the respondent. This changes the nature of the
inquiry and results i-n a situation where conceptual

ambiguities cannot be crarified. This problem was

encountered by the researcher in her adolescent study in
which a questi-on v/as asked about religious affiliation.
Many respondents required cl-arification of meaning from a

translator. others left the question unanswered.

Apparently, respondents did not associate their
philosophical orj-entation with religion and were unabfe to
answer the question.

Another al-ternative is to conduct the interviews in
English- rn this case, some potential respondents are
inetigible due to their restricted ability to comrnunicate in
English. After considering the imprications of these
al-ternatives for this study, the researcher el_ected to
intervÍehr respondents directly in English. Through her
experience interacting with this population in the past, she

v/as sensitive to the probl-ems and was skirled in
communicating with vietnamese-English and chinese-EngJ-ish

speakers. As discussed, the most serious problem related to
language occurred when attempting to interviehr women. In
addition to this problem, two potential_ respondents could
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not be interviewed because they were very recent arrival-s
and had only a minimal grasp of English. rn two other cases

where potentiaJ- respondents dectíned to be interviewed,
language may have been a factor. otherwise, the language of
the interview did not seem to pose unusual difficul_ties.

obtaining written inforned consent is another problem
frequently encountered when conducting research among

refugees. Respondents wil-r often participate only if they
are not required to sì-gn their names to documents of any

kind. Hencer âD ethicar- practice intended to protect human

research subjects may inadvertently cause them concern
because of previous poJ-iticar, sociar or cu]tura1
experÍences (yu & Liu, l-9g6). ïn research with Korean

immigrants in the united states, Hurh and Kim, (Lg7g) found
it virtually irnpossibre to obtain written consent before
conducting interviews. This researcher encountered the same

problern in her earlier research with adol_escents. on the
basis of this experience, no attempt was made to obtain
written consent in this study. rnstead, the researcher
described to each respondent the purpose of the interview,
the procedure, hohr their identÍty would remain confidential
and offered to anshrer any questions they might have.

Because many refugees have had negative experiences
with oppressive giovernments, they are often afraid that
their responses in an interview situation may bring harm to
them or their families (yu & Liu, l_9g6) . To counter this
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fear, the researcher emphasized that the purpose of this
study was simply to understand how refugees perceive
successful resettl-ement and that the research was not
motivated by any government interest. To increase their
confidence, written notes r¡/ere used rather than tape
recordings.

Respondents often have unrearistic expectations for
immediate change as a resur-t of participating in research
projects (Hurh & Kim, L979; yu & Liu, l_986). When this
problem occurred, the researcher explained to the
participants that any potentiar change takes tirne. For

example, some respondents expected their personal or
economic conditions to change as a resul-t of participating
in the study. some thought that the researcher could get
them into an education program, get their relatives into
canada or find jobs for them. 'The researcher explained to
them that while she had no special powers and coul-d not make

miracl-es happen she was wilJ-ing to assist thern in resorving
their probrems whenever possible. Requests for heJ-p v/ere

varied and frequent. For example, the researcher

accompanied one respondent to an unemproyment insurance
office in order to assist him in understanding the advice
given to hirn by an employrnent counsel-l-or. rn another case,

the researcher provided information about how to appeal a

decisi-on made by a university professor. Advice v/as

frequently given about the rights of randlords and tenants.
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Another probrem is that refugees tend to respond (as do

many non-refugees) according to what they perceive to be

appropriate responses. rn some cases, they did not want to
appear ungrateful for being adrnitted to canada, while in
others, they did not want to appear deviant. This probJ-em

hras best resolved by developing trust and rapport between

the researcher and the respondents and by being

knowledgeabre about issues that night generate this kind of
response. For instance, in talking about problems

encountered in resettlement, some respondents were reluctant
to criticize canadians because they were afraid of offending
the researcher. when this occurred, the researcher assured

the respondents that she woul-d not be offended by their
comments and that it was important to speak openly. As

wel-l, the researcher was abl-e to overcome this probÌem

through the use of probes or by prefacing questions with a

comment such as, rrsome newcomers have found the policy of
the canadian government makes it difficul-t to.... Have you

found this?tt.

rn other cases, the phenomenon of face-saving sometirnes

ternporarily blocked the fl-ow of information. often i_n

asking about decision-rnaking within the househord unit, for
example, respondents initially indicated they were the
primary decision-makers. After probing they woul-d admit,

often with a sheepish grin, that their wives actually made

many of the important decj-si-ons. I¡Ihil-e the phenomenon of
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face-saving is comrnon among people from Vietnam, the
researcherrs faniliarity with the members of the community

frequently a1Ìowed her to circumvent this barrier.
Data Analysis and Mode] Construction

As outlined in the section descri-bing the process of
grounded theory, data coll-ection and anarysis proceeded

concurrentry. After each interview, the transcript was

typed and analyzed. Information from each new interview was

compared and contrasted with that from earlier interviews.
Any new information or any differences regarding information
already coll-ected was checked by colrecting further data.
Attenpts v¡ere made to confirm or disconfirm the differences
by seekingf nerÀr respondents and interviewing some former
respondents again. rn this way, constant comparative

analysis was used to compare, contrast and verify
information emerging from the data. Finally, when new data
only confirmed the informatj-on already collected and no new

information was generated, the sample was considered
saturated.

For further analysis, the data hrere subdivided into
discrete parts, sentence by sentence and compared for
sirni-larities and differences. patterns identified in the
data h/ere coded and grouped together. Newly coded data v/ere

constantJ-y cornpared with previously coded data. when new

patterns emerged, previousry coded material r^/as re-examined

for the new patterns. As coding progressed, descriptive
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codes v¡ere collected and colrapsed into more abstract codes.

Gradually, categories hrere refined and rel-ationships among

the categories identified and developed. prelirninary

analysis guided later data collection and the search for
more exarnples which fit j-nto key categories. Eventualry,
nev/ examples failed to provide new information. At this
point, the pattern was considered saturated.

As the analysis progressed, a conceptuat model of the
resettlement process was deveì-oped based on respondentst
definitions of success, Ieve1s of adaptation achieved and

satisf action with those revel-s. rn deverop j-ng the mod.eÌ,

the author also incorporated existing literature,
particurarly, ideas from Dosmanrs (Lg72) work on aboriginal
persons who move from reserves to cities and the concept of
well-being developed by the canadian council_ on social
Development (1984). Existing literature, as wel-l as data
from the interviews and notes from the participant
observation were used to identify variabres which were

considered important in expraining the differences between

categories in the model. These variabl_es are described in
detail- in the next chapter.

The process of data analysis and moder building hras

faciritated with the computer software program, The

Ethnograph (seideI, Kjolseth & seymour, j_988). This program

assumes the rrcut and paster procedures of data anarysj_s; it
does not think or analyze. The researcher v/as responsible
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for the interpretive tasks such as identifying meaningful
segTments of text, compari-ng segments, revising analytical
schemes and making theoretical sense of the data (seidel,
Kjolseth 6. Seymour, i_9gB) .

Summary

As the intent of this study was to explore the
resettl-ement process from the refugeers point of view, a

qua]-itative approach was adopted. with this approach, the
researcher works back and forth between respondentsl
accounts and the energing conceptual scheme in order to
develop an understanding that rings true at the respondentsl
level while conforming to accepted sociorogical_ expectations
(Denzi-n, l97g). Grounded theory, âs described by Gl_aser and

strauss (L967) | provided the framework for this approach.

The method of grounded theory differs from the more

common verificational approaches. Data col_l-ection does not
proceed according to a rigidly pre-determined formura and

pre-conceived hypotheses are not tested. rt does, horøever,

provide a rigorous, orderly framework for conducting
research while at the same tirne permitting rnaximum

flexibil-ity. using a systematic inductive strategy, the
method of grounded theory involves the generation of
sociologicar concepts from successive encounters with data
col-lected in fiel-d research. As the concepts emerge from
the data, they provide direction for subsequent data
activity. In this wây, grounded theory provides a
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conceptual- understanding rather than perforrning quantitative
anaJ-yses to verify hypotheses. Although grounded theory can

generate both substantive and formal_ concepts, the goal in
this study was a substantj-ve understanding of the
resettrement processr ân area identified by Gl_aser and

strauss (1'967) as being appropriate for this methodology.

Data colrection techniques i-ncluded both participant
observation and in-depth interviewing. Twenty-four men

living in winnipeg, Manitoba who were refugees from vietnam

hrere interviewed over a period of one year. Both ethnic
vietnamese and ethnic chinese persons v¡ere included in this
group. Detai-Is of the data analysis and the conceptual

model which was developed from these data and from the
rel-evant sociological- literature are discussed in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

Data Analysis and Model Construction
This chapter begins with a biographical- profire of the

respondents in the study. This is foll-owed by a dj_scussion

of refugeesr definitions of success. After this, categories
representing l-evels of adaptation are presented and

explanations for varying levels of adaptation.

Bioqraphical profile

Respondents i-nterviewed for this study constitute a

cross section of the mare vietnamese refugee population in
lrlinnipeg. Much l-ike the rest of the comrnunity, the males in
this sample arrived in canada between ag75 and l_988. This
means that some had resided here for l_5 years, others for
only two or three. The rnajority came from saigon or from
smal-l- cities or villages surrounding the city. only two

respondents were from central or North vietnam. Most h/ere

ethnic vietnamese (16), and the balance identified
themselves as ethnic Chinese (g).

Respondents ranged in age from 22 to 50 years. There

I/ùas some confusj-on, however, regarding the cal_culation of
ages. As one respondent put it, rrin chinese age, babies are
already one year at birthrr. Another respondent, who gave

his age as 28, later admitted that this was a false age and

that he was really 30. He explained that the discrepancy
dated from when "my father wanted me to be too young for the
armyrr. Since then, he has used the younger ag.e.
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Almost half (11) of the men h¡ere married and living
with their spouses, who were either ethnic vietnamese or

ethnic chj-nese except one who hras a canadian-born caucasian.

one respondent was waiting to be reunited with his spouse

and children who were living with his mother j-n vietnam.

This rnan had been trying to get his farnily to canada for
over three years. Another \^¡as cohabiting with a f emale

partner and had done so since they rnet in a refugee camp.

Although he was regally married, his wife left vietnam while
he was in a re-education camp and currently lives in another

province with their chj-l-dren.

As expected, most respondents were here without their
extended families. With very few exceptions, these

particular refugees reflect the general profile one usualry
associates with such populations, that is, they are a group

that has been separated, usually invol-untarily, from their
kin. Frequently, grandparents, parents, spouses, sibJ-ings

or children are located in different countries or even on

different continents. For example, one respondent had crose

farnily members living in Vietnam, the United States,

Holland, Australia and France. Another had rer-atives in
Germany and switzerl-and. Many had farnily members in the
united states, particurarly in cal-ifornia where there is a

large vietnamese population. The exceptions included a

respondent who arrived in canada with his tparents, old.er

sister, five younger brothers and wifet. The manner in
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which this respondent identified those who accompanied him

is interesting because it refl-ects a cultural tradition that
emphasizes the farnily of orientation over the family of
procreation and a patrilineal order within the family.

Most respondents indicated considerable concern

regarding the weÌl--being of absent farnily members,

particularly those l-eft behind in vietnam and many felt
obligated to provide significant economic support for them.

It was not uncommon for respondents to send several- thousand

dollars to their families each year, without knowing whether

the funds wourd be received. To avoid confiscation by

g'overnment official-s, money was often sent in creative ways.

American dorlars, for instance, hrere hidden insj-de small

toys or ror]s of tape and written messages contained code

words indicating the location of the money. As wel-r, small
gifts (or bribes) for the officiar-s hrere incruded in parcels

to ensure they would arrive at their destination.
Although j-t was common for respondents to l_ive in

extended families in vietnam, their households in winnipeg

were more varied. some lived in extended family units
invol-ving three generations. others l-ived in nuclear fanily
units consisting of couples with or without chil-dren. A

number l-ived in survival units structured to facilitate the
sharing of resources with non-family members and a few rived
in single units.

specificarJ-y, three househol-ds were extend.ed family
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units. In two cases, respondentsr mothers l-ived with the

couples and their children. These women acted as caregivers

for their grandchildren while the parents worked. In the

third case, a mother-in-Iaw and sister-in-1aw, recently

arrived from Vietnam, were staying with the respondent and

his family. There hlere nine nuclear households. Except for

two without children, the others had between one and four

children each. One young couple had no children although

they had. discussed starting a farnily and a cohabiting couple

had no children living with them. The others had chil-dren

ranging in age from newborns to young adults. For instance,

one household consisted of parents, âD infant daughter and

two sons aged seven and nine. Another househol-d incl-uded

parents and four children between one and one-half and l-0

years of age. Atthough several of these famíIies exceeded

the average Canadian farnily in size, most h/ere smaller than

they would have been in Vietnarn.

Nine respondents shared their accommodation with

others, either for companionship or to reduce costs. These

men v/ere al-I single except for one who was waiting to be

reunited with his farnily. Most tived with siblings or

friends although two lived with acquaintances. one of these

men indícated he seldom went home because he shared ttwith

one white guy, hers crazyrr. Neuwirth (1,987 ) ca11s these

households survival units; they stay together to survive

emotionally or economically. Only three respondents l-ived
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coul-d not work out mutuarry agreeable arrangements with
others.

six respondents owned the houses in which they lived
and one lived above his business. Two of these houses r¡/ere

located in relatively nehr, moderatery priced subdivisions;
the others v¡ere in old neighbourhoods near the centre of the
city. Most of the homeowners had made remarkable gains in a

rerativeÌy short time. one respondent discussed the fact
that they díd not l-ive in a vietnarnese community. lrlhen they
first arrived, he said, there v/as no vietnamese community

and they did not feel- the need to l-ive in one nohr. Another

respondent, who l-ived in a recently buírt side-by-side house

in a suburban housj_ng development, saj-d:

!{e were the only Vietnamese. Later a few came.
The school_ cl-ose to my house so I pick this p1ace.
I learn from people who already boüqht house whatto look for. Itrs quiet neighbourhood. School_
cl-ose to rny house, just over there.

one man who lived with his spouse and two chi_l_dren in a

modest house in an order area recently retired his mortgage.

rn another case, the respondent not only owned the house in
which he l-ived but two others that he rented; one torrwhite
welfarerr and the other to rra refugee, the government paysr.
His residence was in a mixed neighbourhood. The house was

older but updated and werl--rnaintained. The respondent who

lived above his business owned the building in which it was

located. He recentry moved into this suite to be cl_oser to
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the business and sol-d his house for more than gi-oo,ooo.

These homes hrere generarly modest and inexpensivety

furnished except for the electronic equipment. Typically,
they contained large, brand name terevisions (usualIy sony),
video-cassette recorders and expensive stereo equipment.

one house was particularry notable because almost everything
in it was covered with prastic,' windows, froor near the
door, remote control for the terevision, even the speakers

for the stereo.

The respondents who did not own houses lived, for the
most part, in very modest centrally rocated apartments. For

exarnple, the cohabiting couple tived in a very smal_l

apartment in the downtown area. They sel_ected this
apartment because the rent v/as reasonabl-e ($3oo per month)

and they v/ere able to save money. Although j-t was ord, the
apartment was well-kept, clean and tastefully decorated. A

large tel-evision and other erectronic equipment dominated

the small- living room. rt was interesting to note the
presence of a small christmas tree and a shrine to a femaÌe,

Buddha-like figure together in the 1iving room.

Another couple with two young children lived in an

apartment on the second floor of a large, Iow-rental_ complex

situated j-n an older suburban area. They sel-ected this
location because there was frr-ess vandal-ism and bad things
happening" than in their previous central location. The

building and grounds were not well--maintained and looked
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unattractive. The rent was $320 for two bedrooms. The

apartment was smal-l but tidy. The kitchen and J-iving areas

v/ere essentially one room. Two small bedrooms were off a

smal-I hallway. The living area contained a large tel_evision

and a lot of stereo equipment. Other furnishj_ngs \¡/ere

adequate, certainly not l-uxurious. There was no rug on the
floor, for instance. Arthough the coupre considered this
accommodation satisfactory, they found it hard to keep the
chil-dren quiet and the tenant bel_ow complained.

consequently, they had applied for government housing and

hoped to get a townhouse for approximately g34o per month.

For them, buying a house \4¡as more 1ike a dream than a

possibility.

Another farnily with four srnall- chil-dren l-ived in a new

apartment bl-ock built specificatry for vietnamese residents.
The three-bedroom apartment was sparsely furnished. A rarge

television unit sat in the living room. The pJ-ace was tidy
but there v/ere crayon marks on the war]s. The oldest child
used a storage closet as a bedroom. The children \^/ere wett-
behaved but shy. The older children rooked after the
younger ones and they all congregated in the ilcloset

bedroomil playing a portable el_ectric organ while the
respondent spoke with the author.

One of the single respondents paid g2S5 per month to
rent a smalf one-room apartment in a three story walk-up.

The room was bare. rt contained one chair, a table used as
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a desk, a bed, one dresser and a ghetto blaster. There was

no television. A calendar with a picture of a vietnamese

v¡oman hung on the wall. A blackboard was mounted on the
waII and was used for homework. The apartment was very cl-ean

and tidy. The neighbours v/ere prirnarily Firipino and the
respondent was the onry vietnamese tenant. This apartment

was typical- of the situation for many single men.

Education levels varied considerabry. Most received at
l-east some of their education in vietnam. As discussed in
the first chapter, this incl_uded some post secondary (7),
high school (11) and elementary (6) education. Hal-f the
respondents (mostly younger persons) received some education

in canada. one took some high school, two v¡ere currently
completing high schoor at an adul-t education centre, four
had completed high school- and four r¡/ere studying in the
fields of social work, engineering or erectronics. one

graduated recently from business adrninistration at Red River
community college and another from social- work at the
University of Manitoba. According to the authorrs
experience in the cornmunity, increasing numbers of neh¡comers

are attending post-secondary institutions. popurar fierds
of study are social work, pharmacy and computer sciences.

while educatíon is highl-y regarded by most persons from

vietnam and is considered the most fruitful- route to
success, most neh¡comers over the age of 30 consider

themselves too old to return to school_.
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The sample was occupationally stratified. Most

respondents were employed as bl_ue coll_ar workers. They r¡/ere

assemblers, bakers, cleaners, cooks and machine operators.
one worker received social assistance to supplement his
ernployment income. A few respondents worked in white col_l_ar

occupations. one man, who vras an architect i_n vietnam,
worked as a draftsperson, the others hel_d supervisory
positions in the food j-ndustry, a service organization and

an engineering firm. one respondent was the proprietor of a

restaurant. one of the white col_rar workers also owned a

business that his parents operated. of the seven

respondents who r¡/ere students, tv/o worked part-time to
support themselves and the others received some financial
support from farnily members. Most had student loans. Three

respondents survived on socj_a1 assistance.

Among the spouses, seven hrere employed fulI-time; some

in white collar jobs such as community workers, data
analysts, day-care workers and pharmacy assistants; others
in bl-ue collar jobs as sewing machine operators. one worked

with her husband in busj-ness and four v/ere not employed.

Although none of the men in this sampte hel-d what coul-d be

regarded as high status or professional positions in
winnipeg, there are a few doctors practising in the
community. one or two others are participating in a

recerti-fication program for refugee doct.ors and several- more

are waiting (some for several years) to be accepted to the
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program.

Annual- household incomes ranged from $:,OOO to more

than $50,000. The highest incomes were reported by

busíness-ori/ners and dual income coupres. Most single income

earners reported low incomes. Students and persons on

social- assistance had the lowest incomes.

Respondents al-so spoke of their economic status in
Vietnam. In discussing this, it r^ras necessary to ctarify
whether they h/ere referring to conditions before or after
L975. Many respondents experienced drastic reductions in
status after the fall of Vietnam. For some, this meant

depending on support from family members outside vietnam for
survival. As one respondent put it, rt\,ùe were rich bef ore

L975 and poor afterrr. At the tirne of their departure from

vietnam, some respondents reported being poor whil-e others
indicated living very well. rn the words of one respondent,

"My father died when I was l-O years. I was selling candy.

We were poor in Vietnamrr. Others said, tthre v/erenrt rich,
about niddre moneyrt or rreconomic position hras so-so or about

averagerf . According to another, ttr woul-d say that we never

had a hard day in Vietnamrr.

Most respondents were relativel-y young, some as young

as 13 , when they l-ef t Vietnam. Many \^/ere students at the

tirne of their departure or had their studies suspended by

the war. When these respondents were asked what type of
career they woul-d have fol-l-owed in vietnam, most indicated
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they woul-d Iikely have worked in a family business. For

instance, one respondent replied, ,r had no idea of a career
in vietnam. My parents built a business, a farnily business.
r would have been in the family businessr. According to
another, ttrn vietnam r wourd be married. My parents woul_d

give me money to live. I would not have to get a jobrt.

Another wanted to be a journalist but probab]_y wourd have

gone into business with his mother producing and serling
wine and liquor. Another wourd have worked with his family
rrcol-l-ecting, drying, packaging and selling tea leavesr.

Most of those who were not students at the tirne of
their departure, worked in fanily businesses that ranged

from very small- operations to very sizeable ones. According
to one respondent, his ttfamily had a ritt]e company, take
cover off ricetr. Another was the rowner of bus that takes
peoplerr. rn contrast, another worked with his parents who

owned two large factories in addition to two other
businesses. others r¡/ere engaged in the army or navy, two

r¡/ere teachers and one v/as a farmer

rn terms of current status, the respondents who owned

businesses in winnipeg probably topped the socioeconomic

scal-e. rt i-s interesting to note that both conducted

businesses in vietnam and both are ethnic chÍnese. However,

one came from a weaÌthy farnily and had not yet recovered his
former status while the other came from a poor famiJ_y and

had exceeded his. Most of the other respondents had not
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recovered their former socioeconomic status atthough some

enjoyed a higher standard of living than in vietnam. some

younger respondents, especially those who are currently
students may have the opportunity to do so once they deverop

their careers.

Respondents identified three rnajor reasons for freeing
vietnam. The first and most paramount invol_ved their fears
regarding a communist regime. According to one, nI hate
communist governmentrr. some spoke of a l-ack of freedom.

They liked the ttidea of freedom party instead of communistr.

others objected to the rniJ-itary draft. As one respondent
put it, rrr was very young. My family sent me. r guess to
avoid the army and ürar,. some left for economic reasons.

one young man summed it up this wây, rwhen you graduate you

go to rural area. pay not good. They sent my famiry to new

economj-c zone so future is not good for mer. Another said,
rrrn vietnam, work seven days, not enough food. No choice to
leaving countryrr.

Arthough escape experiences varied, most respondents

reported experiencing trauma and hardship prior to arriving
in canada. some described having to change their names to
hide from government official-s, others reported harrowing
escapes and some recall-ed difficurt conditions in the
refugee camps. For some, departures were spontaneous. For

instance, one respondent reported:

On April 30, L975 at noon, I was still in the armybut T heard on the radio that something r^ras going
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to happen...I tried to get information from my
commander but no one answered. I didnrt know what
to do but thought I better run. A group of us
left in two sma1l boats and went to the ocean. We
l-anded in the Philippines. r thought everything
was o.K. in Vietnan-ãnd r wanted tõ go baci< right
away. I wanted to go home. f v/as married and
spent one week with ny wife then I had to fight
for six months. l,ty wite, mother, brother aná
sister hrere in Vietnarn. I had to take care of
them. An American I knew in Vietnam advised me
not to go home, that it would be too dangerous. I
was angry. f wanted to go home. They told me
they couldnrt send me home.

rn another case, the respondent had a brother in the navy

and it was through him that he and his famiry \^/ere able to
l-eave suddenly. As he teIls it:

we left April 29, L97S one day before the fall of
Vietnam on a navy boat with 2,7OO others. f
worked preparing food for the others during the
trip. We arrj-ved in the phitippines a few days
l-ater. We had to remove all insignia and
identification from uniforms and from boat. Also
our flag. Thís !üas very emotional for the group.
We were transferred to a big ship carrying 5,OOO
and sailed to Guam. There hre h¡ere held in a
refugee camp. After only a few days hre v¡ere
interviewed and accepted by Canada. We arrived in
Montreaf and were sent to Winnipeg arriving May
a6 , 1,97 6.

rn other cases, prans to escape were made and revised many

tirnes. One young man tried 14 times bef ore f ina1J_y

succeeding. At one point his whore farnily was caught and

imprisoned for two months. Another respondent who l-eft with
his parents, sister, five brothers and his wife tel-l-s this
story:

There v/ere l-53 people on our boat. It was j_5
metres. Vüe spent three and one-hal_f days on the
boat. We went to Malaysia. We spent five months
in Malaysia refugee camp and one nonth in
transition camp. I worked in the camp community.
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Vüe brought $i_0,000 U.S. and 40 grams of gold butthey took it in Malaysia. They gave us acertificate to say they took it and we would get
it when we teft. After five years ï¡/e finally
received it.

According to another respondent who was L4 at the time:
My fanily paid gold for our passage. We couldnrtbring any money or gold with us. Vüe encounteredpírates who plundered, ripping jewellery off
refugees. One old 1ady died during an ãttack.
when we realized we couldnrt make õur destinationof Hong Kong or Australia, wê headed for Mal_aysiainstead. Malaysian official_s did not want us to
come ashore so we had to jump into chest deepwater and run for shore. Because we agireed Lo goto Canada or Australia instead of the U.S. r wê
\^rere accepted to canada after only f our months.ïn Canada, we had a choice of going to Morden orWinnipeg. There T¡/ere no Southeast Asj_ans in
Morden, this was too scary so vre went for winnipeg
instead.

one young man who was l-3 when he escaped with his ol-der

si-ster recal-led:

I went to Thail_and refugee camp by boat. I spentfour months in this camp. It was a very harshcamp- we have rer-atives in the united states who
r¡/ere there before 1_975. We hrere going to go
there. But it seemed to be too difficult to get
to U.S. so we agreed to go to Canada. The veiynext day we received notice that we coul-d go tóU.S. but ny sister was afraid if we changed our
mj-nd we would not get out at al_l.

Another respondent told this story:
ïn December 1985 I left in a small boat with 29people. ft was terrible on sea. Six days on sea.I am pilot. T bring my boat to Malaysia camp. I
rÀ/as in Malaysia camp for one year. rn camp r workfor piracy information. Aftei two montfrs Lfre
canadian delegation accept me so r went to other
camp where I was chief of education system.

one respondent who l-eft by boat with his sister and her
daughter recalled:
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We arrj-ved on small- island in Malaysia cal_Ied Kuku
and lived there in a tent for three months. Then
r^re hrere transferred to Gal0ng, the biggest camp in
Indonesia. I,rte rernained there from August Lggz
untj-l ApriJ- i-983. The camp consisted of barracks
and refugees hrere separated according to the
intended country of resettl-ement. The populat j_on
of the camp r¡/as approximately 4,OOO.

According to another respondent:

From Saigon we went to Malaysia and stayed there
for three months. üIe worked together to buil_d an
office and keep busy. There was a market and we
did a l-ittle bit of selling. Mostl_y hre used our
head thinking about surviving. But we had to move
before. My father l_ived in China and had to move
from the communists to Vietnam.

A former captain in the navy spent ten years in a re-
education camp in North Vietnam near the China border.

After escaping, he spent another 2o months recovering his
health in a refugee camp in Malaysia.

As discussed later in this chapter, these different
escape experiences affected the resettlernent process.

Generalry, refugees who had financiar resources avail_abl_e to
them and were abl-e to retain those resources throughout the

flight, and camp experiences and those who faced only l-inited
trauma and hardship were best able to cope with the effects
of their flight. Among those refugees who experi-enced

considerable trauma during the course of their escape, some

v/ere able to deal with it and others could not.
The early experiences in Canada involved two major

hurdfes. These were the language barrier and finding
suitable empJ-oyment.

Prj-or to their arrival in canada, most respondents knew
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little or no EngJ-ish. some reported rearning a IittIe bit
in high school. only one reported fruency in both Engrish

and French before leaving vietnam. Although they v/ere

exposed to some English in the refugee camps, most reported
that learning for them was not effective at that time as

they had to concentrate on survival and dear with the
effects of trauma. on arrival-, most respondents attended

language classes for five or six months although a few

reported being denied the opportunity. rn the words of one

respondent, rfr wanted to study but government told me have

to looking for job".

üihen asked to evaluate their English ability at the
time of the interviews, armost all respondents reported some

problems. The foll-owing are examples of their comments:

rrEveryday language O.K. Unusual is hard. Hard toread and write. r!

rrMy English not very good. Feel_ nervous when speak
English. tt

rrI have no troubte with normal deatings and withbusiness...no trouble except perhaps witn a
lawyer. rl

rrf think I speak about first year university
leveI. Vfrite about Grade g to l_O leve1 and read
about Grade i-0 to l_l_r.

rrSpelling, pronunciation and understanding still
hardrr.

rrEnglish is O.K.. No problem with daily
conversatíon or neh/spaper. probl-en witñ expert
subjectsrl
ilSpeak so-so. Read and write O.K. but vocabulary
is my hreaknessrr.
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All respondents stated they needed to improve their language

skiIls. one respondent summed up their feelings when he

said, I'Need to improve. sirnpre English is not enough. you

donrt feel- comfortable when English is lor¡ril.

one of the biggêst barriers to improving language

skills Ís lack of time. As one respondent put it, rrlf I
have time, r go to school to irnproverf . Another barrj-er came

to light in casual conversation with numerous individuars.
This was a lack of opportunity to practÍce conversational
English. Typically, opportunities for engaging in
conversation with persons for whom English is a first
language are limited. For instance, opportunities at work
are often Iímited because coworkers are arso J_earning the
language and many jobs held by refugees do not permit much

conversation. At language cl-asses, English conversations
are conducted with others who are just learning. Most

respondents speak their first language at home and few have

Engrish-speaking friends. An important benefit of
participating in this research project, according to several
respondents, was the opportunity to engage in conversation
with an English-speaker.

Most respondents shared simil-ar emproyment histories on

arrivar in canada. Jobs were found through friends,
government empÌoyment ag,encies or advertisements in the
nel^/spaper. They v/ere entry-level jobs, usually in factories
or restaurant kitchens. one respondent worked for a funeral
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home building caskets. others worked in a fibreglass plant
making garbage containers. According to one man, this was

rrvery smelIy, make you sickrt. One young man v/as sent to a

hospitality training program by his counsel_l_or but was

unabl-e to find a job in that field after eight months of
training. Most respondents stayed at thej-r fj-rst jobs for
only a short time. A few were fired after a day or two

because they could not communicate. some rÀ/ere laid off
after a few months. others left because rno chance to l-earn

English, Do chance to move up, not enough moneyr. A few

respondents were stil-l- at their original places of work at
the tirne of the intervj-ews because, as one respondent put

it, rrgood prace even though money not exactly machine shop

moneyrr.

rn summary, this sampJ-e consists of ethnic vi-etnamese

and ethnic Chinese men who arrived from Vietnam between tgTS

and 1-988. They f l-ed vietnarn prirnariry to avoid communism and

the effects of war. About hal-f hrere married and lived with
their spouses. Most of the others were single. Almost al_l

had been separated involuntarity from extended family
members and were very concerned about their werr-being.
These men lived in a variety of household types includíng
extended family, nuclear farnily, survival and singl-e units.
AJ-though several respondents resj-ded in houses owned by

them, the rnajority l-ived in modest apartments in the central
area of the city. Most homes were modestly or sparsely
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furnished but typicaì-Iy contained expensive audio-visual
equipment. Most v/ere employed as brue corlar workers; onty

a few had white collar jobs. rncomes were modest in most

cases and rnost were unable to regain their original status,
although a few exceeded it. Escape experiences varied but

most suffered some degree of trauma and hardship. very few

respondents knew any Engrish on arrival. Even though many

respondents attended ranguage classes on arrivar, almost alf
hrere concerned about their current l_evel of language skilIs.
Major probrems r^/ere both lack of tirne and opportunity for
practising Eng1ish.

These biographical profiles are in keeping with the

diversity found in such studies as Neuwirth et ar. (j-9g5)

and Nguyen and Dorais (1,979) . Additionally, they are

similar to data from Statistics Canada (White, j_990).

Definitions of Successful Resettlement

As índicated in the methods section, respondents were

asked to define successful resettlement. The results from

these interviews and the participant observation suggest

that refugees, males at least, considered success as the
continuation of life in a new environment. The findings
suggest that definitions of success are couched in, or
interpreted through their traditional- curture as well- as j-n

response to their immediate environment. For instance

refugees frequently referred to aspects of vietnamese

culture to exprain what success meant to them in canada.
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According to the data, refugees defined success not

soIely in terrns of economic factors, âs suggested in the
refugee literature (e.g., Finnan I LgBl_ì Samue1 , LTBT ) but
arso in terms of generar well-being much rike the concept

well--being developed by the canadian council on social
Development (1984).

A schematic representation of the model- as it rerates
to successful- resettrement is shown in Figure 3. rn this
model, successful- resettlernent is equated with well-being
and consists of three inter-related dimensions; psycho-

social, economic and political. To experience a positive
state of general well-being, each of the dimensions must be

experienced positively. Although each dj-mension contributes
to and is necessary for the over-alr state of'we}l--being to
occur, emphasis is placed on the economic dimension as found

in the ímmigrant and refugee riterature. For instance,
Neuwirth (1-987, l-988) and others note that economic

adjustment is critical- to the resettl-ement process and l-eads

to success in other areas.

Economic !{eIl-Being

Economic well-being requires a suj_tabl_e source of
employment, adequate income, some degree of security and.

opportunity for advancement. Most refugees considered.

employment a basic requirement for success. Student

informants, in particul-ar, emphasized the importance of
employment. They v¡ere concerned that many of their friends
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I

- sense':of ,,,:,belonging
self-worth

- satisfactíön
- prinäry group

reIàtionships

Fiqure 3. schematic view of werl--being according to refugee
definitions. Adapted from Not- enouqh: The meaning ãnd

. (p. g ) by Canadian Counci-I
on Social- Development, 1-984, Ottawa: CCSD.
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and acquaintances had difficul-ty finding jobs and l-eft
Ialinnipeg to seek ernpJ-oyment in Toronto or vancouver.

l[hile employment is necessary for economic well-being to
occur, it is not enough in itself. Employment must suit a

personrs skil]s and abilities and offer some sense of
security. It is we1l documented, for instance, that
satisfactory employment contributes to positive self-esteem
and increases the probability that people wirl participate
in the social and political spheres of society.

fn discussing employment, many respondents clearly
indicated that the nature of the job was more important than
the income it generated. whire recognizing that a certain
lever of income v/as necessary for success, it was more

important that the job meet their needs in other ways.

combinations of physical, psychological and social criterj-a
were used to judge the suitabirity of their jobs. According
to respondents:

Success is a good job, not tots of money but not
work too hard. lrlork with head, not hands.
Vietnamese are not strong. Many work too hard.
To be successful, a person would have to have ajob, be happy with that job and the job would haveto fit with that person's qualificatlons.

A similar comment indicating the importance of job

satisfaction to most refugees was made by a young man who

said, ttr donrt want to make too much money but enough to
support wife and future chil-dren. Health is the main thing.
I need to do something that f enjoy...use rny brainr'.

According to samuel- (LgB7 ) , earned i-ncome represents
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pov/er to participate in all- aspects of society. Hora/ever,

most refug'ees have rimited earning power and simirar to
other low-income groups, sel-dom have the opportunity to
participate to the same extent as higher income groups.

The income generated frorn employment must be sufficient
to support a reasonabl-e or adequate lifestyle and permlt
refugiees to accumul-ate some of the material goods they
desire. Refugees agreed that economic success included some

degree of materiar achievement. Most v/ere modest in their
expectations for acquiring material goods. For example,

several rnentioned buying a smalt house with a garden.

others expressed materiaristic expectations simil_ar to many

North Americans. For them, success meant not only a good

job with an adequate income, but material_ possessions that
indicated elevated status as wetl. As one young man put it,
rrsuccess J-s money to buy car, tv, stereo. you need these
things to get girlsr'. An or-der man índicated simil_ar ideas
about how material- goods demonstrate wealth and status. He

said:

rf you ov/n a car, stereo or house you have crassor status. rf you are wel-r-known in the communitypeople think you are rich. If you o\¡/n a housepeople think you are rich. Without these, you arestíII underclass. If you have money, you ov/nsomethíng, a car maybe. Having audio ãnd video
equiprnent ís the fist step. Hãving a te]-evision,inviting friends for a drink of beãr if you .r" åman. Having jewellery if you are a \i/oman. ft
shoul_d be real go1d, the heavier the better orjade. In Asj-a gold is l_ike money.

For persons with a materialistic perspective,
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possessi-ons j-ndicate the owner has achieved some degree of
success in resettlement. The importance of these things as

indicators of success is evident j_n a practice common amongt

some ner¡/comers; that is, some have their photograph taken
beside a shiny, new car whj-ch may belong to a friend or even

a stranger. Then, the photograph is sent home to farnily
members in Vietnam as evidence of their success.

security was another factor identified as reJ_evant by

refugees. For instance, one young man el_ected to train as

an accountant because tthe opportunity for accountants rooks
good. A]1 businesses need accountants and the future rooks
goodrr. For other respondents, success meant fra stabre and

good income. Not laid off and moving aroundrr. According to
another, security was rtthree meals per day, a house, car,
children have good education, some money in bank account,
some money for ol_d agett.

Another important aspect of welr--being invor-ved

prospects for advancement. If possibilities for advancement

are lacking, which is often the case in row-paying, entry-
level jobs, this may resurt in feerings of hopelessness and

may have a negative impact on wel-r-being. Refugees mad.e

reference to occupationar inobility, that is, promotion and

advancement. comments refl-ected the notion of getting ahead

and improving oneseJ-f in the work place. Educat j_on was

cons j-dered an J-mportant tool- f or achieving this goaÌ. The

following comment indicates the importance of getting ahead
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for refugees, ttlf you thínk you can study, go to school. ff
you cantt, get a job. Concentrate on job as your future not

your social- l-ife. Cantt fool around. Job is your futurerr.

For some respondents, being self-ernployed was a good route

to get ahead. As one young man explained, rrif you have

business you can be more successful, be your own boss.

Better than technician. You have to work for someone el-se.

You cantt get ahead if you work as technicianrr. Along the

same l-ines, J-ack of opportunity for advancement was

frequently mentioned as an appropriate reason for leaving a

j ob.

Fourth, for refugees who had good positions in Vietnam,

success meant returning to the same relative status in terms

of wealth, po\i/er and prestige. As one respondent from a

wealthy family said, I'success is back to the oJ-d position.
Vthen I get back to that it will be successrr. Neuwj-rth

(1,987, l-988) argues, regaining forrner status or achieving

occupational adjustment is pivotal; all- other dimensions of
well-being depend on it. To date, only a few professional-

or higher status persons have been able to achieve this. If
it ís pj-votal, as she suggests, perhaps this group is at
risk in terms of their expectations.

Fifth, some refugees discussed future prospects in
terms of better opportunities for their children. For many,

this was an important reason for leaving Vietnam. A few

refugees, hrho v/ere finding resettlement difficuJ_t,
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considered their best opportunity for success rested with

their chil-dren. This view reflects traditional cultural-

val-ues of filia1 piety and faniJ-y responsibility. These

values dictate that chil-dren, particularly first-born males,

are responsible for their parents well-being. From this
perspective, if the children do weIl, the parents will share

in that success. Examples of these values hrere numerous.

For instance, one respondent saj-d:

Children are raised to take care of parents. They
are raised to l-ook after parents when they are
old. It is their duty. They feel some of the same
responsibility in western country...I am ol-dest
son and responsible for the fanily.

A sirnilar sense of responsibility for the security and well-
being of parents was refl-ected in comments by refugees about

their percepti-ons of the North American emphasis on

individual-ism and independence at the expense of family
responsibility. A comment frequently heard was, ttWhy o1d

people here live in nursing home? Feel alone. Why don't
kids look after hin? Oldest chil-d has to look after
parentsrr.

Vühil-e economic well-being

general well-being, as defined

a necessary condition of

refuqees, it is not a

sufficient condition by itself. Most refugees also included

a number of non-economic factors which fit into the psycho-

social- and political dimensions. These, however, are more

difficult to identify and transtate into objective terms.

This may explain why the economic dirnension has received

is
by
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more attention in the l-iterature compared to the psycho-

social and political. As Samuels (1987) said, employment

and income are frequentry used as indj-cators of adaptation

because they are easily measured.

Psycho-Socia I lrlel 1-Being

Psycho-sociar well-being, which affects and is affected
by economic well-being, involves a sense of belonging, seJ_f-

worth and satisfaction. For refugees to achieve wel-l-being,

they must feel comfortable in their new environment and good

about themselves. Al-rnost all respondents in this study

included psycho-social aspects in their definitions of well-
being.

Many referred to happiness as an iinportant factor in
success. Happiness meant rrsatisfaction, both physical and

mental satisfaction[. According to one man:

Happiness is the main thing for success. If you
are happy with what you are doing. If you get
married and are happy that is successful evèn if
minj-mum hrage. If you feel happy, family feels
happy, that is successful. Success is to be happy
with yourself.

Respondents also spoke of self-satisfaction or ilbeing

comfortabl-e with who you are and where you are and what you

arerr. They frequently made reference to rpeace of mind and

heartrr.

fn terms

this in terms

a sense of belonging, respondents couched

affiliations and primary group

relationships. For many, it was important to be reunited
with farnily members. It also meant being abl-e to help

of

of
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others, here in Canada and back in Vietnam. Several-

respondents j-ndicated that getting arong with others was an

important part of success. A typicar comment about this
aspect of successful_ resettlement vras:

Get along well with everybody. Make new friends
and help each other. Able to help family in
Vietnam. Not worried about rnoney. Abl_e to get
along with everybody here. you like it here.

These comments about getting along reflect the
traditionar culture and represent the general views of the
community. Throughout the period of participant observation,
the author hel-d many conversations on the value of
traditional curture and i-ts rerevance to successful-

resettlement. Many refugees defined this aspect of the
psycho-social dimension within the context of their own

culture. As described in chapter 2, culturar va]ues in
vietnam are based on a conbination of Ancestor worship,
Buddhisn, Taoism and confucianism. A code of ethics for
daily living, for instance, comes from confucianism.

Accordj-ngty, the sun, moon, stars and. seasons as werl- as

human relationships within the faniry, between family and

state and within society should operate in harmony.

confucian thought says that if individual-s improve their
conduct, family l-ife improves; as fanily rife improves

community life improves and so on until- national and globa]_

levels of improvement are achieved.

This guiding belief was poj-nted out by one respondent

who said:
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There is a Confucian saying - first, yoü have tocorrect yourseÌf, then manage your house and then
care for national issues. There has to be harmony
between wife and husband.

Most people from Vietnam accept the idea that harmony with
nature and other humans is very important. They stress
compromise, moderation, torerance and the maintenance of
family and social order. These val-ues are evident i-n
comments by refugees about getting arong with others,
feeling happy and peaceful and rerate directty to the j_dea

of psycho-social well-being.

Respondents identified other complexities attached to
successfur resettlement in the psycho-social domain. These

incl-uded being open to new things, being able to integrate
the past and present and to conquer fear and }onel_iness.

For instance:

The individual_ must be open to hear, listen, see
new things and also critical thinking to l-ook backat their ohrn experience, to ratify pást
experience, ufr, del-ete or nodify, uñ, maintain aswell as nevr experience. you need to integrate the
two experiences. Enhance the past experiãnce intothe new one. It is hard. There are strong
feelings of fear, of being lost, denied anãrejected in new environment and former community.

Pol-itical Well--Being

Political- well-being refers to participating in the
decision-rnaking spheres of society. lüerl-being in this
dimensi-on refers to a sense of control over oners Ìife in
private and public areas such as housing and neighbourhood

activities. rt also invol-ves knowredge about society and

its institutions, in Gordonf s (1-964) terins it refers to
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accul-turation. Feeling sufficiently confident to actively
participate in society i-s important as werr. poriti-cal

wel-l--being affects and is affected by the economic

dimension.

For refugees, poritical participation meant knowing how

the system works, how to use it to advantage and how to feel
in control so as to be able to function independentÌy and

with confidence. one respondent described it this v/ay:

A person who is successful is one who understands
how to functj_on independently, knows exactly what
they want and the process to get it.

Additionally, it meant knowing about taxation, spendj-ng and

saving. As one individual put it:
We need to know how to budget money, how to
manage. They think they will make a lot of money
and that is successful. We need a 1ot of
experJ-ence with work and a job, how society works.
Vüe need to be able to live with confidence.

To some, poriticaJ- participation arso meant knowledge,

not only of the system but of oneself in that system. For

instance, one respondent talked about how important it was

for refugees to know themseJ-ves, to learn who they were and

who they are nov/. Other respondents spoke about

understanding society in the context of its poritical
history in order to develop a sense of attachment to it.
For example:

How you understand and know the history of the new
environment where you are. For examplã, you needto know the history of Vüinnipeg, the Lg1,g g.eneral
strike, major events in the potitical history ofCanada. For exarnpÌe when was here, Í took
him to know the history of the North End, Se]kirk,
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Main Street, the political conflict between north
and south in the city. ff you donrt know hístory
you donrt feel attached but rather alienated. you
canrt be successful- if you feel_ alienated. There
is lack of attachment.

Formal educaLi-on hras i-nterpreted as a tool- for acquiring
knowledge, pov/er and control. one respondent talked about

how important learning was to acquire knowredge in order to
be abl-e to function independentry. He saj-d knowredge about

the instítutions in canada helps refugees to function
independentry in their new environment. Referring to the
role of educatj-on in politícal participation, a

representative comment hras:

Success is education. Any country needs a lot of
educated people to make country go up, make it
nice, richer, beautiful. Not importãnt to have
lots of money. Money important but not as
irnportant as education. If no education, you
canrt know clearly everything in country, canrt
make country growing up, help anybody.

Finarly, political- well-being involves the behavioral
dimension, that is, it requires participation in the
institutions of society. rt is what Gordon (Lg64) calrs
structural assimilation. This takes tirne and may never

occur completery across arl- institutions. Evidence that
this is a sl-ow processr âs Reitz (i-g8o) has suggested, can

be seen among refugees from vietnam who are onry beginning

to feel- sufficiently comfortabre in the Ìarger society to
make demands and seek action to meet their needs.

onry a few of the respondents in the sample referred to
political participation in the formal sense of voting,
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running for poriticar offj-ce or lobbying power brokers for
change of any kind. However, data collected through

observations indicate that many refugees are Canadian

citizens and exercj-se theír right to vote. some have been

directly ínvolved in supporting poritical campaigns. They

are also involved in a number of ethnic organizations such

as the rndo-china chinese Association, the Free vietnamese

Association, the Immj-grant and Refugee Community

organization of Manitoba (rRcoM) and the Vietnamese senj-ors

Association. According to Bernard (i-g73), this is evidence

that these nev/comers have become a workj-ng part of society.
Some members of the community have been involved in

lobbying political representatives at the munici_pa1,

provincial- and federal levels for resources to support their
interests. one example of refugees taking politicar action
is a small but vocar group who have rnet with the government

to make their views known regarding programs for learning
English as a second language. For nev/comers, this is a big
step because they find it intimidating to speak to
government representatives about their concerns. For many,

speaking out against government ideas is the reason they had

to seek refuge in the first pJ-ace. Refugees are not only
inhibited by their language skills. Often, they are

concerned about appearing ungrateful- towards the government

that admitted them. Additionalry, they frequently feel-

vulnerabre and v/orry about possible ramifications if they do
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make their concerns known.

One respondent, who came from a wealthy business-
oriented farni]-y in vietnam, indj-cated that he was working on

a number of ideas which involved robbying government

officiats. He explained:

r just met with the city councillors and tor-d themthat newcomers need more tiine for language. I am
working on an idea to help the community.
Sometimes our people have gl_O,oOO to gzõ,OoO inthe bank. ff we put that together in a credit
union it would be easier to get money. Also, I
want to start to import components to be assembl-ed
in Winnipeg to help my community. Also, I fightwith my management [at work] because they donít
hire or fire fair.

Another respondent was instrumental in organizing a

community meeting for input to the spicer Task Force on the
constitution.

ïn summary, based on the findings in this study, it is
apparent that refugees have definite ideas about success

which inf l-uence their expectations f or l-if e i-n canada.

These definitions are based on a holistic understanding of
successful resettlement that equates success with werl-being
and includes economic, psycho-social and poritical
dimensions but where the economic dimension forms the
critical base for a sense of general well--being.

Cateqories Representing Levels of Adaptation

Respondents were asked to assess their resettl-ement
progress. A]though they shared a common definition of what

constitutes success with other members of the community,

many believed they had not achieved their goars. A srnall_
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proportion of the refugee population v/ere satisfied.
others indicated they were only somewhat satisfied and a few

were not satisfied at all with their resettl-ement progress.

Refugees arrive with certain expectations for thei-r
life in Canada and develop others as they begin the
resettlement process. rn assessing their progress, refugees

compare their expectations with their achievements. rf
their expectations and achievements are consistent, they

feel satisfied with the results and consider their
resettlement successful. On the other hand, if their
expectations and achievements are only marginally congruent,

they feer onry somewhat satisfied and consi-der their
resettrement onry partiarly successful-. Finarly, if their
expectations and achievements are incongruent or the level
of achievement is inadequate to support a basic l-ever of
werl-being, refugees feel dissatisfj-ed or indifferent and

consider themselves to be unsuccessful.

Expectations are a key factor in how refugees assess

their resettrement progress. An example of their importance

is the comments of a young man who said:
Troubl-e with expectations. you think that to get
a job and make money wil_I be easy. Things happen
different and you feel frustratiõn. Some peoþfe
have a good job and life in Vietnam. Uere, theyget a job and compared to Vietnam, they feel_
like - they donrt feel- comfortable. fheyrve gone
down, they feel frustration.
Although refugees may share simirar achievements, they

do not necessarily assess them in the same way. For
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instance, refugees who aim to obtain adequate jobs with
secure incomes and, j-n fact do that, experience congruity
between their expectations and achievements and feel
satisfied with their progress. conversely, refugees who

expect to recover their professionar status but end up doing

manual- labour are dissatisfied even if they have adequate

and secure incomes. Additional]y, refugees who experience

psychological or social problems that contribute to
distorted expectations or serve as barriers to achieving
expectations are not likery to experience successful-

resettl-ement however it. is defined and feel- a sense of
dissatisfacti-on or even indifference about their condition.

Patterns identified in both the observations and

interview data suggest that expectations for resettlement
are formed according to the l-evel of well_-being remembered.

ín the country of origin, the amount and accuracy of
information known about both the country of resettlement and

the process of resettl-ement and the attitude toward

resettl-ement, that is, whether resettlement is considered as

a positive or negative opportunity. As a resurt of the
infl-uence of these factors, one of three expectatj-ons is
formed. Refugees may expect to recover their former l_eveI

of well--being. They may expect to achi-eve a compromised

Ievel, or they may expect to surpass their former revel_ of
well--being.

Based on the information that respondents g,ave
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regarding the assessment of their resettl-ement, three
categories hrere constructed to represent the varying levels
of adaptation (see Figure 4). Specifically, these

categories v/ere based on how refugees perceived Lhe

congruency between thej-r expectations for resettlement and

their achievements in this regard. Accordingly, settled
persons have met their expectations, experience a positive
l-evel of well--being, are satisfied with their achievements

and consider their resettl-ement successful-. Marginal-s have

not been able to fuIly mesh their expectations and

achievements to date and their tevel of wel_l-being is
ambiguous. lrlhil-e they may be satisfied with some aspects of
their progress, they are not fu1ly satisfied with their
resettl-ement overall and consider it only somewhat

successful. Finally, the unsettl-ed are those who have not

been able to achieve what they expected. They are

dissati-sfied wi-th or indifferent towards their achievement

(or l-ack thereof) and consider their resettlement not

successful.

Each of these categories is discussed bel-ow in terms of
characteristics pertaining to the varying levels of
adaptation. The data from the sample as welr as from the
observations provide ample evidence of many successes as

well as problems and frustrations involved j-n resettlement.
The Settled

This category comprj-ses a small- proportion of mares in
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Individual
Assessments:

fit between congruent marginalry incongruentexpectations
and 

s congruent

achievements

Ievel of satisfied somewhat not satisfiedsatísfactíon satisfied or indifferentwith
resettlement

Level of Well-
Being:

economic good fair poor

psycho-social positive mixed negative

political positive mixed/ negatÍve/
ambival-ent absent

Distinguishing Categories of Adaptationcharacteristics settred @tIed

Figure 4. categories of adaptation during the resettrementprocess and distinguishing characteristics.
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the refugee community. Both ethnj-c groups are represented.

These are persons whose achj-evements are congruent with
their expectations. rn other words, they have achieved a

satisfactory level of wel-l-being as defined by them. They

represent individuals who have either regained their former

status, J-owered their expectations to match their potential
for achievement or are better off in canada compared to
Vietnam. The settled are people who are ildoing O.Kr. As

one young man expÌained, doing O.K. literal_ly means:

that breakfast is rice soup. According to
Vietnamese tradi-tion, this i-s how rice is extended
in hard times. It is humbl-e expression of
success. For instance, if business person replies
'rdoing O.K.rr he or she is havíng a l_ot of
customers.

rn terrns of economic factors, the settled are empÌoyed,

earn sufficient income and are abl_e to purchase the materiat
goods they desire. Their occupations are mostly workíng

class, for example, machine operators or assembl-ers. A few

are in white col-lar positions but these are the exception.
rt is often easier for refugees from lower status groups to
recover or even exceed their forrner l_evels of wel_I-being

than it is for those from higher status groups. This may

relate to the barriers higher status persons face in
recovering their former professional or business positions.

For the most part, the settled are employed in
positions which give them the opportunity to use their
education, skills and experience. rn the words of one man,

rrr felt proud at fplace of emp]-oyment] because r coul_d use
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my skills and ability". Another man who was satisfied with
the level of resettl-ement he had achieved exprained, rtMy job
is rel-ated to my career. rt fits me well. r am satisfied
with my work and my work responds to how hard r work. r
mean that the harder r work the more money r can maker. For

some, it is important to resume former careers or to secure
positions simil-ar to those they held in vietnam. one man

exprained it this wây, rrsome people earn more money and move

up the ladder even to the top...but they still_ donrt have

the job they want or they did something else in vietnamr.
several respondents indicated it was important that the

job fit, the person not onl-y in terms of education and skil_Is
but physically as well-. As vietnamese men are often smarl-

in stature compared to canadians of European ancestry, they
feel disadvantaged in jobs which are physicalry demanding.

As one respondent put it, rHard l-abour doesnrt fit with
vietnamese because of their body. They get tired quickry
and suffer hardship".

rn addition to having jobs which suit them, the settl_ed
arso have a sense of security in their jobs. They are able
to maintain them over a period of tirne without undue concern

about being laid-off or fired. A nurnber of respondents

indicated that some opportunity for advancement is al-so

important. Generarry, the settled expect to get ahead in
their jobs, usuarly in terms of responsibirity or challenge.

The incorne of the settled is not necessarily high but
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it, is adequate to meet their needs. As previously
discussed, a r-ot of money is not an important factor as long
as there is enough to support an adequate lifestyle. The
settl-ed often share i-ncome-earning responsibllities with a
spouse. Just as canadians in general, many of the settl_ed
live in duar--earner famiries and this provides them with
increased i-ncome as we]I as a sense of security in the case
of job loss.

The settled are abre to buy the materiar goods they
desire. Most rive in comfortabre homes which they ov/n.
According to one respondent, rfor vietnamese, house has
special meaning, it gives a sense of belonging,,. They 1ive
in rrni-ce neighbourhoodsr, usually a\¡ray from their ethnic
community. This rnay be an ol_der estabrished neighbourhood
near the centre of the city or a newer housing devel0pment
in a suburban area. Their homes are usuarÌy modest but
well-maintained. one respondent who considered himser-f
successful, purchased a house in an older neighbourhood
after only one year in canada. This was possible because he
vras abl-e to bring gold with him when he fl-ed from Vietnam.
After l-l- years, he purchased a larger house i_n a nehr

subdivision.

Ar-most all 0f the settr-ed ohrn cars. rn fact, cars are
one of the earliest purchases they make al0ng with
electronic equipment such as stereos, terevisions, vi-deo
cassette recorders and cameras. rn some cases, the settr-ed
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are able to afford visits to vietnam. This is usuarfy a
very costly venture because visitors are expected to bring
considerable sums of money and numerous gifts for reratives
and friends. As one respondent explained, nIf you live
overseas and go home to visit you must have 10ts of money.
The financi-ar demand is very high. They assume peop,_e

overseas who go home must be successfulil.
ïn terrns of , the settl_ed have a

strongr sense of pride and ser-f-worth. They are confident
and experience a sense of ber-onging. They understand
themselves and are comfortabr_e with that. As one successfur_
person said, ttr know and understand who r amr'. Another
respondent put it this wây, "you can function anywhere,
function independently wherever you are with you as a whor_e

and part of the environment where you arer. The settl_ed are
able to integrate the past and the present in order to
approach the future. one man explained it this wây, ryou
need to integrate the two experiences. Enhance the past
experience into the new onen.

The settled have some understanding of the sociar_ and
political institutions. They know where they fit in society
and adjust their expectations accordingly. As one
respondent put it, rA person who is successfur_ is one who
understands how to function independently, knows exactly
what they want and the process to get itr,. They are
realístic and feel in control of their lives.
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Most are integrated in a community, either the ethni_c

one or the J-arger society. some are active participants,
particularly in ethnic organizations. Those who vol-unteer
in the community seem to become established quickly. By

volunteering, they have an opportunity to become aware of
important contacts and resources. They arso become aware of
the obstacles to success and how to overcome them. on the
other hand, some of the settl-ed are not activery invol_ved in
communj-ty activities. As they explained, rrNo time, if
people want something they can askn.

some refugees suggest that the most successfuÌ peopJ_e

distance themselves from those who have not reached a

sirnil-ar level of achievement. As one respondent explained,
the most successfur peopre get out of the community. ,rrhey

isolate themsel-ves from other less successful people. They

consider others not civilized. They definitely move a!ì/ay

from the ethnic community. They don't share their
experience rn¡ith newcomers. They donrt even want to tar_k to
ne\¡¡comersrr - Another sai-d, rsuccessfur people have success
wÍth money, with knowledge and with a good job. They see

themselves as being better than the others. successfur_
people are educated for etíquetter.

ïn summary, the settled category consists of a smar_l

number of males who are satisfied with their rever- of
resettlement. some have recovered their former lever of
welJ--being. others have reduced their expectations to match
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their achievements and a few have surpassed their former
Ievel. Thei-r expectations are congruent with their
achievements. They consider their jobs and their incomes to
be adequate. Most own modest homes and enjoy a working
cl-ass lifestyle. They are able to purchase the amenities
they desire such as cars, terevisions and stereos. Most of
the settled live in stabre farnily situations. They have a

posítive sel-f-image and a strong sense of identity. The

settred feel comfortable in either the ethnic community or
the larger society and some function well in both. They

have been able to achieve their expectations through strong
motivation, hard work and in many cases, a certain amount of
luck. This concurs with findings by Anderson (J.g74) and

Neuwirth and clark (i-98i-) that rnotivation and chance are the
variabres most strongly correlated with success.

Marginals

Most refugees berong to the marginar category. As a

group, they have had some success but not to the extent they
desire. Much l-íke Dosmanrs group of anomi_c aboriginals,
they are suspended between the settl-ed and the unsettl-ed.
For many reasons, they have not been abl_e to fully realize
al-l- their expectations. For instance, they may not have

recovered their former status. perhaps, they have not yet
come to terms with lowering their expectatj_ons to match

their achievement potential. rn some cases, they may sirnply
have not had enough ti-rne to achieve their expectati-ons.
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some marginars are married with famil-ies in canada. A few

are recently married without chil-dren. others are young

single men whose families are usually absent.

within the margínat category, there are three different
groups. These are: (a) students, who have not achieved

their expectations but anticipate furfilring them in the
future; (b) those who have not yet recovered the level of
wel-l--being they enjoyed in vietnam such as professionars,
for instance, who dream of resuming their careers; and (c) a

smal1 number who would like to surpass their former l-evel- of
wel-l-being. PeopJ-e from both ethnic groups and all_ socio-
economic levels are represented here. some peopre in these
groups are actually doing well and woul-d be considered

successful- by objectj-ve standards. certainly, they wourd be

successful- according to researchers such as yu and Liu
(1986), samuel (1-984) and others who consider refugees
successful if they are eârning enough to support themselves

and their famil-ies in reasonabre comfort. However, refugees
in this category do not consider themserves successfur.

At the economic l-ever, with the exception of students,
rnarginaJ-s are employed and usually self-sufficient. The

nature of their jobs, however, does not arways satisfy them.

rn many cases, marginals consider themserves underemproyed

compared to the positions they hetd in vietnam. This is
particurarry true for former professional-s. For instance, a

former navy captaín repairs starters for cars. He describes
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the work as boring. He woul_d like to return to his career
as a ships captain but recognizes it is impossi_ble in
winnipeg. He thinks there may be a possibility if he moved

to vancouver. A young man, who is the rnanager of a fast
food restaurant says, tras a manager r get good pay but itrs
not my future. rtrs too hot, too hard and too fastr. He

would l-ike to develop a career in photography. rn some

cases, their jobs may be insecure or offer l-imited
opportunity for advancement. For instance, one young man is
a cleaner on the night shift at a chicken factory. He feels
there is no future in this job but cannot find another one.

ïn the case of students, most depend on student l-oans

and bursaries. some receive heJ_p from farniry members and a

few are emproyed in jobs similar to those held by students
in the dominant groups. This includes pumping gas and

waiting tabl-es in restaurants. Most students, however, find
it difficurt to combine studying and working because

studying in a second J-anguage requires considerable ti-me for
reading and lesson preparation.

rn terms of income, some marginaJ_s are satisfied with
the amount they earn. others are not. rn these cases, the
income may be considered i-nsuffici-ent for either physi_car or
psychoJ-ogical needs. For instance, one man reported earning
$50,000 last year, but for him that was not enough. Another
man indicated, ttthe money is not exactry machine shop money

but r like the place, itrs a good placerr. rn the case of
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business peopre, profits may be row or the business not as

large as they would l-ike. For instance, one business owner

said, rrfamily has nice Iíving, chitdren can go to school but
still need to develop business and contribute to country'.
Although most students have very r-ow incomes, often at or
below poverty levels, they accept this as a temporary

situation.

Marginars may own their homes or rent apartments. Most

rive ín their ethnic communitj-es in the centre of the city,
although some are scattered in the suburbs. one business
person, for instance, sold his house in a suburb and moved

into a suite above his business because it was more

convenient and his family could see hirn more often.
Arthough the size and quality of the housing varies
considerably, students in particular, usually live in very
modest apartments close to their places of study. Most

share their apartments with others; some merely to save

money, others for companj-onship as weIt. IÁIith the exception
of some students, most marginars have considerabl-e

electronic equipment in their homes incruding televisions,
stereos and vídeo cassette recorders. while some ohrn cars,
other do not for economic or personal reasons.

rn the psycho-social- dimension, marginars experience
some success but often suffer from episodes of self-doubt
and discouragement. prior to arrival, many felt that things
would be easy in canada, that jobs and money would be easy
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to get. rn most cases, it turned out to be far more

difficult than they expected and it takes time to adjust to
the gap between expectations and reality.

rn many cases, margínals manage adequately until they
encounter a particular problem. Then, they seem to have

troub]e functioning in most dimensions. For instance, a

bright young man indicated he was so frustrated with
bureaucratic procedures associated with being admitted to
university that he felt he could not function at work. He

had to take a week off ,to get av/ayr'. During this time, he

fel-t so rrworriedt he courd not even settle down to write a

letter to his farni]y in vÍetnarn. This example is not
uncommon among refugees. rn another case, a man in his
30rs requested three weeks reave from work after being in
the job for three months. He said he was suffering from
pressure. Perhaps as the resurt of the refugee experience,
some refugees are tike an e]astic band that is stretched
close to its l-imit. Further stretching causes the band to
snap ot, in the case of refugees, this is what they ca]l
frtoo much pressurerr.

Marginals often feer isor-ated from the larger
community, especially if their language skills are not v¡eII-
developed. Many have difficulty inaking friends with more
established canadians. one respondent spoke about how he
felt isolated at schoor. r'r did not feel comfortabl_e and
others did not feer comfortable with me. we were scared of
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each other. what kind of joke should r telr thern? r was

afraid f would offend them so I said nothi_ngn. Some have
strong feelings of fear, of being Iost, denied or rejected
in their new environment. As one respondent explained:

They donrt know what wil_l happen to them j_n thefuture. They are very insecure. politically they
?I:^insecure, economiðaIIy they are also veryr_nsecure, psychologicall-y also. Irlhen they comehere, resettlement is a vague concept because fearof l-oss pulls them back to where thäy \^/ere, astrong opposite force affects their åfforts tointegrate. Like,_. in physics, the theory of force,it pul1s in two diffeleit diiections. -'

Marginals participate in the poriticat dimension in
varying degrees. Many are canadian citizens and. exercise
their right to vote. Even the most active, however,
continue to feel somewhat irl at ease. As one respondent
explaj-ned, rrup to no\,ü' r feer ïrm invorved with a lot, even
politics, but sometimes r donrt feer this is my home yet.
when r look back r donrt see that my country is my horne

eithertt.

some marginars compensate for the isoration they feel
through active i-nvorvement in their ethnic communiti_es.
Through ethnic organizations, they often work with those who

are l-ess successfur. They seem to get arong with them in a

way that some of the settred do not; they want to herp but
they also want to rearn how things work and how others rive.
To some, ethnic organizations offer an opportunity to r_earn

more about the institutions in society and how they can
function in them. Although they want to provide support and
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backup for their peopre, they also want to get training
through vorunteering. They see this as a way to gain
knowledge, recogniti-on and Canadian experience.

rn summary, the category of marginals represents the
largest of the three groups. rt includes students, those
who have not yet recovered their former lever of werr_-being
and those who wish to exceed it. Many are doing well by
objective measures but marginars do not see it that way.
Vühil-e most are employed, they are often not satj-sfied with
their jobs or their income. They are deveroping confidence
in themser-ves and their ability to recover, but they often
suffer from self-doubt and discouragement. Many feel
isolated from the rarger community. some are active in
ethnic organizations either as compensation for their
feelings of isoration or as a means of i_ncreasing their
knowredge and understanding about their new society.
The Unsettled

The third and smarlest category, numericarly speaking,
is composed of the unsettr-ed. people in this group cannot
reconcile their expectations and achievements or cannot
achieve a basic rever- of r,ue]r-being. some wirl not adjust
their expectations, others cannot recover despite adjusting
their expectations. Most have tried without success. some

have psychorogical or social problems rerating to their
experiences as refugees which prevent then from succeeding.
For others, their problems may have been socially
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constructed j-n canada, however, this cannot be deterrnined
from this study. rn addition, it is rikely that some people

in this group may have been unsettled in Vietnarn although
this is very difficult to determine with any certainty.

The unsettred berong to both ethnic groups and al-l
socio-economic Ievels. The majority are young, sing,re men

in their 2ors and 30rs. Many arrived in canada alone,
having been sent from vietnam by their farnilies in order to
avoid the war or to improve their famiries economic

positions. rn most cases, they have not been reunited with
family members, often because the young men have not been in
sufficientry secure positions to qualify as sponsors. As

one respondent said, rfsingle persons have the most problems.
They have no secure job, they often have unemployrnent. They

feel hopeless to bring their family. They say what the
heck, why not spend money, gamble and d.rinkrr. Another
respondent indicated how important it is for young men to
have their fanil-ies with them. He said, "It helps if you

have farnily for support. Decisions are affected by family.
Fanily wants the best for you. They can make wiser
decisionstr. Simi]arly, another said, rrCome al_one, f,o
fanily, this makes them sad, unhappy. They d.on't know

anything...donrt know how to get something they v/ant'. The

importance of family as indicated here has been wel_I

documented by other researchers incruding chan and Larn

(l-983) ' rndra (1980) and Neuwirth and clark (i-98i_) . rn
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addition to not having famiry members with them, many have

difficulty finding suitabr-e marriage partners. There are
two main reasons for this. First, more mal-es than females
came as refugrees. second, it is easier and more acceptabJ_e

for vj-etnamese rÀromen to marry non-vietnamese men than it is
for the men to do likewise. As one man said, ilThere are l_OO

men to l_0 girlsrl

fn terms of economic factors, most of the unsettl_ed are
unemployed and depend on social_ assistance. some may be

employed part-tine or intermittently. one young man, for
instance, was empJ-oyed from time to time as a dj_sh-washer in
a country Kitchen restaurant. Another worked for a tannery
company for six years before becoming ilr. As he expÌained
it, rrToo hard, too many bosses. onry have two hands not
four-..-rt makes me sickr. A small number are employed

ful-l--time but cannot earn enough to survive without some

social assistance. For examÞfe, one respondent, who raised
chickens on a small- farm in vietnarn, works furl-time but
earns only minimum hrage. He is rnarried with four chil-dren.
His wife is not ernproyed. she does not speak English and

stays home with the chirdren. rn order to make ends meet,

they receive an income supplement. A very smaÌr number

engage in what is cal-red rrtricky businessr, that is, they
are involved in ilricit activiti-es such as gambting or
sharing a social insurance number to get unemployment
j-nsurance illegally.
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Most of the unsettled live in the core area of the city
and move frequentJ-y. some l-ive in row-cost apartments.
others, particularry those who are post-psychiatric cJ_ients,

1j-ve in group hornes. Regardless of the type of
accommodation, it is poorly furnished and mai_ntained. A few

reside with siblings and receive some guidance and support
from thern although these relationships are sometimes subject
to friction and dísputes.

rn terms of psvcho-social factors, the unsettl-ed often
have negati-ve or low sel-f-esteem. Many are frustrated and

give up- For some, their only success is surviving day to
day and staying out of troubre. According to respondents,

"quite a few are sad with the present situation; what is in
the past is a nice and beautifur memory, what is in the
present is painful onet. some are overcome with feelings of
hopelessness and despair. These symptoms are typical of
those identified by Nguyen (i,g}2) | Berry and Bl_ondel-l_

(L982), chan and Lam (i-983) and others who have investigated
mental health problems among refugees. A few unsettl_ed are
angry and lash out in socialry inappropriate \i/ays. For

instance, a smal-l- nurnber are invorved in gangs. This offers
them a sense of belonging, comraderie and an opportunity to
participate socially and poIitically. As one respondent

explained, rtThey l-ook for a prace to berong. when someone

in the group does something negative, they support that
person because it I s part of bel_onging".
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A small_ number of the unsettl_ed have seri-ous
psychological problems involving extensive medical treatment
and extended periods of hospi-tar-ization and wir-r never
recover sufficientry to become independent. However, some

are abl-e to function at a basic rever as rong as they take
their medication. others are frequently in and out of
hospital and a few have spent extended periods in
psychiatric instituti-ons. sorne others may recover with
adequate support and guidance but this is difficult because
of cultural barriers. For instance, most mental hear_th
programs are based on western curture and delivered by
servi-ce provi-ders who belong to the dominant groups in
society. There are almost no ethnic-based services
availab]e and service providers serdom speak the same

language as these clients.
concerning the poriticar dirnension, the unsettred

typically have littIe sense of control and lack knowledge
about the social institutions. Hov/ever, some are very
skil-l-ed at using the werfare system to their advantage. For
instance, one young man, with a history of psychiatrj_c
problems, frequentry reaves vüinnipeg for praces such as
Toronto. I¡Ihen he has been arÀ/ay J-ong enough, he turns up at
the psychíatric ward of a hospital and convinces them to fly
hím horne.

Frequentì-y, the unsettr-ed are ar-ienated from their
ethnic comrnuniti-es and ser-dom participate in the larger
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community- According to people in the community, the
unsettled stand apart. For instance, rfThey have long hair,
their clothes are not nice. Arso the way they act, not
polite, maybe sloppy or messy. They d.onrt know work
etiquette, their clothes, they hrear whatever. They donrt
l-isten and get into troubl-e, break the l-a$/r. others sây,
rrthose who have trouble donrt care, they just do anything,
they donrt decide what to do, they donrt know where to go

for helptr- sirnilarly, rthey are on werfare, looking for a

job. They travel around a lot. They are considered usel_ess

and looked down upon'. one respondent gave an example of a

friend who is not successful. I has lots of fanily
pressure- He is quiet and l-onesone. His farniry requests
money indirectly. The workplace noise and pressure is too
much. He has a non-stabl-e income. He is not productive,
has no driver.

The unsettred often congregate in downtown mar_r_s where
they share companionship, coffee and cigarettes with others
in similar circumstances. Mar-rs have a busy atmosphere
remi-niscent of saigon streets where people go for coffee and
mil-l about to visit. Those who gather at mar-ls usua]ly have
a network of acquaintances in simil_ar circumstances. They
do not talk much among themseÌves but seem to get some

measure of comfort and compani_onship from being together.
Most display nervous tension often the resul_t of medication.
Their hands and feet jiggre and they have troubre sitting
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stilI. The unsettl-ed such as these can onÌy concentrate for
short periods of tirne. They are often distracted by the
task of getting cigarettes from each other. They Ìaugh and

fool around and come and go. one of these young men

described his routine as forr-ows, rsleep in, get up, visit
at friends house, go to portage place, buy coffee, smoke and.

visit with friends, go home, sleepn.

ïn summary, the unsettled are those who experience
incongruency between their expectations and achi-evements or
who do not enjoy a minimum r-ever- of wer-l-being. Most are
young single men without farnily support. They are usualJ-y
unemployed and depend on social assistance at least part of
the tine. They rive in poor quarity housi-ng in the centre
of the city. some have psychological or socíar_ problems

which interfere with the resettrement process.

several explanati_ons can be offered for variations in
levels of adaptation in the resettlement process. The

discussion begins with the structural conditions in the host
society. As Kall-en (i,ggz) and others have shown, conditions
in the host or receiving society are of paramount i_mportance

in providing an explanation for a rack of generar_ welr-being
among rninority populations. rn the case of vietnamese
refugees under consideration here, government policies,
racism, the state of the economy and job transferability a1r
pfay a part in facil-itating or inhibiting the adaptation
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process.

The discussion also identifies the rel_evance of crass
of origin and ethnic variation as wel] as conditions of
exodus which infruence the ease and speed with which

refugees adapt within the confines and the horizons of the
host society. Fina11y, fanity and individual
characteristics are discussed. How family cul_ture and

composition, for instance, contribute toward resettl_ement

and how individuar characteristics interact in the
adaptation process need to be identified in order to
understand the ful-l complexity of resettl_ement.

These variables are discussed belortr as they have been

observed during the course of the study (see Figure 5).
Reference is made to their relative impact on the adaptation
process and their apparent relevance for variations in this
process. The relationships are not discussed in any

specifi-city. As indicated in the conclusion of this study,
much more research, both qualitative and quantitative, need.s

to be conducted before a comprehensive model of the process

of adaptation can be identified. The intent of this study
was to develop the parameters of a model which woul_d

contribute toward deveroping a more cornprehensive model_.

The at.titudes of government and those of the general
population determine the context in which resettlement
occurs. Government policies and public support f or cul-tural_
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Variables Affecting Leve1s of Adaptation

Condit,ions in Host Society
Government policy
Racism
Economic Conditions
Job Transferability

Class of Origin and Ethnic Varíation

Conditions of Exodus
rlight
Trauma

Faníly Characteristics
Culture
Composition

fndividual Characteristics
English Language proficiency
Marital Status
Age
Personality

Fiqure 5. variables affecting levels of adaptation.
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and racial diversity determine the extent to whi_ch refugees
are permitted to participate in the larger society. I^Ihile
canadars rmmigration Act recognizes the important ror-e of
refugees in canada, not aIt canadians hor-d a positive
attitude towards newcomers, especially those who are visibly
different from the doninant groups. sinirarly, while
canadars murti-cul-tural policy should faciritate the
participation of refugees in canadi_an society, the attitudes
and behaviours of many canadians impede it.. There is, for
exampre, ample evidence that systemic racism exists in
canadian socíety and that it affects the welr-being of
refug'ees and other nev/comers (canadian Task Force, r_9gg).

Government poricy is reflected not only in the numbers
and types of refugees accepted and the source countries from
which they come but al-so in their integration into society.
Polícies relati-ve to education, training, documentation and
einployment can f aciritate or irnpede the process. The host
societyrs reaction to refugees responds to the existing
economic environment, the enproyment situation and the
provision of public services as werl as prevairing atti_tudes
about nev/comers. Tt is the interplay of these factors that
serves to facilitate or irnpede the process of resettl_ement.

The data from this study indicate that government
policy regarding programs is a crÍtical factor in some

resettlement differences. For example, some respondents in
the marginal category indicated that i_t was very difficur_t
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for them to get into g:overnment sponsored training programs.

A service-provider expÌained, ,They become frustrated with
the narrow criteria of available programs. They want to get
into subsidized affirmative action programs because they
provide an income and training is seen as a r,¡ay to get out
of low level jobs".

Those who were abre to access these programs have had

more opportunities to realize their expectations. For

instance' one young man in the settled category, vrho

participated in a government sponsored refugee workers

traíning program, subsequentry received a university deg'ree

and became an adninistrator in an organization providing
services to newcomers.

students, who berong to the marginal category, v/ere

particularly concerned about the l_ack of jobs avairable for
them and consi-dered this a government policy problern. As

one student said, rrNeed to make sure students get a job
after graduate. otherwise, they canrt repay student l_oan

and l-ive without a job. where is a job? what happens to
us? Fifty percent can't get jobs and move to Torontor.

Racism plays an irnportant role in the process of
resettlement. rt seems that communities which promote

mul-ticultural-ism might be receptive to new ethnic groups

especiaÌIy visibl-e minorities such as the refugees from

Vietnam (Burnet, t-gBO). Vtinnipeg, with a strong
rnulticurturar heritage, night be expected to absorb this
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refugee populaLion more readily than more homogeneous

communities. There is evidence of ambivalence and even

negatíve opinion however, about accepting a large visible
minority. rn a polI conducted by the vtinnipeg Free press in
January, l-986, more than half of 3,2OO respondents wanted

fewer immigrants admitted from Asia and centrar America and

indicated a preference for European immigrants who are l-ess

I'visibl-err. Although the retiability and validity of a

ne\^rspaper poll can be questioned, it does indicate
resistance to a multicultural philosophy and has

irnprications for the resettÌement success of refugees from

Vietnam (Higgitt-Cope1and, i-988) .

Other studies at a more academic tevel support this
position. For instance, in a study of 2,500 high school

students in vüinnipeg, Manítoba, Driedger and Mezoff ( j-981)

found considerable social- distance in the form of
stereotyping, prejudice and discrimination. Approximately

one-third of the sample, particularly persons who were

Jewish, black or Asian, reported experiencing discrimination
ranging from ethnic jokes to vandalisn. In a study of
university students in the same city, Dhruvarajan (1985)

found that Asian students perceíved prejudice and

discrimination, particularly from white students, but, arso

from professors and adrninístrators. students reported
feelings of being treated like strangers even when they
wanted to integrate into society. More recently, pankiw and.
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Bienvenue (l-990) found evidence of ethnic harassment among

children attending'elementary schools in the same city. The

targets for this discrimination v/ere chj-ldren categorized as

belonging to visible rninority groups.

Although respondents and others in the community could

not always articulate their problems in this regard, some

respondents did mention racism as a factor in adaptation.

For instance, rrBlack hair makes it difficul-t to get job.

Makes me worryrr. Another said:

Oiscrimination makes it hard. f have fett this.
You can tell if someone discriminates because of
their eyes. You can feel it. you can see ín
their eyes what people think. I feel
discriminated when f tal-k to people sometimes. My
drivers are white and not dressed 1ike I am [in a
suitl and they teIl me how they are abl_e to get
out of a parking tícket. But not me.

Vühile coll-ecting observational data, the researcher

witnessed examples of the racism to which some respondents

referred. For instance, once while waiting to cross a

downtown street wíth a small- group of young, male refugees,
passengiers in a passing car shouted that the men should go

back to where they came from.

The racisrn that respondents have reported acts to
reduce general well-being in the resettlement process. For

instance, in terms of economic welr-being, respondents fert
that they did not get jobs because of the colour of their
hair or their physical size. fn the psyòho-social_

dì-mension, racism contributes to negative feerings of serf
and in the political, it. inhibits or pr:events refugees from
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participating in community activities.
rn addition to racism, economic conditions at the time

of arrival- are also significant factors j-n resettlement and

play a part in how easily refugrees are abl_e to adapt. It is
apparent, for i-nstance, that refugees who arrive during
better economic times are more likely to be successful- in
resettl-ement than those who arrive during difficult econornic

times. rn this case, those who arrived in good times had

less troubl-e finding and keeping jobs and experienced less
discrinination compared to those v¡ho arrived when things
\¡tere more difficult. As one respondent remarked, rsuccess

is never easy. you need some luck. opportunity has

something to do with itr. Another respondent explained:
!ühat makes the difference is not choice. ft ísoften chance, the chance of job pracement by cErc
ICanada Employment and Ïrnmigration Centre]. Theyintroduce you to a job. ft is l_uck whether youget good pay or poor pay. The first job setã thetone for the future.
Job transferabílity is another important factor

associated with conditions in the host society. Notabty, it
is not the professionarly trained persons who are best abl_e

to transfer job skilrs, but those with trade skifl_s. For
instance, those who are fainil-iar with machinery have been

abre to get satisfactory jobs in machine shops or with
engineering firms, whereas, professional- persons have had

great difficulty in securing satisfactory positions and

consequently, often belong to the marginal group.

Professional-s have difficul-ty gaining recogniti_on in
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canada, hence are frequently relegated to a marginal status.
Their documents may not be available, their certification
rnay be unacceptabre or their experience may be discounted
because it is not canadian. As an example, medical doctors
face enormous systemic barriers in resuming their câreers.
To do so, they are usually required to complete an

internship in a recognized hospitar. Tn most cases, they
cannot gain acceptance to the required program because

insufficient openings are made avairab]e to thern.

Sírnilarly, because the financial networks are
different, former business ov/ners may have difficulty
securÍng the capital required to devel_op a business to the
leve] they did in vietnam. According to one respondent:

Fi-nances are hard. rn my country you borrow fromfriends and family. Not so easy häre. you needto borrow from bank. you need ðo11ateral, you
need money to get money

C1ass of Origin and Ethnic Variation
As suggested earlier, cr-ass of origin and ethnic

variation are important factors in the process of
resettl-ement. They play important roles in socialization
which in turn affects resettlement.

Refugees develop their varues, goa]s, aspirations and

expectations according to their social class, particurarly
their levels of education in vietnam and this development is
subject to the advantages and disadvantages associated with
class variations. Expectations for life in canada refrect
these differences; whether refugees are primarily concerned
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or regaining their
socioeconomic

social cl-ass is an important factor as refugees cope

with the l-oss of their old fainiliar status and assume a nev/

one. rt also contributes to the tension they feel between

the two. The case of a respondent in this study serves as

an example:

This respondent is ernployed in an automotive partsfactory. He repairs starters for cars and haã
worked there for 20 months. The pay is g7.1_0 perhour. He descri-bes the work as nóring. rt is thefirst and only job he has had in canada. He knewnothing about this type of work when he firststarted. A friend helped him find the job.
several _Vietnamese persons work at the ãame pIace.
He wourd like to return to his career as a sñipscaptaín but recognizes it is impossible invüinnipeg. He thinks there may Ëe a possibirity ifhe moves to vancouver. A friãnd rerninds him tfratthere is a big difference between a navy ship anda fishing boat and consequentry it wourã be îerydifficult to secure such-a position. He nodsaffirmativery, but it is clãar frorn his faciar_expression that he really does not accept thereality of this position.

The French sociorogists, Bourdieu and passeron (1,977)

incorporated the effects of crass differences in their
concept of cul-turar capital. As resources maki_ng up

curturar capital; verbal abirity, general culture and

information about the social- system are al-l- highry
influenced by class differences. rt is variations in
cul-tural capital that result in some people being better
able than others to take advantage of opportunities for
success. Bernstein (1,97L) also used this idea to
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demonstrate how social crass affects language skil_ls. His
research shows, for instance, that upper cl_ass individuals
have an elaborate language code; that is, their vocabulary
and grammar are complex whereas l-ower cl-ass individuals have

a restricted code; their vocabul-ary and grammar are

inadequate to express comprex infornation or arguments.

other researchers (e.g., scott & Lyman I Lg72) suggest

that language codes affect probrem solving and the ability
to operate at concrete or abstract levels. specifically,
individual-s with restricted ranguage codes rack reference
points to perceive objective reasons for their conditj-on and

to relate these reasons to the structure of society. on the
other hand, a well-developed Ìanguage code permits
individuals to articur-ate crearly and to engage in more

precise communications with others. rt is the basis for
analysis and abstraction.

These differences were evident from the data. For

exampre, on]y a few respondents discussed systemic barriers
to their resettlernent. vühen this issue arose, it was

usually raised by respondents who were articulate and

understood both the exj-stence and impact of such barriers.
For instance, one partÍcularly articurate man in the settl_ed
category spoke of how refuge poricy and programs frequentty
operate to maintain the status guo, that is, to maintain
refugees as dependent persons. He was concerned that
servj-ce-receivers are seldom consulted by policy-nakers or
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service-providers. It is necessary, he said, to give
ner¡rcomers the opportunity to develop their strengths, their
self-confidence and self-image. Not only do newcomers need

knowredge of what canadian society is alt about, more

importantly, they need the opportunity to participate. This
can be done, he said, by allowing nehrcomers to be partners
in the resettlement process rather than passive recipients.

others expressed simil-ar ideas but in a much l-ess

articulate way. For instance, some mentioned how the
clothes they receive on arrival_ are:

Funny, no mainstream person would v¡ear them. It
makes us stick out. I¡,Ie wourd rather have money to
purchase what everyone el-se is wearing.

other respondents were vague about such issues. rn many

cases, this vagueness seemed to rerate to the differences in
language codes discussed above. T¡ühile they did not really
understand the canadian system and its inherent barriers,
some of them may not have clearly understood the system in
their ov/n country either.

Language and patterns of socialization are potent
factors in the process of resettlement by refugees.

Possession of an elaborated code, for instance, alrows
individual-s to reflect about their experiences in both
societi-es and offers the potential for translating resources
such as knowredge, skilIs and job experience developed in
vietnam into socioeconomic rewards in canada. on the other
handr âr1 el-aborated language code and the factors associated
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i'üith it rnay cause expectatj-ons to exceed the potential for
achievement resulting j-n dissatisfaction with resettlement
progress. Possession of a restricted code, among some of
the marginal-s for instance, f,ây rimit the expectations of
individuals and the opportunities to achieve their
expectations. converseJ-y, rimited expectations may enhance

the possibility of achieving them thus resurting in
satisfaction with resettlement.

Education, either in vietnam or canada, is an important
aspect of class. rt facilitates werr-being in alr three
dimensions, economic, psycho-sociar and political. For

instance, education is positivery associated with success in
language programs and is considered a good route to success

by refugees. As respondents indicated, nsuccess j-s

education. vtith knowredge then you can overcome problemsr.

Ethnic variation plays a part in successful
resettl-ement because of its j-nfruence on socialization,
expectations and behaviour. As discussed in chapter 4, the
two major ethnic groups in vietnam have different historical
experiences which have, in many cases, influenced their
resettlement in canada. The ethnic chinese ín vietnam
assumed the rore of the middrenan minority, that is, they
dominated the commercial- economy but were exctuded from
political power. The ethnic vietnamese, on the other hand,
put more emphasis on formal education and dominated the
political- worl-d. Because of these historj_cal- differences,
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ethnj-c chinese and ethnic vietnamese refugees often seek

different paths to successful resettl-ement in canada.

Ethnic chinese ne\¡/comers frequently pursue business

opportunities in canada, openi-ng restaurants, grocery stores
and other smal-l businesses whereas the rnajority of ethnic
vietnamese tend to seek post-secondary education in order to
pursue professions such as pharmacy and social- work.

Respondents referred to these differences. For instance,
one man saíd:

f think there are two hrays to success, one is toget a good job. The other is to invent jobs by
meeting peopJ_es needs. This way is fastãr thañthe educated way. pure vietnamese study harder toget a job in the system. Chinese Vietnámese go
for business. They 1ike to run a business.

rn fact, the two business persons in this study v/ere both
ethnic chinese and both indicated they rñ¡ere not yet
successful- (marginals in other words) because their
businesses v/ere not as rarge as they wourd l_íke them to be.

Conditions of Exodus

The experience of being a refugee differs considerabty
among individual-s and between groups. These differences
reflect the conditions of exodus and infruence the
resettlement process. As discussed earlier, some

respondents were abre to }eave vietnam very quickly while
others tried many tirnes before successfurly fleeing. rn
some cases, entire families l-eft together, but more

commonly, young sons r^/ere sent out of the country arone or
with other siblings. Many experienced perilous flights.
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Most spent at l-east some time in overcrowded refugee camps,

often in very harsh conditions.
Arthough most respondents experienced at least some of

these traunatic events, those in the settted group in
particular have been abte to put the events behind them and

rebuil-d their lives. As one such respondent explained:
some people donrt r-ook ahead to the future. Theyfocus on the past. you canrt forget the past butneed to use it as experJ-ence.

others have been less fortunate. some of the marcrinal
group experience ongoing probrems associated with their
exodus and are slowed by these probrems but wirl recover
with support and guidance. Many of those in the unsettled
group, hor,úever, are unable to l-eave the past and rnove into
the future- A small- number have serious psychological
problems and may not recover.

Before leavi-ng', most refugees focus on survivar_ but
expect that resettlement wilr result in improved conditj_ons
for them. According to stein (r-98r-) , refugees have high
expectations, which are often romantic and unreal_istic. For
exampre, one respondent described hi-s expectati-ons as

fo]lows: rrAmerica, coca cora every day, drive luxury cars,
make a l-ot of moneyt. An exampre of the probrems associated
vuith expectations follows:

Troubl-e with expectations. you think that to geta job and *1kg money will- be easy. Thing= frapfånand you feer frustrated. some pãople hale a -gäoa
job and life in vietnarn. Here Lnev get a job andcompared to Vietnam, they fell_ like : they donrt
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feel comfortable, theyrve gone down. They feelfrustrated.
Those with previous experience as refugees are rikely to
hold more realistic expectations and this may facil_itate
successful- resettrement. some of the respondents in this
study were refugees once before when they fled from North to
south Vietnam ín rgs4. rf this previous refugee experience
helps to disper some illusions about rife in canada, this
group may have an advantage over those who are more

unreal-istic.

camp experiences vary i-n terms of the location of the
camp, time spent there and the conditions experienced but
most provide poor facil-ities under crowded conditi_ons with
the result that refugees frequently feel incompetent,
depressed and dependent. some become apatheti-c, others
aggressive (stein, l-981) . For some, this tirne is viewed as

an opportunity to engage in productive behaviour, such as

studying English or working in the camp and this behaviour
may pay off in the resettÌement process. others merery
survive during this time "midway to nowherer (Kunz , Lg73).
According to the data, respondents who were able to work or
study while in the refugee camps had a somewhat easier time
in the resettlement process.

Research suggests that these different experiences
affect resettlement behaviour. The traurna of flight, for
instance, ilây result in resi-duaI psychorogical states that
affect behaviour for years. Those who endure the greatest
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hardships may experience guilt, invulnerabil-ity or
aggressiveness. Guilt may be from leaving roved ones behind

ot, perhaps from not achieving success in resettl_ement.

rnvul-nerability occurs when refugees believe they have

survived the worst and that nothing erse can be as bad.

Aggressiveness is an outgrowth of these feelings. rt may

j-nvol-ve the displacement of guirt on others manifested by

violent or criminal behaviour, or wilringness to take risks
manifested by positive ventures taken to rebuild lives
(Ke1Ier | L975) .

The degree of trauma experienced by individuals has an

initial i-mpact on resettlement and eventualJ_y on economic

and psycho-social well--bej-ng. Many of the unsettred, for
instance are known to have had traurnatic flight experiences.
For ínstance, one man who has not been able to recover from
the trauma of his escape referred to how a frj_end died in
his arms as the resurt of a pirate attack. some of the
settled, especiarly those who left ear1y, encountered fewer
traumatic conditi-ons. rn fact, some early-Ìeavers v/ere able
to bríng considerable sums of money or gold with them,

whereas, few late-reavers v/ere abl-e to do so. As one

respondent expì_ained :

Those who are abl_e to bring gold with them are
more successful. For instance, the Laotians havea short swim across the river. Itrs easy to go
back and bring more resources. Al_so, thé boatorganizers, they sel1 tickets. They often open agrocery store with the gold. The bãat peoplã,
even if they start with money, the pirales- ståalir.
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Addítional1y, many of the early-leavers v/ere able to bring
their families with them and many of these belong to the
settled group.

As described earlier, Kunz (i,973) suggests hor^¡

different fright patterns affect resettlement outcomes. For
instance, those who were able to bring more resources with
them become established more quickly, but they also tend to
have higher expectations and often indicate that they are
not yet satisfied with their achievements. on the other
hand, those who were unable to bring many resources with
them often require more tine to become established but may

have lower expectations for resettlement.
family Characteristics

According to the general curture of vietnam and

reaffirmed in this study, farniry is the most important
social structure. Members of the extended farnily often live
together or nearby and they provide a network of support and
social- services to one another (Johnson, i-9g5) . Famiry
members do not act as individual-s as much as members of the
family unit in which they have specific roles. The family
system supports individuals unconditionally and demands

absol-ute loyalty in return. For those ar_one or with
incomplete families in canada the loss of this support can
be profound. one respondent put it this v/ay:

Most refugees come aloner rìo farnily. This makesthem sad, unhappy. you canrt learñ because youare so lone1y.
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Decisions affecting farnily members are usually made by

elders and young people have little opportunity to rearn
decision-making or to fend for themselves. Respondents

indicated that this is problematic for many of the young

single refugees who come to canada because they often have
great difficulty learning to make decisions without the
support and guidance of their famiries. As one respondent
put it:

rn vietnam, farniries are tog'ether even the nextgieneration. chir-dren think they d.onrt have tohrorry- They donrt think to plan for themselves
how to buil-d their own life. canadian society isdifferent. It is hard for them.

rt is interesting to note that young vietnamese in canada

often receive retters from home with detailed instructions
about how to behave and decisions to be made. These l_etters
often pose a dilemma for the new canadians. By vi_rtue of
their cul-tural tradition, they feel_ obrigated to heed the
advíce but it. is frequently inappropriate in the canadian
context. For many, the reality of fending for themsel_ves in
canada is difficult without benefit of having been

sociali-zed to make decisions and become independent.

Traditionally, famiries in Vietnam are patriarchal_.
Men have authority over v¡omen and elders over younger

persons. vüomen are responsibre for teaching moral values
and for child rearing. They are expected to be virtuous and
gentle. !ùhen entertaining, it is often expected that wives
will- l-eave the conversation to their husbands. These
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cul-tural- characteristics, together with poor Engrish skilrs,
made it difficul-t to interviev/ \¡/omen from Vietnam.

rdeas about how to raise children differ between the
cultures and the different perspectives sometj_mes cause

r¡rorry and concern as one respondent expJ-ains:

ftrs hard to understand the cul_ture. Canadians
and Vietnamese are different. fdeas about
famj-lies are different. fn Vietnam, father and
mother take care of kids. üIhen kids growing upthey have to remember r¡¡ho takes care of them. Ifno father and mother how can they grow up? They
need to take care of father and mother when they
grohr up. parents have to teach kids. If they do
v/rong the parents have to do something, hit cñira.Here, if you hit chird, porice come añd take chir-dahray. For me, Do, wrong. Father and mother
understand, they live together and understand kid.outsiders donrt understand. Have to hit to teachchildren to change and be good for when they groh¡
up.

The degree of comfort refugees experience in their daily
lives depends on how they are abl-e to mesh their culturalty-
based ideas with the reality of the canadian context. Those

who are abl-e to find a comfort level_ that works for them

wil-l- experience a greater sense of well--being than those who

do not.

some refugees in this study vrere J_ucky to arri-ve in
canada with their families intact. These persons usuarly
left before or shortÌy after the farr of vj-etnam. Most had

access to considerable weal-th, usuarly in the form of gord,

to pay the high cost of passage for the entire family. Many

of these persons belong to the settled group. others hrere

not so lucky, especi-ally those who left l_ater. Frequently,
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these families could afford to send only one or two farnily
mernbers, usualJ-y sons or younger sons accompanied by ol_der

daughters. More than half of the respondents in this study
came to canada by themserves or wÍth siblings. As one

respondent said:

usually sons are sent out of the country becausethey are considered the best of the tarnity becausethey carry the famiry name. Arso because of the
communist arny. Their faniries donrt want them togo to \^rar.

some young people who arrived without their famiries have

encountered probl-ems in resettl_ement. The unsettl_ed for
instance, are usualry very lonery and suffer the l_oss of
farnily support. As one respondent explained:

single persons have the most problems. They haveno secure_job, they.often have unempl0ymentl Theyfeel_ hopeless to bring their famil_iãs. - They sayrrwhat the heck, why not spend money, gamble anddrinkrr.

Although reuni-ficati-on of family members is desired,
many believe that it is too difficul-t for those left in
vietnam to come to canada, either because they are too old
or they are al-ready established there. For example:

r donrt want them to be here. rt is too hard andpainful- rt is too difficutt to start ar-r overagain. l! is l_ike you are just born agaj_n, you
have to live from a baby.

rn some cases, the nev/comers are not sufficiently settl_ed in
canada to be eligible to sponsor thern. Many respondents
vrere worried about these persons however and fert obrigated
to send substantiar sums of money on a regular basis for
their support. This is a heavy financial_ burden for
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refugees, especial-ly those in the marginar and unsettled
categories whose incomes are l_ow and atready stretched to
meet their financial_ obligations here.

Life in canada is usually easier if families are
together. Feelings of ]oneliness and lack of direction are
reduced when family members are present to offer emotional_

support and herp in decision-making. Additionally, more

farnily members means increased opportunities for earning
income and sharing the resurtant wealth. The data indicate
that presence of farnilv v/as an Ì-rnportant factor for those in
the settled group.

Refugees in this study whose famil_ies \¡/ere intact or
nearly so rñ/ere more likery to belong to the settred or
marginal groups than those without their farniries. They

were likery to experience more emotionar, physical and

economic support. Additionarly, the pressure to send funds
to support farnily members in vietnam hras reduced or
el-iminated.

A respondent in the settled category who arrived with
several members of his faniry expJ-ained how intact faniries
can be a positive factor in resettrement. He said:

we worked.together to survive in canada. My wife,mother, sister, father and I worked when wearrived. v'Ie put our money together and rivedtogether. Vle shared our money to get started.
Most of the settred rive in stabl_e family situations. They

are usually married and often have chil-dren. some of those
who formed their fanil-ies in vietnam, escaped together.
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reunification after they arrived in canada. some of the
younger men married in canada. several respondents sai-d:

Success is easier if supporting a farnily. you
need to l-ook after family ana tnis is rn-otivationto get ahead, do wel-l for family.
I'ühile the presence of famiry is usualry a posj-tive

factor in the resettr-ement process, famíIy confr-ict can

arise where fanily members do not share the same perspective
about maintaining or adapting family rol_es. For instance,
in cases where hromen want more equality such as they
perceive in other canadian farnil-ies and men do not agree,
tension and confrict arise resulting in a reduced sense of
wel-l-being for all members.

Indivídual Characteri_stics

fndividual characteristics such as 1anguage

proficie'Cy, marital status, â9ê and personality also
influence successful- resettlement.

is an important factor.
Ability to use the ranguage of the society in which a

refugee lives has a pervasive infl-uence on most aspects of
the resettl-ement process. Ìrlithout some abirity in the
majority language, refugees have troubfe securing
employment, understanding the curturar and social practices
of the community and getting on with their dairy r_ives.
Generar well-being is jeopardi-zed, for instance, if refugrees
cannot get adequate jobs, communicate in stores, make
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medica] and dental- needs known or even calling a neighbour
in an emergency (Higgitt.-Copeì_and & Harvey, j_989).

An example of the r-imitations imposed on people who

cannot function in the rnajority ranguage is the situation of
a respondent in this study. lrlhen at work, this man must

call his wife two or three times a day to make sure that
there are no problems because she cannot speak English well
enough to summon herp i-n an emergency despite having
attended language classes for four months. Because of her
poor grasp of English, this hroman cannot go out by herself.
rf she must go out, she takes her nine year old son along to
translate for her. Another respondent told the fotl_owing
story about a language problem that turned out wel_l_ i_n the
end:

A young boy in this block broke his arm at schoor.
The mother did not speak English very well andconsequently the workers blamed her ior theaccident and she could not fight back. As aresult of this, she decided to improve her Englishand now is able to use coupons for grocery
shopping and is very activé in compÍainin| to thelandlord about problems in the bloðk
Although respondents in this study had a basic

knowledge of English, most indicated they continued to
experience problems in communicating even after more than
ten years i-n canada. sirnirarly, in the adolescent study,
most young people indicated they found it hard to understand
canadians at l-east haÌf the tirne and that they hesitated to
speak to them because they feared not bei-ng understood
(copeland, 1-984). communicaLion problems such as these can
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certainly restrict active participation in the community at
the political and socia1 1evel, limit employment

opportunities, ieopardize we1l-being and successful
resettlement. rn this study, the settled r¡/ere relatively
competent in Engrish and v/ere abl-e to express themsel_ves

with some confidence. Most 'lpranned to study Engrish morerl

and admitted that they hrere weak, particularly in terms of
vocaburary. However, they al-so said, ttno tirne, too busy to
learn morerr. By comparison, some of the marginals and

unsettled had only rninimal skirl-s in English. Respondents

with the weakest English skills were generally from lower
social- backgrounds and were more isol-ated from the larger
Canadian community.

As the data in this study indicate, many newcomers from
vietnam have difficul-ty using English. rn some cases, these
difficulties relate to personal differences in education or
ability to learn other ranguages. However, many of the
problems relate to policy and the language programs

themserves. fn many cases, respondents participated in
language programs but found thern eíther inappropriate for
their needs or of insufficient duration to devel-op a

functional grasp of English. some refugees r¡rere not given
the opportunity to attend language cl-asses at the tine of
arrival. They r¡/ere sent írnnediately into the l-abour f orce
instead. women, in particular, hrere frequentry not
perrnitted or encouraged to attend language cl-asses because
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they vrere not consi-dered prirnary income-earners by either
government or private sponsors.

Marital- status also plays a role in resettl_ement. As

respondents indicated, being responsible for a spouse and

children is a motivating factor in resettlement. According
to one respondent:

Success is easier if supporting family. you
to l_ook after family anA this is motiîation
ahead, do wel1 for family.

Most of those with farnilies enjoyed a sense of stabil-ity and

received both moral and economic support from them. on the
other hand, those without partners, particularly the
unsettled, missed those positive aspects. Arthough only one

respondent in this study was without his spouse, many others
in the community are in this situation and generaÌry suffer
negative effects as a result. The l-ack of potential_
partners is a serious problern for males from vietnam. There
seems to be an imbalance in the ratio of men and women and

many respondents indicated how difficult it was to find
suitabl-e femal_e partners.

Age at tiine of arrival- al-so infl_uences resettlement.
Many refugees were teenagers when they reft vietnam.
According to Eriksonrs stages of dever-opment, thì_s is the
period when a sense of identity is established as wel-l- as a

sense of social- rol-es (Lerner & spanier, 1_ggo). For young

refug:ees, the search for identity requires confirmation of
attitudes, beliefs and values at a time when these are in a

need
to get
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state of flux- For some, this can be probrematic,
especi-ally if the expectations of the ord society are
inappropri-ate and those of the new society are not furly
understood (Higgitt-copeland & Harvey I rg}g). Most young

refugees are abl-e to overcome these potentiar problems and

move towards successfur resettrement. A smal_r number who

cannot, sometimes engage in socially unacceptable behaviour.
some of those who are ol-der on arri_val face different
problems. As one respondent explained:

Some aren t t abl-e to try hard. For instance â9ê,if you are 40 or 45 years and were an engineei åtdoctor in Vietnam. To do same job you nãed tostudy again. Too hard or have iamify and canrtstudy. fnstead they get a job like ðIeaning.
I¡lhen you are old it, ís hardèr to learn the
languag,e.

Generally, younger refugees are more rikeJ_y to achieve
successful resettlement than older ones. They have more

time to do so and fewer memories with which to deal. They

are abl-e to learn Engrish more quickly and they become

comfortabl-e in the new soci-ety more easily. However,

younger refugees are at risk if they l_ack farnily support.
vühereas older refugees generarly have spouses and children
who arríve at the same time or are reunited with them later,
younger refugees are usualry singl_e and flee alone or with a

sibling. They often have difficulty in finding a potential
spouse in canada and some, particularly those in the
unsettred group, have difficulty achieving a stable
lifestyle.
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Fina1ly, personality is a factor in successful
resettlement. Those with more determination, resj-lience,
motivation and frexibility are more likeì-y to be successful
compared to those with less of these attributes. As one

respondent from the settled category said:
work hard...r take no horidays. vüork overtime, hodays off ...a1-so a tittle bit lucky is inportant.too. you need to be thinking a fitttebit...whatrs good for future.

similarly, another respondent who had just graduated from
a community college and was about to begin a job with the
federal government said, r,rt depends on your wilrpower, a

commitment, what do you want to do. ft depends on

yourself rr.

Summary

categories hrere constructed to represent the varying
l-evels of adaptation. These hrere based on how refugees
perceived the congruency between their expectations for
resettl-ement and their achievements. The characteristics
which make these types di-stinctive include the fi_t between

expectations and achievements, quality of well-being
experienced, attitude towards the level of adaptation
achieved and assessment of resettrement progress.

Rerationships between reve]s of adaptation and the
distinguishing characteristics are as fol_lows. First, the
settled group are satisfied with their status, achieve a

good fit between their expectations and achievements and

experience wel-l-being in all three dimensions. second, the
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marginals are onl-y somer¡/hat satisfied with their status,
experience tension between their expectations and

achievements and experience both positj_ve and neg.ative
aspects of well--being. Finally, the unsettred are not
satisfied with or indifferent toward their revel_ of
adaptation. They are unable to reconcil_e their expectations
and achievements and experience negative well-being.
Factors which account for variations in revels of adaptatj_on
include conditions in the host society, class of origin and

ethnic variation, conditions of exodus and family and

individual characteristi-cs of the refugees.
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CHAPTER 6

Summary and Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to exarnine the process of
resettlement from the refugeers point of view. The

dissertation began with a discussion of the need to focus on

the refugee experience as distinct from processes usuarly
associated with the settrenent of irnmigrants. si-nce

refugees are involuntary nigrants seeking refuge from
perceived threats to their well-being, their condi_tions of
resettl-ement differ from imnigrants who vol_untarily depart
from their homelands in search of a better rife.

chapter 2 outlines the situation in vietnam including
the cul-ture and soci-al- orgranization of the vietnamese
peopre. rt al-so identifies the poriticat and economic

reasons for the fright of refugees from vietnarn. such
discussion is important if we are to understand the
background and the cultural rife of any refugee population.
Too often, social scientists who study the adaptation of
refugees assume that the life of these refugees begins in
the area of relocation. From a sociorogical point of view,
however, it is critical to rearize that refugees arrive as
socialized beings and that this reality plays a part in the
adaptation process.

The history and patterns of refugee poJ-icy \Ârere ar-so

reviewed. This l-iterature reveals a variety of policies,
many of which have discrirninated against certain groups
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seekíng entry to canada. Additionally, there has been

considerabre anbiguity regarding the definition of refugees
and their eligibility for adrnission into canada. rn many

cases, admission policies have been either exoticitlv .r
impl-icitly biased.

Throughout the decades, âs discussed by Dirks (ag77),

there has arways been a concern regarding the sel_ection of
refugees and an interest in assessing their ,success or
failure'r in adapting to r-ife in canada. vthile this applies
to numerous groups since the advent of confederation, recent
studies have focused on contemporary refugees, in particurar
the vietnamese. To dater wê have considerable informatj_on
regardÌ-ng the distribution of these popurations across the
country as well as their respective economic conditions
(e.9., Neuwirth I Lgg7 r. Statistics Canada, t_988; White,

1-990). l,{hile these kinds of data provide us with an

empirical description, they do littre to promote an

understanding of the process and the variabres invol_ved in
resettl-ement.

Attempts to go beyond the demographics of resettl-ement
have been varied and often ambiguous. As discussed in
chapter 3 in the irnmigrant literature, Berry (i-g8o)

considered change by immigrants in terms of confl_ict
reduction. szapocznik et al-. (1,g75) explored how immigrants
make changes in the psycho-social dj_mension to fit into
their new environment. From a structural- perspectíve,
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Gordon (1,964) considered the entry of immigrants into
institutions of the dominant society. Fol-lowing this model,
others have focused specifical_ry on the economj_c dimension.

rn the refugee riterature, some researchers have

focused on curtural- change. Hurh, Kim and Kim (l_980), for
instance, studied how refugees modify their attitudes and

behaviour to resemble the doninant group, that is, how they
accurturate. rn keepíng with the irnmigrant literature,
others have emphasízed structural change, especially
economic integration. For example, Bach (l_98g) and Neuwirth
(L987, 1-988) have emphasized economic and occupational
adjustment. only a few, such as Kunz (Lg73) and scudder and

Co1son (1982), have developed typologies relating
specifically to the process of refugee resettrement.

while these studies have been varuabre, there are gaps

which remain. For instance, it has been more than 35 years
since Jones (1,954) identified a need to be informed about
the aspì-rations of newcomers, the extent to which they are
realized and the way they respond when their aspirations are
frustrated. To date, fehr researchers have addressed these
issues. Except for Ferguson (rg}4) | there has been no

research on refugee resettl-ement from a subjective
perspective. sinilarly, armost no research exists that
considers the systemic barriers faced by refugees nor how

those barriers are maintained by members of the host
society.
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1o address some of these gaps, this study relied on

qualitative methodology, specifically, the method of
grounded theory. The techniques of data collection included
participant observation and in-depth interviews. The

researcher !üas able to observe and participate in the l_ives

of refugees and engage in intensive discussions with
sel-ected respondents. rn this wây, she was perrnitted a

grinpse of the respondentrs world and this all_owed her to
gain knowledge about the resettl-ement experience from the
refugeer s perspective.

Using the method of grounded theory al-l_owed the
researcher to explore dimensions not previousry developed.

For instance, rather than imposing an economic definition of
successful resettlement on the community, this method

al-lowed the respondents to define successful resettl-ement as

they perceived it. By comparing case to case and. concept to
concept, the researcher became sensitj_ve to differences and

similarities in the experiences of different respondents and

to what accounted for those variations among them. This
process allowed for the development of a conceptual model of
successful- resettl-ement which remaíned faithful to the
experj-ences as they became apparent to the researcher. rn
other words, the moder emerged from observations of and

interviews with the refugees themserves. rnterestingly,
this model- coincided with an existing moder in another body

of literature.
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The 24 respondents speci-ficaJ-]y i-ntervi-ewed for the
study constituted a cross-section of the mal-e refugee
popuration in winnipeg, Manitoba. Both ethnic vietnamese

and ethnic chinese, who arrived from vietnam between LgTs

and l-988, were included. These men, who fred vietnam as a

result of the v/ar, ranged in age from 22 to 50 years at the
time of the interviews. Although their flight experiences
varied, aì-I respondents spent some tirne in refugee camps and

experienced varying degrees of fright-related trauma. About

hal-f hrere married and living with their spouses. Most of
the others v/ere single. The majority of singre men \¡/ere

separated from their j-mrnediate farniries and al-most all
respondents were separated from extended famiry members.

very few respondents knew any English on arrival_. Most were

employed as bl-ue co]lar workers, a few worked in white
co]lar occupations and a smal-l- number depended on sociar
assistance.

Findings from the study indicate that refugee men

define successful- resettrement hotistically. contrary to
much of the literature, they consider successful-

resettrement to represent a state of general well-being
consisting of economic, psycho-social- and political
dimensions. Arthough the economic dimension is very
important to them, they are also concerned with non-economic

aspects of resettlement including feelings of serf-worth and

satisfaction, a sense of belonging, farnily support,
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knowledge about canadian society and the opportunity for
active participation in national and local_ institutions.

On the basis of these definitions, successful
resettlement was equated with g'eneral wetl-bei_ng and a

conceptuar rnodel indicating the components of successful
resettrernent and the relationship among the components was

developed. rt was only during the process of data analysis
and model development that the simirarity between the data
and the model developed by the canadian council on social_

Development (1,984) became apparent. prior to this, there
v/as no indication ín the literature and only a suspicion on

the part of the researcher, that refugees would consider
successful- resettl-ement in such a horistic manner. I¡Iithout
the method of grounded theory, it is unrikely that this
discovery would have occurred.. The current model_ also
involved the development of categorj-es representing varying
l-evels of adaptation and the identification of variabt-es
that could explain this variation.

specifically, general wel-r-being consists of three
interrelated dimensions; these are psycho-sociaÌ, economic

and political-. Each dirnension affects and is affected by

the others. Al-r are necessary and none is sufficíent by

itself; however, their influences are not equal. rn this
model, the economic dimension is considered to have the
greatest influence. The rogic is simpry that economj_c well-
being is fundamentar- to both psycho-social and political_
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well-being.

ïn terms of the economic dimension, most refugees
considered employment a basic requirement for success.
However, they clearly indicated that the nature of the job
Inras more important than the amount of income earned.. rt was

important that their employment be suitable and that they be

satisfied with it.
several criteria v/ere used to judge the suitabil_ity of

employment. For instance, it should suit them physical_ly,
that is, it should not require great physicar strength or
endurance. This criterion rel-ates to the fact that many

vietnamese men are re]atively smal] in physical stature
compared to canadian men of European ancestry. rn some

cases, their size actually makes the work difficult, but in
other cases, canadian employers are rel-uctant to hire thern

because they perceive their size negatively. Additionally,
income from employment should be adequate for their desired
lifestyle- rn this regard, most refugees had modest

expectations for material- goods, for example, a smal] house,
car and qualÍty audio-visual equipment.

Another important aspect of enproyment is a sense of
security. As most refugees have experienced considerable
instability in the past, many are seeking stabir-ity nov/,

both in their work and in their lives. rt is also i_mportant
that their employment offer opportunities for advancement.

whil-e refugees are grateful for the freedom they enjoy in
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they want to share in that prosperity, not in
economic v¡ays necessarily but in the sense of
their level_ of well--being
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country and

purely

enhancing

Regarding the psycho-social dimension, refugees
referred to a sense of beronging and feelings of self-worth
and satisfacti-on. For instance, happiness was identified as
an important part of success. simil-ar]_y, self-satisfaction
in the sense of being comfortabte with oneserf was arso
stressed- A sense of beronging was important both at the
primary or farnilial- lever and at the secondary level within
socÍety. Getting along with others was frequently stressed.
This i-dea of harmony reflects culturar- var_ues which
originate in religious and phirosophicaJ- teachi-ngs.
Additionally, refugees emphasized that it was i_mportant to
integrate past and present experi-ences i_n order to deverop a

sense of wholeness within themselves.

As part of the political component, refugees referred
to a sense of control, knowledge about society, confidence
to participate activeJ-y in society and the opportunity to do

so. rn this regard, being successful meant knowing how the
ínstitutions operate in canada and how to access them to
their advantag'e. Additionalry, it meant knowing where they
fit in the system and feeri-ng comfortabre in that ni-che. As

the findings indi-cate, refugees considered education as an
indicator of success. Additional-ly, the data suggest that
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active participation in the poriticar dimension is an

important part of successfur resettlement. For instance,
this rnight be in the form of voting or lobbying various
l-evel-s of government for change or by participating in
ethnic or non-ethnic organizatíons.

The ernphasis on social or curtural_ aspects and economic
or structural dirnensions refrects Gordonrs (Lg64) work on

assimilation- As this r-iterature suggests, nev/comers must
]earn the patterns of their new society, then enter into
group life. According to Gordon, stagres of structural
assimilation include joining organizations, identifying with
the dominant group and interacting in an environment without
prejudice or discrirnination. As discussed in this study,
refugees are joining organizations and beginning to identify
with the dominant group. However, it does not seem possible
that they wilr experience an environment free from prejudice
or discrímination in the near future gíven the degree of

systemic levels in this country.

The second aspect of the rnoder_ involves the development
of categories representì-ng revels of adaptati_on. Dosmanrs
(1'972) work was useful- here. Just as he identified three
distinct groups among aborigj_nal nigrants, patterns
identified in this study suggested that refugees al_so fal_l_

into three separate categories according to their leve] of
adapLation. Many of the characteristics associated with
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each category are also sj-miIar. For instance, the affluent
category identified by Dosman consists of people who enjoy a

comfortable and stable rifestyre much like those persons

belonging to the settled category in this study. However,

these data do not support Dosmanrs position that only the
anomic or transitional group is affected by nigration, that
is, the other groups quickly regain their previous status.
rn thís case, all groups are affected and only some of the
settled are abl-e to recover their forner state of wel]-
being.

categories hrere derived from refugees assessments of
their resettlement progress. The data indicate that
refugees base their assessments on the extent to which their
achievements match their expectations. According to the
data, expectations pray an important rol-e in determj-ning

whether refugees feel satisfied with their resettlement
progress. Findings from both the field work and the
interviews suggest that expectations are formed accordinq to
the level of well-being remembered in the country of origin,
the amount and accuracy of information known about the
country of resettlement and the process of resettlement as

well as the attitude toward resettl_ement, that ís, whether
resettlement is considered a positive or negative
opportunity.

Refugees use the level- of wel-l-being they remember in
vietnam as a measure for assessing their wel]_-being in
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resettl-ement. As with any retrospective task, some memories

are more accurate than others so that they may not
necessariJ-y be comparing what was but how they remember it.
AdditionalJ-y, most refugees refer to their wel_t-being before
1,975 rather than after this date. rn armost al_l cases,

their earrier level of werl-being was g'reater than the l-evel_

they experienced after Lg7S.

Using the data generated from the assessments by

refugees and the work of Dosman (1"972) and others (e.g.,
Anderson, L974 r. Mode], l-9gg), three categorj-es v/ere

constructed based on the congruence between refugees
expectations f or resettl-ernent and their achievements.

Accordingry t the settl-ed are persons who have met their
expectations, are satisfied with their achievements and

experience a positive lever of welr-being. Marginal-s have

not been able to fuIly mesh their expectations and

achievements. ü'Ihile they may be satisfied with some aspects
of their progress, they are not fuIIy satisfj-ed overal_l_ and

their level- of well-being is mixed or arnbiguous. Fina]ly,
the unsettl-ed are those who have not been able to rearize
their expectations. They are dissatisfied with or
indifferent towards their achievements (or lack thereof) and

their quality of well-being is poor.

The third aspect invorves identifying variables that
could affect the level-s of adaptation achieved. rn this
regard, findings from other studies proved useful_. For
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instance, Model (t-gBB) found that socioeconomic status in
the country of origin infruenced the type and amount of
resources nehrcomers brought with thern, their expectations
and their proficiency in English. Kunz (Ig73, j_98j_)

indicated that conditions of exodus infl-uenced resettl-ement.
Those who anticipated their departure generally fared better
than those who left under crisi-s conditions. He also
suggested that the degree of trauma experienced during
f]-ight had a bearing on resettl-ement. According to Anderson

(1'974), conditions in the host society, particularly l_abour

market variabl-es r¡¡ere irnportant. Ferguson (l_984) found that
personar characteristics such as ag,e, rnotivation and

presence of family members v/ere irnportant in determining
levels of resettrenent achieved. using this l_iterature in
conjunction with the patterns identified in the data,
variables which coul-d affect the variation in adaptation
were identified. These incl-ude background variables such as

culture, family, class of origin and ethnicity. Al_so

included are conditions of exodus such as the nature of the
flight and the trauma associated with it. conditions in the
host society incl-uding economic conditions at the time,
government policies, job transferabirity and discrimínation
by members of the host society provide the context and the
l-imits of resettlement. personal_ characteristics incJ-uding
a9ê, marital status, personality and English language

proficiency v/ere also found to infl-uence adaptation.
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The model deveroped here is significant for a number of
reasons. rt points to the value of including the refugeers
point of view. rn doing so, the author v/as abl-e to extend
the definition of successful resettlement beyond the
existing l-iterature. As the data indicate, refug'ees have

definite ideas about success that differ considerably from
the objective measures used by others. Their definitions
are based on a holistic understanding of successful_

resettrement that equates success with general welr-being.
By cornparison, many definitions of success found in the
literature tend to focus exclusivery on economic aspects
(e.9., Bach, i_988; Fínnan, 1,981,¡ Samue1 , 1,987) . This
tendency to focus on economj-c factors is arso found in the
more generar migration literature according to curri_e and

Hal-1i (1-e8e) .

As the findings suggest, expectati_ons for resettlement
are important. This study uses this dimension as a criticat
factor in probing refugees perspectives and arriving at some

understanding of what they consider to be satisfactory
adaptation and how they justify their own assessments.

The incorporation of the werr--being model by the
canadian council- on social Devel-opment (L9g4) , has provided
a fundamental and dynanic principle which operates to
distinguÍsh one l-evel of adaptation from another.
specificatly, the relat.ionships between economic factors and

the psycho-social and political dimensions facilitate the
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identification of characteristics pertaining to the settled,
the marginal-s and the unsettled. To date, studies of
adaptation by Neuwirth et al (i-9g5) and others, do not rest
on any particular relationship or inherent logic such as

this dynamic and holistic approach.

Additionally, the variables identified here are useful-
in estabrishing the parameters of resettl-ement. These

variabl-es cover the l-ife span of refugees from their
background in vietnam, the exodus, as werl as factors
rerating to the receiving society. Arl of these are not
only part of the logic of events, they are also validated
here by the refugees themser-ves. rn other words, the
refugee experience as wel_l as the literature is incorporated
here in devel-oping an explanatory model- of resettlement.
several authors (e.g-, Kín & Nicassio, L9g0¡ Kunz , L973i
Model-, l-988; Neuwirth, rg87) have identified most of these
variables, but to date, they have not been generated from
the grass roots level

Additionally, this study includes a curtural component

usually neglected in most socioJ-ogical work. participant
observation and in-depth interviews facilitated the
acquisiti-on of knowledge regarding the culture, its
philosophical-, religious and famiry roots which are
important in influencing the outcome of the resettlement
process- For example, this study illustrates the importance
of family for refugees. fn particular, many of the
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difficulties experienced by the unsettled related to the
absence of family members who traditionalry provide advice
and guidance. Because decisions are traditionally rnade by

erders, young people have little opportunity to learn
decision-making or to fend for themselves and this puts them

at a disadvantage when they are alone in a society which
stresses independence at an early age.

According to Stark (i-989), those who are able to
transfer their skirls and experi-ence to the new environment
have an advantage compared to those who must acquire new

skifts in the country of resettrement. rn this study, the
advantage rested with those who brought trade-related skitls
with them. Those who were disadvantaged in this sense,

incl-uded professi-onal-s who were prevented from resuming

their professions either because simirar positions did not
exist or because systemic barriers prevented recognition of
their professional accreditation and experience.

Additionally, those with few skills availabl_e for transfer
r^/ere also disadvantaged. Many of these persons had rnultipre
difficultj-es including learning Engrish, obtai-ning job
trainíng and. securing employment.

Finally, from a more appJ-ied or practical point of
view, the results of the study bear on the need to reexamine

refugee policy and practice. For instance, Ín the case of
some policy-makers, immigration officials and service-
providers, sel-f-sufficiency appears to be the primary
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indicator of success. As Johnson (i-9g9) notes, self-
sufficiency is defined in terms of earned íncome and

independence from social- welfare programs. euestions
frequently asked about refugees in this regard are, "Do they
have jobstt and rrAre they stil-l- receiving assistancer.
comments by an employee of a non-governmental organization
that assists refugees to canada are typicat of this
approach, that is, ,successful_ resettlement is being
invisible, no problems heard or seenil.

Although self-sufficiency may be an objective indicator
of success, it is too sirnptistic to assume that it is the
most important factor in successfur resettlement or that
econornic success leads to success j-n other aspects of
resettl-ement. rn order to facil_itate an understanding of
successful resettlement as refugees perceive it, it is
necessary to consider resettl-ement holistically, that is, to
consider refugeest definitions of success, the factors which
infl-uence thej-r expectations for resettlement, the quatity
of well-being they achieve, the fit between their
expectations and achievements and their attitudes toward

achievements as this study has done.

rn terms of the economic dirnension of werr-being, there
is a need to reconsider poli-cies regarding education,
training and documentation of education and experience so

that the skills and experience that refugees bring with thern

can be util-ized. For j-nstance, a more effective mechanism
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is required to facilitate the recertification of
professional-s such as medical- doctors and if some retraining
or upgrading is required to meet canadian standards, this
should be made accessibr-e. AdditionalJ_y, more effective
means are required to reduce the negative effects of
prejudice and discrimination against visible minorities such

as vietnamese refugees. Despite affirmative action programs

and human rights legislation, there is ample evidence of the
effects these attitudes and behaviours have on employment

and sel-f-esteem for instance.

Regarding the psycho-social dirnension, government
policies on familv reunification, for example, need to be

reassessed with a view to facil_itating the process by which
farnily members are reunited. rn many cases, the delays are
long and the barriers great. As the findings in this study
show, it is very important for famiríes to be reunited so

that individual- members receive the support and guidance for
which they have been social-ized. As well, there is need for
clarification regarding the apparent decrease in the number

of refugees being accepted for resettl_ement. According to
service-providers in Manitoba, for instance, onry about hal-f
of the regular number of newcomers are being received.
Although repatriation is one al_ternative to the probJ_ern of
refugees, it is not appropriate in all cases and there i_s a
continuing need for countries such as canada to accept
refugees for resettlement.
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rn the political dimension, findings from this study
suggest that refugees need more opportunities to fearn about
canada. They need more i-nformation about the society, its
institutions and agencies of redress so that they are better
abl-e to partake in canadian society productively and to
their advantage. Although there are some provisions for
this, in many cases the opportunities are linited or
presented prernaturery. For instance, refugees are provided
with informatj-on about riving in canada within the first
three weeks of their arrival, however, many refug.ees cannot
deal effectivery with this information at that time. rn
addition to these short orientation programs, progressive
programs available over several years courd be implemented.

Although the study focused on one parti_cular group of
refugees and the number of respondents was small_, the
understanding generated from it has contributed to the
development of a conceptual model- that will be useful_ to
other researchers, policy-makers and practitioners. As with
any research, however, there are rinitations to this study.
For exampfe, more males than femal-es v/ere observed and only
mal-es were interviewed. Thus the findings cannot be

generalized to hromen from Vietnam.

Additionarry, the effect of a femare researcher
interacting with mal-e respondents is not entireJ-y cl_ear.

However, in working with thÍs target population over a

considerable peri-od of time, it is obvious that men from
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vietnam interact effectively with canadian women of European
origin particularry when they are perceived to have the
rrrespected statusfr of university l_ecturer.

vùhether the results would have been di_fferent had the
research been conducted in the language of the respondents
rather than in English is also not known. rt is possibre
that respondents would have been better abre to express
themserves in their own language and that subt]e nuances
would have been more easily picked up. on the other hand,
it is the researcherrs opini-on that ranguage was not an

issue in most cases. whir-e the researcher could speak only
a few words of vietnamese and none of the chinese r_anguages,

her experience with this popuration made her farnil_iar with
many of the subtleties and all_owed her to pick up at least
some of them. Furthermore, it seemed. that the abir_ity to
articulate one's thoughts in any language made the
dífference- rn other words, those who were thoughtful and
articul-ate in their fi-rst language 

'ere also thoughtful and
articulate in Engrish, whereas, those who had troubr_e
articulating their ideas in English also experienced the
same problems in their first ranguage. This position was

discussed wíth severar key informants and confirmed.
Nevertheless, future research could be conducted by a

variety of people, incruding bilingual individuar_s who speak
the languages in question.
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Future Research

The model is heuri_stic, that is, it gives rise to
additional research which courd expand, retest and validate
the findings. At the qualitative ]evel, rife histories
wourd add more in-depth understanding of changes that occur
over time. As the method was selective in getting this
information, more extensi-ve l-ife histories could val-idate
the experiences and definitions generated in this study. As

wel-l, the data in this study suggest that problems faced by

some refugees who farr into the unsettred category may

originate in Vj-etnain. However, littre is known about this
and l-ife histories could further this understanding.

sirnilarry, longitudinar- studies which could identify
the dynamics of adaptation would be useful in understanding
how Índividuals move from one category of adaptation to
another. rt is obvious from this study, that some refugees,
such as students, are able to rnove relatively easily, whil_e

others appear to be stuck at the marginal or unsettled
level-s and have difficurty achieving mobility. For

instance, it seems that marginars r,,rho do well compared to
others but are unabre to regain their original status or to
meet their expectations for rife in canada might be

considered near-settled. others who are less successful_ and

struggle to maintain a foothold at the rnarginal_ l_evel night
be considered near-unsettled. Further research of these
sub-groups could al-so provide more information regarding the
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development of expectations and the conditions under which
refugees adjust their expectations.

At the quantitative Ìevel-, efforts could be directed
toward the development of rneasurements for the definition of
wel-I-being and the various l-evel-s of adaptation. Efforts
could arso be made to explore the impact of exptanatory
variabl-es to determine whether these act as independent or
intervening variables and whether they have a direct or
indirect effect on the outcomes of adaptation. with this
kind of knowledge, the moder could be expanded into a

cornprehensive theory of refugee resettlement at least as it
applies to mares. There is also a need to replicate the
study in other locatíons and with other refugee popurations
in order to establish the generalizability of the findings
and the model-. rn particurar, it. is necessary to establish
the importance of =ttt"trr.l r".=.= "rltrr.I .rd irdiridr.f
variabl-es, âs it applies to alr refugee popul-ations.

FinalJ-y, it is important to note, again, that the model
presented here applies to a male population. As such, it
cannot be generalized to explain the experi_ences and

aspirations of females. rt is imperative that the
experiences of femare refug,ees be explored and recorded. ïn
doing so, gender-related similarities and differences coul_d

be studied- we need to know, for instance, hohr gender

relations, fanily patterns, occupationar experiences and a

dual- ninority status affect the femal_e resettrement process.
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such concerns regarding the lives of minority women have

been raised in other contexts (e.g., Dhruvarajan, LggL; Reid
& comas-Dias, i-990), however, very ]ittre research has been

done in this reg'ard as far as refugees are concerned.

Conclusion

rn concl-usi-on, this study of refugee resettl-ement has

been valuable in identifying a model which can contribute
toward the deveroprnent of a more comprehensive theory of the
process of adaptation in refugee resettlement. The grounded

theory method enabled the author to depart from conventional_

methodology, in order to incorporate the refugees point of
view. rt all-owed the author to extend the definition of
successful- resettlement, to arrive at a model which
identifies three revers of adaptation, and the varj_abl_es

which account for why some refugees adapt more

satisfactorily than others.

This study contributes to a general understanding of
the process of adaptation that is useful_ for government,

service-providers and other researchers. rn terms of
government policy, for instance, the findings from this
study suggest that under the present condi-tions, working
class refugees who are abl-e to reunite with other farniry
members may have the greatest potential for adaptation in
resettlement. sirnilarJ-y, the results provide service-
orientated agrencies with an enhanced understanding of the
resettlement process, particularry how refugees perceive it.
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By enhancing their understanding of this process, they can
be better able to meet the needs of their cl_ients. The

study also provides refugees with information about how

other refugees perceive resettlement so that they may gain a

greater measure of understanding about the process of
adaptation- Finalryr âs a result of this study, other
researchers have the opportuni_ty to incorporate some of the
subjectíve aspects in order to enhance more objective
approaches.

rn summary, this study contributes to the sparse
riterature on successfur resettl_ement and provi-des a balance
for the studies which focus on probrems and pathotogy. ït
contributes to the deveropment of a definition of successful-
resettlement and to the identification of sÍgnificant
variables associ-ated with resettrement. Most importantfy,
it contributes to the timited informati-on on the subjective
dimensions of the resettLement process and addresses the
need identified by stein (r-98r-) , to consider the
expectations refugees have for their resettrement because
expectati-ons have a rarge irnpact on behaviour during
resettlement.
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fntervi-ew Guide

l-. Success in resettlement - general
-what does success in resettlement mean
-why are some people more successful than others
-how to decide if someone is successful

-income/occupation/knowledge of system
-what are important things to do for success

-several jobs, school
-what makes success easier
-what makes success harder
-how much time does it take

2. Success in resettlement - personal
-compared to other ne\4/comers, how would you describeyour success
-what was difficult/easy and why
-would you like to change your l_evel_ of success

-is it possible
-how

-did you do anything to prepare for your new life
3. Demographic inforrnation

-North/South Vietnam
-urban/rural-
-year of arrival in Canada
-a1one/accompanied
-ethnic identity
-language at home
-age at l-ast birthday (rea1/false)

4. Househol-d information
-who lives with respondent
-is househol-d composition different than in vietnam
-fanily members stil-l_ in refugee camps, in Vietnam
-wit1 they join respondent

5. Education
-Vietnam/Canada
-attending school now
-future education plans
-Canadian education same/different field than in

Vietnam

6. Language
-English/French on arrivaì_/now

-understand, speak, read, write
-is tack of language an impediment
-what have you done about it
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7. Employment
-in Vietnam
-in Canada

-type of job, tirne in job, satisfaction,
advancement

-training
-number of jobs in Canada
-tirne at each job
-reason for leaving jobs
-unemplolanent experience

8. Shelter
-type of housing
-neighbourhood
-type of tenancy
-satisfaction

9. Status in Vietnarn
-education, occupation of self and parents
-describe status before lgTS
-are things better in Canada or in Vietnam

-education, employment, occupation, income
-housing, material possessions, status

l-0. Income
-number of contributors
-sources
-approximate amount
-satisfaction

1-l-. Financial management
-who makes decisions
-able to save some money each month
-bank accounts
-credit cards
-car
-able to meet current financial needs
-financial- concerns or worries

L2. Leisure activity
-entert.ainrnent
-vacation

13. Volunteer work
-any, type


